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Abstract

A historical account of the contributions of the Aeroelasticity Branch (AB)
and the Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT) to rotorcraft technology

and development since the tunnelk inception in 1960 is presented. The paper
begins with a summary of the major characteristics of the TDT and a

description of the unique capability offered by the TDT for testing aeroelastic

models by virtue of its heavy gas test medium. This is followed by some remarks

on the role played by scale models in the design and development of rotorcraf_
vehicles and a review of the basic scaling relationships important for designing

and building dynamic aeroelastic models of rotorcraft vehicles for testing in the

TDT. Chronological accounts of helicopter and tiltrotor research conducted in
AB/TDT are then described in separate sections. Both experimental and

analytical studies are reported and include a description of the various

physical and mathematical models employed, the objectives of the

investigations, and illustrative experimental and analytical results.

Introduction

The Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel
(TDT) (fig. l) and the Aeroelasticity Branch (AB)

with which it is associated have a long and sub-
stantive history of aeroelastic research that has
made creditable contributions to rotorcraft tech-

nology and development. That research, extend-

ing from shortly after the tunnel's inception in
1960 to the present, has included a wide range of

experimental investigations using a variety of
scale models and testbeds, and the development

and application of essential analyses. The results

of that research have contributed substantially to
the technology base needed by the industry for de-

signing and building advanced rotorcraft systems.
In particular, the work has contributed to support-

ing rotorcraft research and development programs,

to the fundamental understanding of phenomena
involved, and to resolving anomalies. For con-

venience of discussion, the rotorcraft investiga-
tions may be divided into two categories: helicop-
ters and tiltrotors.

Helicopter model testing has been conducted

in the TDT since 1963, and has generally taken
the form of research testing rather than testing in

direct support of any specific helicopter develop-
ment program. Several testbeds have been used

for helicopter testing in the TDT (fig. 2). The first

(fig. 2a) was built by Lockheed Aircraft Company
and was used for testing of hingeless rotor con-

figurations in support of the XH-51 research heli-

copter development program. A testbed devel-

oped by Bell Helicopter Company was used for
two-bladed teetering rotor studies (fig. 2b). The
Lockheed testbed was later refurbished in-house

at Langley and became known as the Generalized

Rotor Aeroelastic Model, or GRAM (fig. 2c).

This testbed was used for helicopter rotor testing
at the TDT until the late 1970s. The current test-

bed, known as the Aeroelastic Rotor Experimental

System, or ARES (fig. 2d), has been used for all
helicopter rotor testing in the TDT since 1977.

The ARES testbed has been used for investiga-
tions involving rotor performance, loads, stability,
and acoustics for a number of rotor models. For

example, the ARES has been used for the study of
conformable rotors to define their potential for al-

tering blade spanwise and azimuthal airload dis-

tributions to improve rotor performance and re-
duce loads. An active control concept known as

Higher Harmonic Control (HHC) was tested on

the ARES to confirm predictions as to the level of
reduction in fixed-system vibration and blade-
vortex interaction noise. The ARES testbed has

also been used to obtain aeromechanical stability

and loads data for hingeless and bearingless rotor
models and to validate existing analytical models.
The ARES testbed has also been used for studies

to evaluate rotors incorporating advanced tech-

nologies that will be needed to meet military re-
quirements for increased mission effectiveness



and improvedsafetyandsurvivabilityin future
helicopters.

Tiltrotoraeroelasticresearchin theTDT (fig.
3) hasbeenaboutequallydividedbetweensup-
portingresearchanddevelopmentprograms.This
workhasits rootsin propellerwhirl flutterstudies
conductedin theTDT in the early 1960s,and
somelaterfundamentalstudiesintothewhirl flut-
ter behaviorof propellershavingflappingblades.
Tiitrotor aeroelasticstudiesbeganin 1968in an
exploratoryparametricinvestigationof stability,
dynamics,andloadsusingamodelof a proposed
Bell HelicopterCompanytiltrotor designdesig-
natedtheModel266. In theearly1970s,aerody-
namicandflutterclearancetestswereconducted
in supportof thedevelopmentprogramthatledto
theNASA/ArmyXV- 15 tiltrotor research aircraft.
During this same period, a parametric investiga-

tion of proprotor whirl flutter was conducted us-
ing an off-design research configuration of a pro-

posed Grumman tiltrotor design. There was a hia-

tus in tiltrotor research activity at AB from 1974
until 1984, after which tests were conducted on a

Bell tiltrotor model in support of the V-22 devel-

opment program. A second hiatus in tiitrotor re-
search occurred from 1985 to 1994, after which

there was a resurgence of tiltrotor activity within
AB/TDT, primarily in anticipation of NASA's

Short Haul Civil Tiltrotor program. This led to a

new tiltrotor research program using a refurbished
version of the V-22 model that was tested earlier

in the TDT in support of the V-22 program. The
refurbished model has been incorporated into a

tiltrotor research testbed called the Wing and Ro-

tor Aeroelastic Testing System (WRATS). In col-
laboration with Bell Helicopter Textron, studies

under the current research program are focused on

a range of aeroelastic technical areas that have
been identified as having the potential for enhanc-

ing the commercial and military viability of tiltro-

tor aircraft. In particular, emphasis is being

placed on the development of active and passive
techniques for vibration control, stability augmen-

tation, and increased aerodynamic performance of
tiltrotor aircraft.

Several overviews of AB/TDT aeroelastic re-

search activities have been published over the

years (see, for example, refs. I-9). However,
these reviews have either been generic discussions

of work conducted in the TDT without any par-
ticular emphasis on rotorcraft, or specific to rotor-

craft but incomplete with respect to the scope of

the work reviewed. The purpose of this paper is

to present a complete and unified historical ac-
count of the AB/TDT aeroelastic research accom-

plishments that have contributed to rotorcraft
technology and development since the inception

of the TDT in 1960. Relevant ancillary studies

contributing to this technology base are also in-

cluded. The paper begins with a summary of the
major characteristics of the TDT and a description

of the unique capability offered by the TDT for

testing aeroelastic models by virtue of its heavy

gas test medium. This is followed by some re-
marks on the use of scale models in the design and

development of rotorcraft vehicles, and a review
of the basic scaling relationships important for de-

signing and building dynamic aeroelastic rotor-
craft models for testing in the TDT. Helicopter
and tiltrotor research conducted in AB/TDT is

then described in separate sections. In each of
these sections, a chronological account of the per-

tinent experimental and analytical work and con-

tributions is given. These discussions include a
description of the various physical and mathe-

matical models employed, the specific objectives
of the investigations, and illustrative experimental

and analytical results. Where and when appropri-

ate, an explanation of the pertinent fundamental
mechanisms and interactions involved in the phe-

nomena under investigation is included in the dis-
cussion. Each section concludes with a rrsum6 of

current and planned research activities.

Tunnel Characteristics

The Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel

(TDT) is a single-return, closed-loop, continuous-
flow, variable-pressure, slotted-throat wind tunnel

having a test section 16-feet square (with cropped
corners). An aerial view of the wind tunnel and

its adjoining engineering and equipment building
is shown in figure 1. A schematic depicting the
general arrangement of the tunnel is shown in fig-

ure 4. The tunnel use_ either air or a heavy gas _as
the test medium and Can operate at total (stagfia-

fion) pressures from-near vacuum to atmospheric.

It has a Mach number range from near zero to



about 1.2, with attendantmaximumReynolds
numbersof aboutthreemillion perfoot in air to
aboutten million per foot in heavygas. Both
Machnumberandpressureareindependentlycon-
trollable.

TheTDT is speciallyconfiguredfor aeroelas-
tic testing.Largewindowsareprovidedforclose,
unobstructedviewingof themodelfromthecon-
trol room. A setof fourby-passvalvesispresent
in thewind-tunnelcircuitto allowquickreduction
in thedynamicpressurein thetestsectionin case
of modelinstability. Thetunnelfanbladesare
protectedfrom debrisof damagedmodelsby a
wire-meshsafetyscreen. A varietyof model
mountsystemsareavailable.For helicoptertest-
ing, stand-mountedtestbedshavebeenused.For
tiltrotor testing, stand-mounted,sidewall-
mounted,sting-mounted,androd-mountedmodels
havebeenused.TheTDTalsooffersanairstream
oscillatorsystemfor guststudies. The system
consistsof anarrangementof biplanevaneslo-
catedoneithersideof thetunnelentrancesection
(fig. 5).Vanefrequencyandamplitudeareadjust-
ableandthetwo pairsof vanesmaybeoperated
eitherin phaseor outof phaseto providevertical
or rollinggustfields.

Thetunnelwasoriginallyconstructedasa 19-
foot diametersubsonicpressuretunnelin 1938
(ref. 10). In the late1950s,thefacilitywascon-
vertedto a transonicdynamicstunnelto fill the
needfor awindtunneldedicatedto thetestingof
largeaeroelasticmodelsof aerospaceflight vehi-
clesfromlow subsonicthroughtransonicspeeds.
This newaeroelastictestingcapabilitywasmade
possibleby usingthe high-molecular-weightgas
R-12asthetestmedium(ref. i I). A numberof
subsequentcomparativetests(see,for example,
refs. 12-15)confirmedpre-conversionstudiesas
to thesoundnessof testingaeroelasticmodelsin
R-12 insteadof air. Environmentalconcerns
raisedin the late-1980sregardingthecontinued
widespreaduseof R-12ledtoaNASAdecisionto
replacetheR-12usedin theTDT with theenvi-
ronmentallyacceptableandessentiallyequivalent
refrigerantR-134a.Conversionof theTDT heavy
gastestmediumfrom R-12to R-134awascom-
pletedin 1997andis describedin references16-
17. Subsequentwindtunnelcharacterizationand
calibrationtestswerecompletedin 1998,after

which normal tunnel operations resumed. Be-

cause R-12 and R-134a have comparable proper-

ties, the primary flow characteristics of the TDT
for R-134a operations are not much different from

those for R-12, as was expected. For this reason,

the advantages of testing in heavy gas will con-
tinue with R-134a. However, because the speed

of sound in R-134a is slightly higher than in R-12

rotorcraft models tested in R-134a must be oper-

ated at higher rotor rotational speeds to maintain

Mach scaling.

Since its inception, the TDT has been a unique

national facility for testing aeroelastic models of a
variety of aircraft, spacecraft, and launch vehicles

(see, for example, refs. 1-2). The heavy gas fea-

ture of the tunnel (in combination with its large
size) offers several advantages over air with re-

spect to designing, building, and testing aeroelas-

tic models. For example, improved model-to-full

scale similitude, eased fabrication requirements,
lower model vibration frequencies, reduced test

section flow velocities, larger test Reynolds num-
bers, and reduced tunnel power requirements.

The size of the test section easily accommodates

model rotors up to 10 feet in diameter. More de-
tailed descriptions of the TDT and its capabilities

may be found in references 16-17.

Some Remarks on the Use

of Scale Models

Aeroelastically-scaled wind-tunnel models

have played an important role in the design, de-
velopment, and verification process in diverse

fields of engineering, including aerospace engi-
neering (see, for example, refs. 18-23). Their use

is particularly prolific in the field of aeronautics

wherein dynamic aeroelastic (i.e., flutter) models
are extensively employed both to substantiate that

an aircraft design is free of aeroelastic instabilities
within its flight envelope, and to validate analy-

ses. Analytical capabilities for addressing aeroe-

lastic design issues of aircraft have improved sig-
nificantly over the years. However, because air-
craft have continued to increase in structural and

aerodynamic complexity, the need to rely on
wind-tunnel tests of sub-scale models to verify

predicted behavior and performance before enter-
ing the flight test stage of a development program



remains.Suchmodelsarealsowidelyusedin re-
searchinvestigationsdealingwith suchissuesas
activecontrolof aeroelasticstabilityandresponse,
buffetloadalleviation,andfor thevalidationof
analyticalandcomputationalmethodsusedin de-
sign.

Theimportanceof sub-scalemodelsfor heli-
copterresearchhasbeenrecognizedasearlyas
1953(refs.24-25). Sub-scalemodelshavealso
playeda valuable,althoughperhapslesspromi-
nent,rolein thedesignanddevelopmentof heli-
copters,tiltrotors,andV/STOLaircraft(for ex-
ample,seerefs.22-23,26-27). Bothgovernment
andindustryhaveacknowledgedthesignificance
androleof sub-scalemodelsin rotorcraftresearch
anddevelopmenton manyoccasions.Forexam-
ple, references28-29emphasizedtheimportance
of a properlyconductedwind-tunneltestprogram
thatincludesbothmodel-scaleandfull-scaletest-
ing to reducethetechnicalriskof arotorcraftde-
velopmentprogram,andto lessenthechancefor
surprisesin theflightteststage.

Model Scaling Considerations

Dynamic aeroelastic models may be classified

into two general groups: (I) research models, and
(2) prediction models. Research models do not

represent any particular aircraft and are at most

only broadly representative of full-scale designs.
They are used primarily tO gain insight into aeroe-

lastic problems (e.g., identify the types of flutter

which may be associated with a new or unusual
configuration), to provide experimental data for

comparison with analysis, and to provide general

design information on flutter trends that occur
with variations in system parameters. Prediction

models are based on actual full-scale designs and
are intended to predict the full-scale behavior of

specific aircraft. These models are related to the

full-scale designs that they represent by certain

scaling relationships. It Should be noted that pre-
diction models can also be used effectively as re-
search models.

A model will exhibit similitude or similarity to

a full-scale structure provided certain dimen-
sionless ratios have the same values for both.

These dimensionless ratios may be determined by

dimensional analysis of all the quantities involved

in the problem or (if the structure is simple
enough) from the differential equations which de-

fine the system. The objective of the theory of
similitude (refs. 18, 19, 30-32) is to establish

those relationships that must be maintained to

permit reliable predictions to be made from meas-

ured model behavior. Usually, not all dimen-
sionless ratios can be maintained at full-scale val-
ues with reasonable choices of materials and scale

factors in available test facilities. In such cases,

complete similarity cannot be maintained and
compromises must be made, based on experience

and knowledge of the problem, by which the less
important dimensionless ratios are allowed to de-

viate from full-scale values. Fortunately, a model

is usually designed to study only a particular phe-
nomenon (or class of phenomena), in which case

only those dimensionless ratios important for the

phenomena of interest need be maintained at their
full-scale values.

The requirements for achieving dynamic and
aeroelastic similitude of model and full-scale air-

craft and helicopters are replete in the literature
(see, for example, refs. 31-36) and will be re-

viewed here only briefly as they apply to rotor-
craft. As mentioned above, the similarity re-

quirements can be obtained either by applying

dimensional analysis to the problem or by
examining the appropriate governing equations

written in nondimensional form. Application of

such procedures results in the identification of the
basic independent nondimensional parameters that

must have a one-to-one correspondence between
model and full scale to ensure adequate

representation. For the study of dynamic

aeroelasticity and unsteady aerodynamics

phenomena, five basic similarity parameters are
indicated: Mach number, advance ratio (reduced

frequency), Lock number (mass ratio), Reynolds
number, and Froude number. The other

dependent ratios relating model quantities to full-

scale quantities can be derived from these basic

similarity Parameters. The models must also be
geometrically similar to their full-scale
equivalents in external shape as well as in their

distribution of mass and stiffness. In addition, any

important body degrees-of-freedom must be
included in the models.



Thesimultaneoussatisfactionof thefivesimi-
larityparametersnotedaboveis notpossiblebe-
causeof conflictingrequirementsthat resultfor
thedesignof a model.In conventionalwindtun-
nelsusingatmosphericpressureair asthetestme-
dium,only threeof the five parameterscanbe
maintainedat their full-scalevalues. For the
simulationof flight conditionswherecompressi-
bility effectsareimportant,it is well established
that the full-scalevaluesof Machnumber,ad-
vanceratio,andLocknumbermustbemaintained
in themodel.Thisis truewhetherthemodelis to
be testedin air or heavygas. However,if the
modelisdesignedfor testinginheavygas,Froude
numbermaybe maintainedsimultaneouslywith
Machnumber,advanceratio,andLocknumberby
selectinganappropriatelengthscalefactor(about
.20 to .29dependingon the simulatedfull-scale
altitude). For simulationof flight conditions
wherecompressibilityeffectsarenot important
modelsareusuallydesignedtomaintainfull-scale
valuesof advanceratio,Froudenumber,andLock
numberwhentestedin air. However,for suitable
lengthscalefactors,thesemodelscansimultane-
ouslyobtainnearfull-scalevaluesof Machnum-
berwhentestedin heavygas. It is generallynot
possibletosimulatefull-scaleReynoldsnumberin
eithertheair or heavygastestmediumsof the
TDT. However,theuseof heavygaspermitsa
nearly three-foldincreasein Reynoldsnumber
overcomparableconditionsinair.

Someof the moreimportantaeroelasticscale
factorsapplicableto rotorcrafimodelsin theTDT
aresummarizedin tableI. Scalefactorsaretabu-
latedfor testingin air,R-12,andR-134afor the
casesin whicheitherMachnumberor Froude
numberismaintainedat its full-scalevaluein ad-
ditiontoLocknumberandadvanceratio.

Helicopter Research Contributions

Tests Using Lockheed Aircraft Testbed

1963 - 1964

The initial model helicopter tests in the TDT

were conducted in 1963 and 1964 as part of a

cooperative effort between the U.S. Army,

Lockheed Aircraft, and NASA to conduct hinge-
less rotor research investigations (refs. 37-40).

The tests were conducted using a 1/3-size hinge-

less rotor model that was 10 feet in diameter (fig.
2a). The model blades were ballasted to allow

testing in R-12 at a density of 0.008 slugs/ft _. A

number of configurations were tested resulting in
research information that included structural loads

and aerodynamic data for all the configurations
tested. The 1963 and 1964 tests included rotor

configurations with three, four, and six blades as

well as variations in the blade flapwise and
chordwise stiffnesses and stiffness distributions.

Each configuration was tested through a forward

speed and load factor range simulating conven-
tional helicopter and compound helicopter opera-

tion (refs. 37-38).

The 1963 test involved only a three-bladed

hingeless rotor configuration with matched root

stiffness. Testing was conducted at simulated

forward speeds from 60 to 240 mph over a range
of rotor load factors at advancing tip Mach num-

bers up to 0.91. Data were obtained for helicopter,
unloaded rotor, and compound helicopter modes

of operation and indicated a beneficial influence

of blade twist on chordwise cyclic loads in for-
ward flight. This rotor was designed to enable

wide variations in dynamic characteristics and

therefore was not representative of an optimized

design. The test in 1964 was conducted using a
blade and rotor hub design that was optimized for
low drag. The blade flapwise and chordwise

stiffnesses were also approximately matched
along the blade span. This test involved three-,
four-, and six- bladed rotors with the four-bladed

configuration considered as the baseline. As in
the 1963 test, all configurations were tested over a

range of forward speeds and rotor load factors to

obtain structural loads and performance data. Re-
sults indicated that the optimized rotor design
with low chordwise stiffness blades showed con-

siderable promise from the standpoint of structural
loads, vibration, and performance. The results of
these two hingeless rotor tests were encouraging

with regard to the use of hingeless rotor

configurations and were of use in the development
of the Lockheed XH-5 ! helicopter.



TestsUsing Bell Helicopter Company Test-
bed

In the late 1960s and into the 1970s, the em-

phasis in helicopter testing at the TDT was on

two-bladed teetering rotor configurations. The
tests conducted in this timeframe used 1/4- and

1/5- size teetering rotor models mounted on the

testbed developed by Bell Helicopter Company

(fig. 2b).

1969

In 1969, a teetering rotor test (ref. 13) was
conducted to obtain data to assess three areas of

interest: I) the aerodynamic characteristics of ro-

tors operating at combinations of high advance ra-

tio and high advancing tip Mach number; 2) the

feasibility of obtaining rotor structural and aero-
dynamic loads from a dynamically similar scaled

model; and 3) the validity of data obtained in an

R-12 atmosphere. This test used a I/4-size, geo-
metrically and dynamically scaled rotor system
representative of those used on Bell Helicopter

Company UH-IC and AH-1G aircraft. An addi-
tional I/4-size model rotor was used that had dif-

ferent twist and airfoil characteristics than the

scaled rotor system. Assessment of the wind-

tunnel results was made by comparing to existing
full'scale wind-tunnel data and full-scale flight

data. Comparisons of theoretical calculations with
the wind-tunnel data were also made. Results
documented in reference 13 show that model and

full-scale experimental rotor performance as a
function of advance ratio showed no significant

trend differences. Comparisons of model and full-

scale rotor performance ,showed good agreement
with variations in advancing tip Mach number.

Calculated rotor performance trends with advance
ratio and with advancing tip Mach number were

not found to be in as good agreement with full-
scale data as was the wind-tunnel results.

Correlation of model and full-scale blade

oscillatory loads did not yield the accuracy
desired. It was concluded that non-scaled rotor

hub impedance and discrepancies in the ]_ull-scale

blade stiffness values used to produce the model
blades probably caused this lack of agreement.

Finally, it was concluded that trend correlations
showed that full-scale loads could be determined

in an R-12 atmosphere using a properly scaled
rotor model.

1973

References 15 and 41 document results of a

teetering rotor test conducted in 1973 using the
same testbed as the 1969 test. This test continued
the evaluation of R-12 as a suitable test medium

for model helicopter rotors (ref. 15), and investi-

gated the effects of hub inplane support parame-

ters ("hub impedance") on the chordwise oscilla-

tory loads of a two-bladed teetering rotor (ref. 41).
To evaluate the suitability of R-12 as a test me-

dium, the studies involved testing a 1/5-size

aeroetastically scaled helicopter rotor in R-12 at
the same advance ratios, tip Mach numbers, shaft

angles of attack, and collective pitch values as a

full-size helicopter rotor tested in air. Reynolds

number variations were achieved through con-
trolled R-12 density changes and the use of a wide

chord model rotor that was not aeroelastically
scaled. Integrated rotor performance from the

aeroelastically scaled model rotor provided data
trends and magnitudes that agreed well with full-

scale rotor data (figs. 6-7) even at the lower values
of model Reynolds numbers. An exact match of

full-scale rotor Reynolds number was accom-

plished by utilizing the wide chord model rotor,

but with accompanying mismatches in rotor solid-
ity and aeroelastic scaling. Performance results
obtained for the full-scale and model-scale rotors

are summarized in figure 8. Region B of figure 8

illustrates the expected performance trend with
decreasing Reynolds number for the wide chord

blade, i.e., more torque required at a given rotor

lifting task. An unexpected result of these tests is

illustrated by Region A of figure 8 which shows

that better model performance correlation with
fuil-scale values was achieved with a dynamically

scaled rotor of the correct solidity than with a ro-
tor that matched Reynolds number but was not
dynamically scaled. It was concluded that Rey-

nolds number effects might be minor in rotor

aerodynamic performance testing in comparison

to the combined effects of rotor solidity and blade
elastic properties.

The determination of the effect of hub inplane

support, parameters on two-bladed teetering rotor
chordwise oscillatory loads consisted of 1) a

shake test to define the impedance of several test-

bed configurations as a function of frequency, and
2) testing of the configurations in the TDT. Wind-



tunneltestresultsshowedthattheone-per-revin-
planebendingmomentscouldbe changedby a
factorof two,dependingonthetestbedconfigura-
tion,atthesameaerodynamicoperatingcondition.
The higherharmonicbladeloadsandpitch link
loadswerenotaffectedbychangesin inplanehub
impedance.Additionally,the testresultsgener-
ally substantiatedthepredictedtrends,although
differencesin themagnitudeof thebladebending
momentswereobservedwhencomparedto pre-
dictedresults.Someof thesedifferenceswereat-
tributedto the influenceof thetestbedstrain-gage
balanceor tunnelfloor onhubimpedance.A de-
finitive reasonfor the differencebetweenthe
measuredandcalculatedbladebendingmoments
wasnot arrivedat sinceneitherof theseeffects
wereaccountedfor in theanalysis.

Tests Using the GRAM Testbed

In 1974 and 1975 teetering rotor tests were

conducted utilizing the GRAM testbed (fig. 2c).

These teetering rotor tests (ref. 6) involved a 1/4-

size aeroelastically scaled model of a Bell Heli-
copter Company AH-IG "Cobra" rotor (fig. 9),

and two I/5-size aeroelastically scaled wide-chord
rotor configurations, with (fig. 10) and without a

mid-span flap hinge (fig. 11).

1974

The purpose of the AH-IG rotor test (ref. 6)

was to determine whether two-bladed teetering ro-
tors can experience stall flutter, which is a factor

that limits the forward flight speed of articulated

rotor configurations. Stall flutter is a phenomenon
that is characterized by high oscillatory blade

loads at the first torsional frequency of the blade
occurring on the retreating side of the rotor disk.
Blade loads and rotor performance data were ob-

tained for the AH-1G model rotor up to advance

ratios of 0.40. In order to compare the model test
conditions with the full-scale aircraft flight enve-

lope, model thrust values for selected test points
were converted to full-scale load factors. These

results were plotted on the aircraft flight envelope
as shown in figure 12. Based on the comparison

with the full-scale load factors in figure 12 it was
determined that model data were obtained that

corresponded to full-scale thrust values both

within and without the aircraft sustained operating

envelope. Model thrust data were also obtained

outside the sustained operating value of the air-
craft, but within the maneuver, or transient, enve-

lope. It should be noted that the model tests did
not simulate maneuvers, but rather the model

thrust simulated the full-scale thrust required in

maneuvering flight. For three of the test points
presented in figure 12, the model blade torsional
moment waveforms at 45% blade radius are

shown for two rotor revolutions. Note that at an

advance ratio of 0.2, the torsional waveform at a

low thrust condition does not indicate any oscilla-

tions on the retreating side of the disk (i 80 deg. to
360 deg. azimuth) that could be attributable to

stall flutter. However, for the higher thrust condi-

tion at an advance ratio of 0.2 there are significant
torsional oscillations of the model blade on the re-

treating side of the disk and these oscillations are

at the first torsional frequency of the model blade.
At an advance ratio of 0.4, the torsional waveform

shown corresponds to a maneuver thrust condition

for the aircraft, and large torsional oscillations are

evident on the retreating side of the rotor disk.
The results presented in figure 12 indicate that

two-bladed teetering rotors could experience the

stall flutter phenomenon experienced by articu-
lated rotor systems. With regard to control system

loads, the implications of stall flutter for a teeter-
ing rotor may not be as severe as for an articulated
rotor since, even for non-stalled conditions, the

control system of a teetering rotor must be de-

signed to withstand the typically higher control
loads.

1975

The test of the wide-chord teetering rotor (ref.
42) had two purposes. The primary purpose of the
test was to evaluate the use of a wide chord blade

to increase the aerodynamic performance capabili-
ties of a two-bladed teetering rotor, and to obtain

loads data on the wide chord configuration. The
secondary purpose of the test was to determine the

effectiveness of a mid-span flapping hinge in re-

ducing the flapwise blade loads of the wide-chord
blade configuration. Figure 13 shows a compari-

son of the oscillatory flapwise blade loads as a
function of blade radius for the rotor configura-

tions with and without the hinge. As the results in

figure 13 show, the mid-span hinge was effective
in reducing the oscillatory flapwise bending too-



ments.Thehingedrotorwasalsofoundtoexhibit
no tendencyto becomedynamicallyunstable,nor
wereanyexcessiveoutboardblademotionsabout
thehingeobserved.Fromanoperationalpointof
view,thebladeswiththemid-spanhingebehaved
muchlikethebladeswithoutthehinge.

In additionto testingtwo-bladedteeteringro-
torconfigurations,theGRAMtestbedwasusedin
1975for testingof a four-bladedflex-hingerotor
configuration(refs.6 and43). Figure14shows
theflex-hingerotormountedon theGRAMtest-
bedin theTDT. Theflex-hingerotorwashinge-
lessin theflappingdirection,usinglow bending
stiffnessflexuresto allowbladeflappingmotions.
Thebladeswerehingedin the lead-lagdirection
with anelastomericdamperusedto providein-
planedampingandstiffness.This inplanecon-
figurationallowedthe rotor to behavedynami-
cally asa soft-inplanehingelessrotor. Theflex-
hingemodelhad a diameterof 10feet andwas
Froude-scaledfor operationin air,asopposedto
R-12,becausethetestrequireda largenumberof
configurationchanges.Typically,testsin R-12
requiredasmuchas3 hoursof gashandlingfor
eachmodelconfigurationchange.Theobjectives
of the testswereto provideperformance,loads,
andstabilitydatafortheflex-hingeconfiguration.
Thesedatawereintendedto aidthedevelopment
andeventualflight testof full-scalehardwareby
BellHelicopterCompanyaspartof its internalre-
searchanddevelopmentefforts. Figure15shows
samplesof theflex-hingerotorperformancedata
obtainedat anadvanceratioof 0.35. Theresults
in figure 15areplotsof therotortorquecoeffi-
cientversusrotor thrustcoefficientandrotor lift
coefficientversusrotordragcoefficientfor three
valuesof rotorshaftangleof attack.Similarper-
formanceresultswereobtainedoverthe intended
operationalenvelopeto determinehow theflex-
hingerotorcouldbeexpectedtoperform.

A concernfor testingof theflex-hingerotor
waswhethertheconfigurationwouldexperience
theair resonancephenomenonthatcanoccurfor
soft-inplanehingelessrotors. Air resonancein-
volvescouplingbetweenthe first bladeinplane
modeandfuselagepitchandroll modes.In order
to examinethestabilitycharacteristicsof theflex-
hinge rotor, an 0n-l_ne--su[gi:-r_tii:altestingte.ch-
nique(refs.44-45)wasusedto determinethefre-
quencyanddampingin themodeof interestat

eachtestcondition. By monitoringthedamping
asa functionof the testparametersthe stability
boundarymaybedefined.Althoughnoinstabili-
tieswereexperiencedduringtestingof the flex-
hingerotor,dampingtrendswereobtainedto de-
termineanoptimumlevelof dampingfrombotha
stabilityandbladeresponsepointof view. Figure
16showsthetrendof dampingfor thebladelead-
lag modeasa functionof advanceratiofor the
nominaldamperconfiguration.

Tests Using the ARES Testbed

In 1977, the ARES testbed (fig. 2d) was put
into service at the TDT and has been used since

then for all studies of aeroelasticaity scaled main-

rotor systems. A description of the ARES and as-
sociated instrumentation can be found in refer-

ences 7 and 8. Initial use of the ARES testbed

was accompanied by a change in emphasis from
the testing of two-bladed teetering rotor

configurations to the testing of four-bladed

articulated rotor configurations. The initial series
of articulated rotor tests was conducted in the late

1970's and early 1980's to investigate
conformable rotor configurations. A conformable

rotor (refs. 46-50) is intended to use passive
means of inducing dynamic twist along a rotor

blade to alter unfavorable blade spanwise and

azimuthal load distributions to improve rotor

performance and reduce vibratory loads. The tests
in the TDT investigated the use of tip geometry as

a means of inducing rotor blade dynamic twist.

1977

Reference 51 documents the initial TDT test

that investigated the use of blade tip geometry to

improve rotor performance and reduce loads. This
test used model rotor blades that were aeroelasti-

cally designed butd]d not represent any full-scale

rotor in production. The blades were originally
designed to be Mach-scaled for operation in air,

but were converted for operation in R-12 by add-
ing ballast weights that produced the proper Lock
number. The tests were conducted at combina-

tions of rotor shaft angle of attack, rotor lift, and
rotor advance ratio to evaluate the effects of tip

ge_0m_etries incorporating sweep, taper, and an-
hedral. Tip geometry--ckhanges -were made through

the use of interchangeable blade tips. Results
from this test indicated that the use of tip sweep



reducedbladeflapwiseand chordwisebending
momentsandtorsionalmomentsaswellascontrol
systemloads, while improvingrotor forward
flightperformanceaboveanadvanceratioof 0.30.
Theuseof bladetip anhedralwasfoundto in-
creasebladebendingmomentswhilereducingtor-
sionalmoments.Anhedralwasfoundto improve
rotorperformancein hoveraswell as in forward
flightuptoanadvanceratioof 0.30.

1978

In 1978 a test was conducted in the TDT as a

follow-up to the 1977 test. The follow-up test
used the same model rotor blades as the 1977 test,

and was conducted to evaluate the impact of addi-

tional tip geometries on the interaction between
blade torsional loads and rotor performance. This
test is documented in reference 52. The data ac-

quired were evaluated to determine if the tip ge-

ometries tested produced the torsional moments
required for a successful conformable rotor, i.e.,

reducing nose-down twist on the advancing side
of the rotor disk while avoiding stall on the re-

treating side of the disk. Results from the test in-

dicated that there does not appear to be a strong
correlation between blade torsional loads and the

prediction of rotor performance. It was also de-

termined that reducing the nose-down twist on the

advancing blade appeared to be more important to
rotor forward flight performance than increasing

the nose-down twist on the retreating blade. Ref-
erence 52 also includes analytical results that ad-

dressed the effect of using uniform and non-
uniform inflow models on the correlation between

measured rotor torsional loads and performance.
It was shown in reference 52 that the nonuniform

inflow model more accurately predicted the angle-
of-attack environment that would result in the

blade torsional moments needed for a successful
conformable rotor.

1979

Based on the results of the 1977 and 1978

tests, tests were conducted at the TDT to investi-

gate additional conformable rotor configurations.

The 1979 test was conducted to investigate the ef-
fects of blade torsional stiffness, tip sweep, and

camber on blade dynamic twist as suggested by
the analysis described in reference 49. This test

(refs. 53-54) used two sets of aeroelastically

scaled model rotor blades. The baseline blade set

was generally based on the full-scale UH-60A

blade design. Blade weight, torsional inertia and
flapwise, chordwise and torsional stiffnesses were

scaled from UH-60A blade properties although no

attempt was made to match the detailed distribu-
tions of the full-scale blades. The second blade

set was geometrically identical to the baseline
blade but incorporated a nominal 4-to-I reduction

in torsional stiffness outboard of the fifty-percent
radius station. The blade set with reduced tor-

sional stiffness is referred to as the aeroelastically
conformable rotor, or ACR. Each blade set incor-

porated adjustable trailing edge tabs to allow
changes in local pitching moment, as well as the

capability to vary the tip geometry outboard of the

89% radial station by using interchangeable blade
tips. Data were obtained in R-12 at a nominal

density of 0.006 slugs/ft 3 at advance ratios from

0.2 to 0.45 and at hover tip Mach numbers of
0.62, 0.65, and 0.68. The results of this test indi-

cated that blade dynamic twist is controllable

through blade design. It was shown (fig. 17) that

the use of the blade trailing edge tabs produced

more elastic twist than either tip sweep or tip an-
hedral. Blade flapwise, chordwise and torsion

loads were found to be reduced, and rotor per-
formance improved for configurations that re-

duced advancing blade twist. This result is in

agreement with results obtained during the 1978
test documented in reference 52. One concern of

using blades with reduced torsional stiffness is the

possible effect on aircraft stability and control
characteristics. The variation of blade torsional

response with the application of controls or with
airspeed, for example, can affect the rotor contri-

bution to aircraft stability and control derivatives.
However, test results showed that the control in-

puts required to achieve trim (fig. 18) and the con-
trol derivatives of the reduced torsional stiffness

configuration were not significantly different from
those of the baseline rotor.

1980 to 1983

A second test of an ACR configuration was

conducted in the TDT in 1980 (ref, 55). This test
used a new set of baseline and ACR model blades.

The characteristics of both sets of blades were

based on the rotor system of the U.S. Army YAH-

64 helicopter; however, the ACR blade torsional



stiffnesswasreducedby a factorof 6, compared
to the baseline blade, from 23% radial station to

the tip. The model blades had a chord of 4.24

inches with -8 deg of linear twist over the full
blade span and used a NACA 23012 airfoil sec-

tion. The blade mass and elastic properties had
mean values such that Mach, Froude, and Lock

scaling from the full-scale blade were correct
when tested in an R-12 environment. The test was

conducted in R-12 at a density of 0.007134
slugs/ft 3, three times standard air density. Both the

baseline and ACR blades used a rectangular plan-
form, however, the ACR blade had an inter-

changeable tip that could be used to introduce 20

deg of sweep over the outboard 8% of the blade

span.

The test was conducted to evaluate potential

benefits of the ACR concept over a range of ad-
vance ratios and rotor thrust conditions. The test

was conducted by "flying" the model to an ana-

lytically pre-determined trim condition that repre-
sented loadings a rotor system must develop in

flight to trim a helicopter for steady-state opera-
tion. This procedure was followed for both the

baseline and ACR blade sets. Sample results from

this test are shown in figures 19-20. The results

show the performance improvements offered by
the ACR configuration with a swept tip at high

blade loading values (fig. 19). Figure 20 also in-
dicates reduced flapwise oscillatory bending loads

for the ACR configuration compared to the base-
line configuration. However, data not presented

here indicates that this trend of reduced oscillatory

bending loads for the ACR configuration is not
always the case at higher advance ratios.

During the conformable rotor tests conducted
in the TDT, the aeroelastic mechanism linking ro-

tor configuration performance and loads to blade
deflection wasn't always easy to determine.
Therefore, tests were conducted in 1981 and 1982

in an effort tounderstand the coupling between

configuration response and the resulting rotor
aeroelastic environment. Because earlier con-

formable rotor studies had indicated the impor-

tance of the rotor blade tip geometry in producing
the necessary dynamic twist, emphasis Was given

to parameter changes in this area. Seven blade tip
shapes were tested (ref. 56) on a four-bladed ar-

ticulated hub using the baseline and ACR blade

sets used in the 1979 test (refs. 53-54). The dif-

ferent tip shapes coupled with the different blade

torsional stiffnesses of the two blade sets pro-
duced significant differences in both performance

and loads. Configurations that exhibited low oscil-

latory loads also had the best performance, while

the configurations with poor performance gener-
ated the highest loads. Another interesting result

of these tests was the strong correlation between
azimuthal variation of elastic twist and rotor be-

havior. As noted in reference 52, the configura-

tions that exhibited small azimuthal activity in
elastic twist were the best performers.

The utilization of a conformable rotor concept

should be evaluated not only for how successfully
it achieves improved performance and reduced
loads, but also how well it can be "fielded". That

is, how much change, if any, in current installa-

tion, maintenance, and rotor tuning is necessary
for the rotor concept to be employed. One aspect

of this "fielding" process is rotor tracking sensi-
tivity and its implications to rotor and fuselage

loads. As part of the conformable rotor studies in
the TDT, a rotor track sensitivity investigation

was conducted, again using the same blade set as
in the 1979 test (refs. 53-54). The blades were

subjected to a test matrix that included a perturba-

tion in the track on one blade. This perturbation
was accomplished by a deflection of the blade

trailing edge tabs. The elastic response of the

baseline and ACR torsionally soft blades to tab
deflection was correlated with fixed-system loads

(ref. 57). The torsionally soft blades were found

to respond very differently than the baseline
blades to the same tab deflection. As shown in

figure 21, the torsional moments for both stiff and
soft blades, due to tab deflection, resulted in dif-

ferent blade flapping magnitudes, flapwise loads,

and fixed-system vibration. These results indicate
a potential coupling of blade torsional deflection,

blade oscillatory loads, and fixed-system vibration

which results from a high sensitivity of the con-
formable rotor to practical tracking procedures.

The interest in reducing helicopter fixed-
system vibration led to the investigation of the use

of active as well as passive means of controlling
rotor vibratory loads. These active control tests

were conducted in conjunction with the conform-

able rotor studies and involved the higher har-
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moniccontrol(HHC)conceptof references58-63.
TheapproachcombinedHHCexperimentalstud-
ies with the developmentof controlalgorithms
suitablefor real-timeimplementationof the re-
quiredcontrolinputs,andpresentedthefirst op-
portunityto evaluateanadaptivecontrolsystem
usingoptimalcontroltheoryfor modelhelicopter
vibrationreduction.The HHC conceptinvolves
superimposingfixed-systemswashplatemotions
atthebladepassagefrequencyon thebasiccollec-
tive and cyclic requirements.The phaseand
amplitudeof the HHC inputs are chosento
minimizethebladepassageresponsestransmitted
to the fixed-system.Detailsof the choiceof
electroniccontroldesignsand softwarecanbe
foundin references60and61.

to aidin theidentificationof ananalysisthatcan
beusedin boththedesignandtestingphasesof
hingelessandbearinglessrotordevelopment.

Therotormodelusedforthesetestswasa soft
in-planehingelessrotor thatwasnot a dynami-
cally scaledrepresentationof a specificaircraft
hub,but ratherwasrepresentativeof atypicalfull-
scaledesignbasedonMachnumber,Lock num-
ber,andfrequencysimulation.Themodelblades
usedwerefabricatedspecificallyfor testingin R-
12.Therotorhub(fig. 24)consistedof metalflap
andlead-lagflexureseachstrain-gagedandcali-
bratedto measuremotionin thosedirections.The
hubalsoutilizedamechanicalfeatheringhingeto
allowbladepitchmotion.

Experimentalverificationof theHHCconcept
wasconductedduringtwo testsin 1980usinga
four-bladedarticulatedmodelrotortestedovera
rangeof advanceratiossimulatinglg flightwith
therotor first harmonicflappingtrimmedto the
shaft. Datawererecordedto quantifythevibra-
toryloadlevelswithouttheHHCoperating.The
HHCclosed-loopsystemwasthenactivatedand
allowedto stabilize.With thecontrollerstill op-
eratingat its stabilizedcondition,datawerere-
cordedto establishthevibratoryresponseswith
higherharmoniccontrol.Thesuccessof theHHC
in reducingfixed-systemvibratoryresponsesis
shownin figure 22. Variationsin the fixed-
systemsignalswithandwithouttheHHCoperat-
ing indicatedsubstantialcontrol of the fixed-
systemvibrationlevels.It shouldbenotedthatal-
thoughtherequiredcontrolinputsaresmall(less
thanonedegree)the bladeandcontrolsystem
loadsusuallyincreasewith theHHCsystemoper-
atingasshownin figure23.Theseexperimental
studieshelpedtoacceleratethesuccessfulapplica-
tionof theHHCconceptin afull-scalehelicopter
flight testdescribedin references62and63.

It hasalreadybeennotedthatthe initial heli-
coptertestsin theTDT wereconductedto investi-
gatehingelessrotorconfigurations.Softin-plane
hingelessrotorswereof primaryinterestwhen
two tests,combinedwith analyticalstudies,were
conductedin 1982and 1983to investigatethe
groundresonancecharacteristicsof theseconfigu-
rations(refs.64-65).Theseeffortswereintended

Thefirst generationComprehensiveAnalytical
Modelof RotorcraftAerodynamicsandDynamics
(CAMRAD)(refs.66-67)computerprogramwas
usedasthe analyticaltool for thesetests. The
structuraldynamicmodelof the rotor included
elasticdegreesof freedomin flapbending,lead-
lag bending,torsion,anda rigid pitchdegreeof
freedom.Thebladewasrepresentedby a span-
wisedistributionof mass,flapwiseandchordwise
bendingstiffnessandtorsionstiffness,andmo-
mentof inertia. An estimatedstructuraldamping
wasalsoincludedin therotordataandbodychar-
acteristicswerealsoincludedin the CAMRAD
model.Therotorbladeaerodynamicforceswere
calculatedusing lifting line theoryand steady
two-dimensionalairfoil characteristicswith cor-
rectionsfor unsteadyandthree-dimensionalflow
effects.Thedegreesof freedomusedin thestabil-
ity analysiswerethebladeflap andlag motions,
the body pitchand roll motions,and rotor dy-
namicinflow.

Testingwasconductedin bothhoverandfor-
wardflight. A sampleof thepredictedandmeas-
uredhoverresultsis shownin figure 25 for a
bladecollectivepitchof eightdegrees.Thepre-
dictedandexperimentallead-lagfrequenciesare
seento bein goodagreement.Theregressinglag
modedampingin the fixed-systemis alsowell
predicted.An unstableregionis indicatednear
the regressinglag-roll coalescencerotor speed.
Dueto rotorstresslevellimitations,thetestcould
notbecarriedoutfor rotorspeedsabove650rpm.
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Figures26and27presentanalyticalandexperi-
mentallead-lagdampingresultsthatshowtheef-
fect of bladedroopand pre-coneangleson the
dampinglevelsin forwardflight. Thesewind-
tunnel testsof a hingelessrotor configuration
aidedthe furtherdevelopmentof a satisfactory
techniquefor aeromechanicalstabilitytestingat
theTDT, as well as identifying an analysis that

produced good correlation with experimental re-
suits.

1985

In the mid-t980s the emphasis of helicopter

testing in the TDT changed once again to an area

referred to as "advanced rotor design studies."
Testing in this area has been continued up to the

present time. These tests, like others previously

discussed, have focused on improving rotor per-
formance and reducing vibratory loads. The first

of these tests was conducted in 1985 in support of

a U.S. Army program that was intended to up-
grade the UH-60 Blackhawk helicopter. This

planned upgrade involved the design and qualifi-
cation of new main-rotor blades to improve air-

craft performance. In support of this effort, the

aerodynamic characteristics (airfoil section, plan-
form, twist, and solidity) of an advanced rotor

blade were analytically designed at the U.S. Army
Aerostructures Directorate, located at Langley Re-

search Center, using the approach described in

reference 68. The advanced blade planform ge-
ometry is shown in figure 28. The baseline blades

for this investigation were models of the UH-60A
rotor (fig. 29) that were used in the conformable
rotor studies conducted in 1979. Both the base-

line and advanced blade sets were nominally 1/6-

size and aeroelastically scaled. The tests were
conducted to reduce the risk of full-scale devel-

opment by providing comparative data between a
candidate advanced rotor design and the baseline
rotor.

The purpose of this test (ref. 69-70) was to

compare the performance and loads characteristics
of the baseline and advanced rotor systems.

Therefore, each rotor was evaluated at the same

nominal test conditions defined by advance ratio,

hover tip Mach number, and rotor lift and drag
coefficients. The range of advance ratio covered
in these tests was from 0.0 to 0.40. Some illustra-

tive rotor performance and fixed-system vibratory
loads results are shown in figures 30 and 31, re-

spectively. These results are for a nominal design

condition used by the Army, namely, 4000 feet

geometric altitude and 95 deg F ambient tempera-
ture. The data in figure 30 show the improvement
in performance provided by the advanced rotor

throughout the speed range for two simulated

gross weight conditions. Similar results were ob-

tained for the other simulated gross weight condi-

tions tested. Although the data are not presented
here, the advanced rotor also showed performance

improvements in hover. Figure 3I shows the 4-

per-rev fixed-system vertical loads produced by
the baseline and advanced rotor. The data show

that the 4-per-rev fixed system loads produced by

the advanced rotor are higher than those produced

by the baseline rotor throughout the speed range.
This trend was consistent for all gross weight
conditions tested.

1987

The first helicopter rotor test using a bear-
ingless rotor hub configuration was conducted in

the TDT in 1987. The objective of the test de-
scribed in reference 71 was to investigate the use

of a Bell Helicopter Textron rotor structural tai-
loring concept known as rotor nodalization (refs.

72 - 73) in conjunction with advanced blade aero-

dynamics and to evaluate rotor blade aerodynamic

design methodologies. A nodalized rotor design
is intended to cancel the inertial and aerodynamic

loads at the rotor hub at a frequency equal to the
blade passage frequency (ref. 72). This test was a

pari of ongoing programs of the U.S. Army and

NASA to improve the aerodynamic performance
of helicopters and to reduce helicopter vibrations.

The model rotor hub used in this investigation was

a 1/5-size, four-bladed bearingless hub (fig. 32).
Rotor flap, lag, and pitch motions are accommo-

dated by flexurai arms that are constructed of fi-
berglass, extend outward from the center of rota-

tion, .and are pre-coned 2.75 deg upward at their
inboard end. Five sets of ll5-size model blades

designed to represent those of an intermediate-
weighi civil heiicopter were used during tfies_

tests. Two of t_h_efive blade sets were Froud¢

scaled for testing in air at standard density. The

remaining three blade sets were Mach scaled for
testing in R- 12 at a density of 0.006 slugs/ft 3, and

included a rectangular planform blade and two ta-
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peredplanformblades.TheFroudescaleblades
testedinairwereusedtoevaluatestructuraltailor-
ing,whilethebladestestedin R-12wereusedto
evaluatetheuseof structuraltailoringin conjunc-
tion with advancedbladeaerodynamics.The
planformsof the Froudescaledbladesetsare
shownin figure33andtheplanformsof theMach
scaledbladesareshownin figure34.

Eachbladeset was evaluatedat the same
nominaltestconditionsdefinedby advanceratio,
rotorrpm,androtorlift anddrag. Therotorrpm
usedfor all of thetestpointswas780rpm. The
valuesof rotorlift anddragusedfor all five blade
setswerechosento representanaircraftof 7850
Ibsgrossweightwith anequivalentparasitearea
of 20.65ft2operatingat4000ft geometricaltitude
and anambienttemperatureof 95 degF. The
rangeof advanceratio coveredin this testwas
from0.06to 0.35,whichincludestheregionfrom
transitionto high-speedforwardflight. Reference
71documentsthistestandpresentsatabulationof
thedatapertainingto theevaluationof thestruc-
tural tailoring concept.Thesedataconsist of
fixed-systemandrotatingsystemvibratoryloads
measuredduringthetest.Noresultsarepresented
in reference71pertainingto anevaluationof the
aerodynamicdesignmethodologiesusedto create
themodelrotorbladesusedin thetest.

1988

At the conclusion of the 1987 test, it was de-

termined that insufficient rotor performance data
were acquired for the evaluation of the aerody-

namic design methodologies. To obtain the re-
quired data a test was conducted in 1988 using the

Mach scaled model rotor blade sets (fig. 34) tested

in 1987. Because structural tailoring was not an
issue during this test, the rotor performance data

were obtained using an articulated rotor hub in-
stead of the bearingless rotor hub used during the
1987 test. The test was conducted in R-12 and

data were acquired in hover and forward flight at
advance ratios from 0.10 to 0.45.

Sample hover and forward flight performance
results from this test are shown in figures 35 and

36. The hover data presented in figure 35, for a
condition of 4000 ft geometric altitude and an

ambient temperature of 95 deg F, show that the

tapered planform blade required less rotor torque

coefficient over the entire range of rotor lift coef-
ficient than did the rectangular planform blade.

Similar results not shown here, for the tapered and

rectangular planform blades were also obtained at
a condition representative of sea level standard

conditions. Figure 36 shows the rotor torque co-

efficient required versus advance ratio for both the

tapered and rectangular planform blades. These

data were obtained at rotor lift and drag coeffi-
cients representative of a 7850 Ib gross weight

aircraft with an equivalent parasite area of 20.65
ft 2 operating at sea level standard conditions. The

data in figure 36 show little difference in rotor

torque required between the two blade configura-
tions except at advance ratios of 0.15 and 0.35.

Although not shown here, it was also determined
that as advance ratio was increased to 0.40 and

0.425 the rectangular planform blades attained
higher lift and propulsive force coefficients than

the tapered blades before encountering high blade

loads, However, the tapered planform blades were
designed for a maximum advance ratio of 0.36. It
should be noted that at this time none of these re-

sults have been documented in a formal report.

In 1988, another test of the advanced rotor de-

sign developed and tested in 1985 was conducted
to investigate a passive method of reducing the 4-

per-rev fixed-system vibratory loads. The passive
method makes use of concentrated non-structural

masses to "tune" the blade, similar to the ap-

proach used in reference 74, so that vibratory
shear loads transmitted to the fixed-system are re-

duced. The model blades were aerodynamically
identical to the previously tested advanced blades,

and were comprised of two major components: an

airfoil glove, which had an internal channel cen-
tered about its quarter chord; and a steel spar that

could be inserted in the channel (fig. 37). The

steel spar had i 3 cutouts located every 5% of span
beginning at the 30% radial station. A tungsten or

steel mass could be mounted in any of the cutouts
on the steel spar that was then mated with the air-

foil glove to form the complete blade assembly.

Testing was conducted at advance ratios up to
0.35 at several rotor thrust levels while maintain-

ing constant rotor rotational speed. A sample of

the results obtained during these tests is shown in
figure 38. Each data point represents the effect of

adding a mass equivalent to approximately 10%
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of the total blade mass at the radial location speci-

fied by the abscissa. The results show the 4-per-

rev vertical fixed-system loads for a simulated l g
thrust condition (Thrust = 285 lbs model scale) at

an advance ratio of 0.35. The results may be

compared directly with the baseline condition, in
which no insertable masses were installed in the

blades, represented by the horizontal line in figure

38. A more thorough description of this research

as well as additional results may be found in ref-
erences 75 and 76.

1989

A test conducted in 1989, while not dealing
strictly with "advanced rotor designs", evaluated

an "advanced" method of addressing rotor blade
vortex interaction (BVI) noise. Impulsive BVI
noise, due to blade interaction with shed vortices

of preceding blades, has been a major focus of ro-
torcraft acoustics research for a number of years.

One noise reduction concept (ref. 77) purported
that decreases in blade lift and/or vortex strength
at the blade-vortex encounters should reduce the

intensity of the interactions and thus the noise
produced by the interaction. This idea involves

the application of higher harmonic pitch (HHP) to

the rotor blades to modify the strengths of the
shed vortices and alter the location of the blade

vortex interactions (fig. 39). The amplitude and
phase of such HHP inputs are important since the

strongest BVI occurrences tend to be located

within a limited rotor azimuth angle range roughly
between 45 deg and 75 deg (ref. 78).

The test was conducted using an articulated, 4-

bladed rotor with rectangular blades having
NACA 0012 airfoil sections. Because this was

the first acoustics test to be conducted in an R-12

test medium, detail flow-noise calibrations were

performed in the TDT for both air and R-12. The
results reinforced the conclusions that acoustic

pressures are readily scaled between test media.

Microphone sensitivity questions for R-12 were

also addressed by conducting calibrations prior to
conducting the wind-tunnel test. The results of

these calibrations showed that the microphone re-
sponse at specific harmonics of blade passage fre-

quency is the same whether the tests were to be
conducted in air or R-12. A total of 12 micro-

phones were used for this test, and because of the

reverberant character of the TDT test section it

was decided not to attempt directivity measure-

ments but to determine only sound power spectra.

Open-loop HHP inputs were superimposed on
top of the rotor trim values of collective and cy-

clic pitch for a broad range of rotor operating

conditions while maintaining a constant rotor
thrust coefficient. The HHP inputs included 4-

per-rev collective pitch inputs, as well as inputs

developed to simulate individual blade control. It

was found that the application of the HHP inputs
could increase or decrease the intensity of the BVI

noise depending on the amplitude and phase of the

inputs. A sample of the results obtained during
these tests is presented in figure 40, showing the

potential of using HHP inputs for reducing BVI
noise levels. A complete documentation of this

effort is presented in reference 79.

1992

Between 1990 and 1992 there were no rotor-

craft tests conducted in the TDT because of a
moratorium on the use of R-12 due to environ-

mental concerns. When the moratorium was lifted

in 1992, a test was conducted to evaluate two ad-

vanced rotor blade design concepts that were un-

der development prior to the moratorium. The
first concept involved the use of paddle-type tip

technology (refs. 80-83) that could be used in fu-
ture U.S. advanced rotor designs. During this test,

data were obtained, using a 4-bladed articulated
hub, for both a baseline main-rotor blade and a

main-rotor blade with a paddle-type tip. The

main-rotor blade with the paddle-type tip has the

same planform as that developed under the British
Experimental Rotor Program (BERP) but uses dif-
ferent airfoils, and so is referred to as a "BERP-

type" blade. The intent of using these two blade

sets was to evaluate the effect of the BERP plan-

form geometry on performance and loads, not to
conduct an exhaustive study of the BERP concept.

The baseline and BERP-type blades (fig. 41) were

c0mpare d with regard to rotor performance, oscil-

latory pitch-lin k loads, an d 4-per-rev vertical
fixed-system loads. Data were obtained in hover
and forward flight over a nominal range of ad-

vance ratios from 0.15 to 0.425. Sample perform-

ance and loads results are presented in figures 42-
45. Results from this test indicate that the BERP-

type blade offers n9 performance improvements in
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eitherhoveror forward flight, when compared to

the baseline rotor. Pitch link oscillatory loads for
the BERP-type blade were found to be higher than

for the baseline blade, whereas 4-per-rev vertical

fixed-system loads are generally lower. A com-
plete documentation of this test is presented in
reference 84.

The second concept evaluated during the 1992
test was a configuration that used slotted airfoils

in the rotor blade tip region (85% - 100% radius).

This configuration, known as the HIMARCS - I

(first generation High Maneuverability and Agil-
ity Rotor and Control System) was of interest be-

cause of the U.S. Army's need for increased heli-

copter mission effectiveness and improved safety
and survivability. The test was conducted using a

4-bladed articulated hub. Four rotor configura-

tions were tested in forward flight at advance ra-
tios from 0.15 to 0.45 and in hover in ground ef-

fect. The rotor hover tip Mach number was 0.627,

which is representative of a design point of 4000
ft. geometric altitude and an ambient temperature

of 95 deg F. The baseline rotor configuration had

a conventional single-element airfoil in the tip re-
gion. A second rotor configuration had a forward-

slotted airfoil with a -6 deg slat, a third configura-

tion had a forward-slotted airfoil with a -10 deg
slat, and a fourth configuration had an aft-slotted

airfoil with a 3 deg flap (trailing edge down).

These rotor blade configurations are shown in fig-
ure 46. Sample performance and normalized

loads results from this test are presented in figures
47-50 and indicate that the -6 deg slat configura-

tion offers some performance and loads benefits

over the other three configurations at higher rotor
lift coefficients. A complete documentation of
this test is presented in reference 85.

1995

During the moratorium on the use of R-12 that

was imposed between 1990 and 1992 no new re-

search efforts for model hardware development
were initiated. Further, declining budgets permit-

ted little latitude for the development of new
model hardware. For this reason, in 1995 an in-

house model rotor development program was

started. The purpose of this program was to de-
termine if elementary, basic research rotor blades

could be designed by personnel at the TDT and

built in the model shops at Langley. These blades

were designed to acquire loads data for correlation

with analyses. The design utilized for these
blades involved uniform mass and stiffness distri-

butions with values representative of aeroelasti-
cally scaled model blades typically tested in heavy

gas at the TDT. The blades were rectangular in

planform, used NACA 0012 airfoils, and were un-
twisted. Blade construction used an aluminum

spar as the primary load carrying member, foam
for the airfoil shape, and a fiberglass outer skin.

The aluminum spar was particularly attractive for
the attachment of strain-gages for the measure-

ment of blade bending moments and torsion mo-
ments. These blades were tested in October 1995

on a 4-bladed articulated hub in both air and R-

134a using the ARES testbed. Data were acquired

at advance ratios up to 0.35 at moderate rotor lift

coefficients before encountering stall problems at-

tributable to the untwisted design. Additional
measurements were made in air at higher advance

ratios and rotor lift coefficients specifically for the
purpose of acquiring rotor stall data for correla-

tion with analyses. While none of these research

results have been published, the entire effort was
considered useful due to the experience gained in

the design and fabrication of aeroelastically scaled

model blades. This effort also helped to bridge

the gap between the end of testing with R-12 and
the initiation of testing in R-134a.

1999

Recent analytical and experimental investiga-
tions have indicated that piezoelectric active fiber

composites (AFC) imbedded in composite rotor

blade structures may be capable of meeting the
performance requirements necessary for a useful

individual blade control (IBC) system (refs. 86-
92). The use of rotor IBC is of interest because

active control concepts can be used to address

multiple helicopter problem areas such as vibra-
tions, acoustics, and performance. In 1999, a

hover test of a prototype active twist rotor (ATR)
blade was conducted in the TDT. The ATR blade

design employs embedded piezoelectric AFC

plies to generate dynamic blade twisting. Mathe-
matical models indicate that from one to two de-

grees of twisting amplitude over a relatively wide

frequency bandwidth is possible using the high
strain actuation capabilities of AFC plies. Such
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levelsof twist actuation authority are also possible

with only modest increases in blade weight and

low levels of power consumption. For these rea-
sons, AFC twist actuated helicopter rotor systems

have become an important area of research at the
TDT.

Investigation of the potential of AFC rotors
was initiated with two ATR mathematical model-

ing efforts. The first of these modeling efforts

was performed in collaboration with researchers at

the University of Colorado and focused on the de-
velopment of a simple mathematical model for

helicopter rotor blades incorporating active fiber

composite plies. The resulting computer imple-
mentation of this mathematical model is the Pie-

zoelectric Twist Rotor Analysis (PETRA) (ref.

88), which is ideally suited for conceptual active

twist rotor design and optimization studies. The
second mathematical modeling effort used the
second generation of the Comprehensive Analyti-

cal Model of Rotorcraft Aerodynamics and Dy-
namics (CAMRAD-II) (ref. 93) code. The use of
the CAMRAD-II code allowed detailed active
twist rotor numerical studies to be conducted us-

ing a state-of-the-art rotorcraft aerodynamics and
dynamics computer analysis.

The model prototype ATR blade was dynami-

cally scaled and was designed and constructed in a

cooperative effort with the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology Active Materials and Structures

Laboratory (refs. 91-92). The prototype ATR
blade utilizes low weight active fiber composites

embedded along the blade, which under appropri-
ate electric _fields produce_c0ntrollable-t-w-[sting in

the blade. The prototype ATR blade was tested

Usinga four-bladed artictil_ted hub ,_;[th three pas

sive structure blades, identical in twist and plan-
form tO tlae prototype A-TR (giade, moun{eff0n the

hub for balance. This rotor configuration was
tested at 688 rpm, at collective pitch settings of 0

and 8 degrees in both air and R-134a. Blade ac-

tuation was accomplished by sine-dwell signals at
a fixed IkV amplitude. Peak torsional magnitudes

were extracted from FFTs of blade strain gage

signal time histories. The torsional load ampli-

tude induced by the piezoelectric actuators was
found to be essentially the same for both collec-

tive pitch values. This indicates that blade actua-

tion frequency response remains relatively unaf-

fected by rotor thrust conditions; a trend predicted

in pretest analytical studies.

Preliminary results of the prototype ATR blade

hover test indicate that peak twist magnitudes of
about one degree were attainable at full design ro-

tor speed, test medium density, and collective

pitch. This level of twist actuation performance is
sufficient to produce 70% reductions in fixed-

system vibration amplitudes based on CAMRAD-

II active twist simulation studies (ref. 92). Endur-

ance of the active fiber composite actuator plies
was also found to be acceptable, with only one ac-

tuator electrical failure, out of 19 original actua-

tors, encountered over the course of the testing. A
set of four model ATR blades, based on the proto-

type blade design, has been fabricated for forward

flight testing.

An additional test, also conducted in 1999, was

intended to acquire data for correlation with

analysis. Throughout the descriptions of the heli-

copter tests conducted in the TDT there has been
the recurring theme of reducing fixed-system vi-

brations. The primary contributor to helicopter
vibration is the main rotor. Accurate prediction of

main-rotor vibratory loads enables researchers to

develop an understanding of the roles played by
various design parameters with regard to helicop-

ter vibration (refs. 94 - 95). The prediction of ro-

tor vibratory loads has produced less than satisfac-
tory results over the years. References 96-98 in-

dicate that throughout the 1970s and 1980s the
state-of-the-art of rotor loads analyses made suc-

cessful prediction of rotor loads difficult, particu-
larly for the higher frequency loads that are of

primary interest when addressing helicopter vibra-

tions. Reference 99 indicates that the prediction

capability of current analyses has not improved
greatly from that of 1970's and 1980's technol-

ogy. The search for analyses that can accurately
predict rotor vibratory loads will continue until an

analysis is identified that can give a designer con-

fidence that the goal of lower vibration can be met
before committing to a costly fabrication process.

To aid in the identification of such an analysis, a

test was conducted in the TDT to acquire data for
comparison with the CAMRAD-II computer code

to evaluate the capability of this code to predict

rotor performance and vibratory loads.
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Themodelbladesusedin thistestwere0.16-
size,aeroelasticallyscaledrepresentationsof ad-
vancedmain-rotorbladesintendedasanupgrade
for SikorskyS-61helicoptersusedin commercial
applications.Thebladesincorporatea swept,ta-
peredtipandRC-seriesairfoilsdesignedatNASA
LangleyResearchCenter(refs.100- I01). Figure
51 showsa planformview of themodelblades.
Unlikethehelicoptertestsconductedin previous
yearsat theTDT, thistestwasconductedin the
newR-134atestmediumusinga 5-bladedrotor
system.Rotorperformanceandloadsdatawere
acquiredin hoverandforwardflightupto anad-
vanceratioof 0.375.Thedatawereobtainedby
trimmingthe modelto rotorrift anddragcoeffi-
cientsrepresentativeof a 20,000Ib S-61_helicop-
teroperatingat sealevelstandardconditions.The
modelwasoperatedataconstantrotorspeedthat
producedthenominalrequiredtip Machnumber.
Experimentaldatawerecomparedto CAMRAD-
II resultsobtainedat thesameconditions.Sam-
plesof thecomparisonbetweenexperimentaland
analyticalresultsare shownin figures 52-53.
Figure52 presentstherotor forwardflight per-
formancecomparisonin termsof rotortorqueco-
efficientrequiredversusadvanceratio. It should
be notedthat experimentalandanalyticalresults
wereobtainedat advanceratiosbeyondthecapa-
bilitiesof thefull-scaleS-61. This wasdonein
orderto obtaininformationontheadvancedS-61
bladedesignoveraswidea rangeof testcondi-
tions as possible. Figure 52 showsthat the
CAMRAD-II resultsindicatelessrotortorquere-
quiredthantheexperimentalresultsatadvancera-
tiosabove0.125.Thereducedrotortorquecoef-
ficient indicatedby theanalysiscanbeattributed
to theuseof airfoil dataobtainedatfull-scaleval-
uesof Reynoldsnumber,whiletheexperimental
resultswereobtainedat lessthanfull-scaleRey-
noldsnumberseventhougha heavygastestme-
diumwasutilized.Theanalyticalresultsin figure
52belowanadvanceratioof 0.125areattributed
to thefree-wakemodelin theanalysisnotbeing
fully representativeof theexperimentalenviron-
ment.Figure53showsacomparisonof themean
flapwiseandchordwisebladebendingmoments
and the meanbladetorsionalmomentsversus
bladeradialstationat anadvanceratioof 0.25.
Theresultsin figure53indicatetheanalysiscap-
turesthemeanbendingmomenttrendsalongthe
bladespanat thisadvanceratio,butis notassuc-

cessfulat predictingthe meanbladetorsional
moments.Resultsnotpresentedhereindicatethe
analysis,usingthefreewakemodel,doesa good
job of predictingthe5-per-revfixed-systemvibra-
tory loadsup to an advanceratio of 0.15,but
abovethatadvanceratiothecorrelationbetween
experimentalandanalyticalresultsis poor. Re-
ductionandanalysisof theexperimentalresults
fromthis testwill continuealongwith continued
correlationof theexperimentalandanalyticalre-
sults.

2000

The most recent TDT test involved the active

twist rotor (ATR) concept (ref. 102). This test

was a cooperative effort among the NASA Lang-
ley Research Center, the Army Research Labora-

tory, and the M1T Active Materials and Structures
Laboratory. The ATR was a four-bladed, aeroe-

lastically-scaled model rotor designed and fabri-

cated for testing in the TDT heavy gas test me-
dium. The test was conducted to assess the im-

pact of active blade twist on fixed- and rotating-

system vibratory loads in forward flight. The ac-
tive twist control was found to have a pronounced

effect on all system loads and was shown to gen-

erally offer reductions in fixed-system loads of

60% to 95%, depending upon flight condition,
with 1.1 ° to 1.4° of dynamic blade twist observed.

Additional tests of the ATR concept are planned.

Helicopter Analysis Development

Helicopter analytical research at ABFFDT was
initiated in 1973 and since that time has addressed

a variety of problems and issues, either in support
of experimental work being conducted in the TDT

or in support of other closely related work being
conducted in the AB. These activities have in-

cluded theoretical investigations, analytical stud-
ies, and development of computational algo-

rithms. A summary of this work is given below.

Ground Resonance

The first helicopter-related analytical effort to

be conducted at AB/TDT involved the application

of Floquet theory (ref. 103) to an analysis of heli-
copter mechanical instability, or ground resonance
(refs. 104-105). This effort was undertaken to ad-
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dress the Army requirement that a helicopter be

free of ground resonance even with one blade lag
damper inoperative. The problem of ground reso-

nance had been recognized and understood for

many years, with the analysis by Coleman and
Feingold (ref. 106) being recognized as the stan-

dard reference on this phenomenon. The analysis

of reference 106, and others, defines the ground
resonance problem as being due primarily to a

coupling of the rotor blade inplane motion with

the rigid body degrees of freedom of a helicopter
on its landing gear. All of the ground resonance

analyses in use in the early 1970s assumed that all

blades had identical properties. This is a reason-

able assumption under ordinary circumstances,
but the Army requirement for stability with one

lag damper inoperative had a serious impact on

classical methods of ground resonance analysis.
At the time the subject effort was undertaken there

was no published method available for treating a
case where each of the blades was permitted to

have different properties, and so the dilemma was

in trying to satisfy a requirement with an analysis
in which one of the basic assumptions was vio-
lated.

Two methods were available to address the

problem of an inoperative blade lag damper. The
first method involved a smearing technique that

redistributed lag damping over all blades after one

damper is considered to be inoperative. With this

approach, the system being analyzed is quite dif-
ferent than the actual situation of having one lag
damper inoperative. The second method used in-

volves reformatting the equations of motion to al-
low differing blade characteristics and obtaining

the stability characteristics from a time history in-

tegration of the resulting equations. The draw-
back to this method is that the interpretation of

system stability characteristics from time history

calculations is often difficult and open to question

(refs. 104-105). The use of Ftoquet theory Was in-
troduced as an alternate procedure for directly de-

termining the stability characteristics of rotor sys-
tems with one blade lag damper inoperative.

References 104-105 present results from the

use of the smearing technique, time history inte-

gration, and Floquet theory to determine the
ground resonance characteristics of a sample heli-

copter configuration with and without an inopera-

tive blade lag damper. It was determined that the
smearing technique produced unconservative re-

sults and the use of time history integration could
lead to erroneous conclusions relative to the de-

termination of system stability. The use of Flo-
quet theory indicated that using additional blade

lag damping would have no effect on the region of
instability when one blade lag damper is inopera-

tive (fig. 54). An effective and viable means of

addressing the case of an inoperative blade lag

damper was found to involve variations in the ro-
tor hub lateral and longitudinal stiffness and

damping as represented by the results in figures

55 and 56. The Floquet theory method was found
to be an effective analytical tool for directly de-

termining stability boundaries and thus eliminat-

ing uncertainties associated with other solution
methods.

Blade Modes Program

An existing analysis and computer program
(ref. 107) used for calculating the rotating natural

frequencies and mode shapes of the model heli-

copter rotor blades tested at the TDT was refined
to improve its accuracy and versatility. The pro-

gram is based on the Holzer-Myklestad approach
adapted for rotating beams and represents a rotor

blade as a series of lumped masses Connected by
stiffness elements. Elastic and inertia coupling

between vertical, horizontal, and torsional deflec-

tions are included in the analysis. Spanwise varia-
tions in structural stiffness, mass, blade twist, ro-

tary inertia, and center of gravity and shear center

offsets from the blade pitch axis may be input. A
unique feature of this program is the ability to in-

clude the effects of support system impedance on
the blade natural frequencies and mode shapes.

This is a capability that is not generally found in

computer programs for computing the modes of
rotating bladeL

Because of the uniqueness of the program,
considerable use was made of it at the TDT. This

experience identified several errors and limita-

tions in the program, and in anticipation of future

needs and possible expansion of its capabilities

the analysis was improved and all known errors

corrected. Changes to the program included a dif-
ferent iteration scheme for the determination of

natural frequencies, an improved technique for
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computingmode shapes, and a new technique for

identifying the predominant motion (flap, lag, or

torsion) of the computed coupled modes.
Changes were also made to the program to reduce

the size of the source program and core require-
ments needed for execution, increase run-time ef-

ficiency, and expand the program capabilities by
increasing the number of blade mass stations and

rotor rotational speeds allowed. Changes were

also made to the recursion equations that relate the

state vectors at adjacent stations, and these
changes were substantiated by the work reported
in reference 108.

The analysis resulting from these changes was

considerably different from the original version

(ref. 107). The accuracy of the new program was
demonstrated by correlating predicted results with

both exact solutions for classical problems and

with experimental data. The results of these cor-
relations and a documentation of the revised com-

puter program are presented in reference 109.

Rotor Blade Aeroelasticity and Dynamics

Throughout the 1970s, a rather substantial ef-

fort in the rotorcraft research community was di-
rected at deriving nonlinear equations of motion

for calculating the aeroelastic stability of rotor

blades in forward flight and at conducting analyti-

cal studies to identify and assess the importance of
parameters governing blade stability. Both articu-

lated rotor blades that were treated as rigid, cen-
trally or offset-hinged, spring-restrained beams,

and hingeless rotor blades that were treated as
flexible, twisted cantilevered beams were the sub-

jects of these studies. AB researchers were also

active in this area, particularly during 1975-78. A
summary of their work is given below.

Stability of Rigid Articulated Blades: The

flap-lag stability of rigid articulated rotor blades

in forward flight was studied by AB researchers
during 1975-76 (refs. 110-112). Reference I l0

addressed the problem of flap-lag stability of both
helicopters and wind turbines using a unified

aerodynamic formulation that included the veloc-

ity gradient experienced by a wind turbine operat-
ing in the earth's boundary layer. The paper de-

rived the governing nonlinear equations of motion

= ,

for an individual blade in a coordinate system ro-

tating with the blade. These equations were then

reduced to linear equations by the usual practice
of perturbing them about a steady-state equilib-

rium position and discarding all perturbation

terms of second degree or higher. The resulting

linear equations, which contain periodic coeffi-
cients, were then transformed into a nonrotating

(space-fixed) coordinate system using the method

of multiblade coordinates (ref. 113). Stability of

systems described by such equations is typically
assessed by examining the eigenvalues of the Flo-

quet transition matrix (FTM) that is obtained by

numerically integrating the state equations over

one period using the identity matrix as the initial
state (ref. 103). However, often useful predictions

of stability can be made by employing the simpler
equations obtained by dropping the periodic terms

in the multiblade equations (ref. 114). The moti-

vation for this "constant coefficient approxima-
tion" is the fact that the multiblade coordinate

transformation leads to a set of fixed-system equa-

tions in which the periodic terms in the blade
equations written in the rotating coordinate system

are transformed into constant and higher harmonic

terms. Thus, dropping the periodic terms that re-
main after this transformation leads to a set of dif-

ferential equations with constant coefficients that

retain some of the periodic effects of the original
equations. System stability can then be deter-

mined by examining the eigenvalues of the (con-

stant) state matrix obtained by writing these equa-
tions of motion in first order form in the usual

manner. Both methods of stability analysis were
employed in the studies reported in reference II0

and the results compared to establish the range of
applicability of the approximate equations. Cal-
culation of the FTMs for these studies was based

on an algorithm (ref. 115) that was developed for
use in conjunction with the work of reference 104
that allowed the matrices to be determined with a

single integration pass through the N equations of
motion rather than N passes as had been custom-

ary. A comparison of the stability boundaries ob-
tained from a F!oquet analysis of the muitiblade

equations containing all the periodic terms with
the corresponding boundaries obtained from the

approximate constant coefficient equations indi-

cated that a constant coefficient approximation
could be satisfactory for advance ratios up to

about 0,4, depending on the particular system pa-
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rameters.Someresultsfromreference110forthe
specialcaseof a flappingbladewithandwithout
kinematicpitch-flapcoupling(63)are shownin
figure57.

References11I-! 12presentacriticalexamina-
tionof theanalyticalbasisfor derivingthenonlin-
earequationsof motionfor flap-lagstabilityof a
rigid articulatedrotor blade in forward flight.
This examinationwasmotivatedby differences
thatwereobservedin thelinearperturbationequa-
tions obtainedfrom the nonlinearequationsde-
rived by AB researchersandthosefoundin the
literature.Thedifferencesthatwereidentifiedin-
volvedaerodynamicpitch-lagandpitch-flapcou-
pling terms associatedwith bladesteady-state
flapping and lagging,respectively. A careful
comparativeexaminationof thederivationof the
varioussetsof equationsof motionrevealedthat
thedifferenceswerea consequenceof thephysi-
cal arrangement(position)of the flapping and
lagginghinges;that is, whetherthe lag hingeis
outboardof theflaphingeandthusflapswith the
blade(a flap-laghingesequence)or whetherthe
flap hingeis outboardof the lag hingeandthus
lagswith theblade(a lag-flaphingesequence).
Both kinematicconditionsarealso possiblefor
thecaseof coincidenthinges.Fora rigidhinged
blade or a hingelessblade treatedby virtual
hinges,the appearanceof thesecouplingterms
dependson theparticularorderin whichtheflap
and lag rotationaltransformationsare imposed
whilederivingthenonlinearequationsof motion.
Equationsthenin the literaturedealingwith the
problemof flap-lagstabilityof rigid articulated
bladesdealtwithoneor theotherof thehingese-
quences,andthenusuallyonly implicitly. The
differencesin theequationsof motionthatareas-
sociatedwith thehingesequenceandtheroleof
thathingesequenceon flap-lagstabilitywerenot
clearlyrecognizedor addressedin the literature.
The purposeof the subjectinvestigationwasto
explainthedifferencesby derivingin detail the
flap-lagequationsof motionof a rigid bladein
forwardflightassumingbothflap-lagandlag-flap
hingesequences,andto examinetheimplications
of the differenceson bladeflap-lagstabilityin
bothhoverandforwardflight.

Theimplicationsof thedifferencesonstability
for a rangeof valuesof flap andlagfrequencies

wereexaminedin references!1I-112for thetwo
hingesequencesdepictedin figure58. Basedon
thesestudies,it wasshownthatthesubjectcou-
plingtermshavevaryingdegreesof influenceon
flap-lagstabilityin bothhoverandforwardflight,
dependingon thesystemparameters.In particu-
lar, thepitch-lagcouplingtermsassociatedwitha
bladehavinga flap-lag hingesequencewere
foundto havea markedinfluenceon stability.
Someillustrativeresultsfor hoverand forward
flightaregivenin figures59and60,respectively,
wherethecalculatedstabilityboundariesareplot-
tedasafunctionof thebladerotatingper-revlag
andflapfrequencies.Combinationsof bladeflap-
pingandlaggingfrequenciesleadingto instability
aregivenbytheareasinsidetheboundaries.It is
clearthatthestabilityof thesystemis different
dependingonwhichhingesequenceis employed
andthatthemagnitudeof thedifferencedepends
on theparticularcombinationof flapandlagfre-
quenciesthatareselected.Theseresultsindicated
thattheequationsof motionusedto analyzeanar-
ticulatedrotor mustbe basedona derivationin
which the blade rotationaltransformationsim-
posedin derivingtheunderlyingnonlinearequa-
tionsof motionareconsistentwiththephysicalar-
rangementof thehinges.

NonlinearEquations for Flexible Hingeless

Blades: The effect of hinge sequence on the equa-
tions of motion and stability of a rigid articulated
rotor blade noted in reference I11 led those au-

thors to speculate that there might be differences

in the aeroelastic equations of flexible rotor blades
depending on the order in which the rotational

transformations associated with blade bending and
torsion are imposed when deriving the equations.
A preliminary_investigation of this pOssibility was
made in reference I l 1 where attention was limited

to an inspection of the blade bending and torsional

curvatures and the aerodynamic velocity compo-
nents for tWO rotational franfformation sequences.
Based on the differences noted there, it was con-
cluded that differences would also occur in the re-

sulting governing aeroelastic equations of motion

for a flexible blade_ _'l_e prefirninary findings of
reference 111 with respect to the implications of

the rotational transformation sequence on the re-

sulting form of the blade equations of motion
prompted those authors to conduct (1976-78) a
careful examination (refs. 116-118) of the theo-
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retical and analytical foundationson which
nonlinearaeroelasticequationsfor flexible rotor
bladeswerebeingderivedat that time. A few
commentson the role of rotationaltransforma-
tions in derivingbladeequationsof motionare
givenbelowbeforesummarizingthecontributions
of references116-118.

The needfor consideringtherotationaltrans-
formationsequencearisesfromtheneedto spec-
ify thepositionvectorof anarbitrarypointonthe
bladein a deformedconfigurationwhenderiving
theequationsof motion. Thispositionvectoris
obtainedby performinga sequenceof rotations
andtranslationsfrom inertialaxesfixed in space
toaxesfixedatanarbitrarypointonthedeformed
blade. In this case,rotationof coordinateaxes
correspondsto matrixmultiplicationandtransla-
tionof coordinateaxescorrespondsto matrixad-
dition. Thesequencein whichtherotationsof a
bladesectiondueto flapwisebending,edgewise
bending,andtorsionaldeformationsareimposed
is of importanceherebecauseof thenonlinearna-
tureof thegoverningequationsof motion. The
anglesof rotationassociatedwith the deforma-
tionsmustbetreatedasfiniteandthetransforma-
tion matricesassociatedwith the individualrota-
tionsarenotcommutative.In thecaseof a rigid
articulatedblade,thephysicalarrangementof the
hingesdictatestheorderin whichthecomponent
rotationsmustbe imposedwhile specifyingthe
positionvector.However,for aflexiblehingeless
blade,theorderin whichtheindividualrotations
areimposedisaprerogativeof theanalyst.Outof
the six possiblerotational transformationse-
quencesthat canbe imposed,the lag-flap-pitch
sequencewasthebasisfor mostof thehingeless
rotorbladeequationsappearingin theliteratureat
thetimeof thesubjectinvestigation,althoughno
rationalefor such preferentialtreatmentwas
given.

Reference116summarizestheresultsof sev-
eral preliminarystudiesthat weremadein con-
junctionwith the preparatoryderivationof the
nonlinearequationsof motionfor thesimplercase
of transversebendingandextensionof a rotating
beam. Thesespecial-caseequations(no torsion

and no aerodynamics) were independent of the
rotational transformation sequence. The studies

made with these equations were intended to clar-

ify the role of the geometric nonlinear theory of

elasticity (ref. 119) in the derivation of the equa-
tions of motion for rotating beams, and to evaluate

the analytical implications of explicitly consider-

ing radial foreshortening of the elastic axis due to

bending by including its effect in the assumed ax-
ial displacement field when deriving the equations
of motion (ref. 120). To this end, reference 116

compared and discussed the popular approaches

found in the literature for developing the linear

and nonlinear equations of motion for a rotating

beam. This study demonstrated that all the proper

approaches used the geometric nonlinear theory of
elasticity, either explicitly or implicitly. Indeed,

recourse had to be made to geometric nonlinearity
even in formulating the linear equations of a rotat-

ing beam. These findings had not been generally

recognized in the literature at that time. Refer-
ence i16 also derived the title equations by a

variational (energy) approach in which the com-

ponent of beam radial displacement associated

with foreshortening of the elastic axis due to
bending (a second-degree nonlinear effect) is in-

cluded as a term separate from the component due
to elastic axial deformation in the assumed axial

displacement field in the expression for the posi-

tion vector to a generic point on the deformed

blade. The explicit use of foreshortening in this
way was introduced in reference 120 as an alter-

native to the artifice of the effective applied load
concept for deriving linear bending equations for

radial beams on spin-stabilized satellites. The im-

plications of explicitly accounting for foreshorten-
ing in this manner when deriving the linear and

nonlinear flap-lag-axial equations of motion of a
rotating beam were discussed in reference |16.

For example, the explicit use of foreshortening
was found to enable a derivation in which the re-

tention of second-degree nonlinear terms in the

kinetic and potential energy expressions leads to

linear equations, retention of third-degree nonlin-
ear terms leads to second-degree nonlinear equa-
tions, and so forth. It was also found that the as-

sumption of inextensibility (an expedient usually

employed to eliminate the axial equation of mo-
tion) could be made at any stage of the develop-

ment of those equations. Conversely, special con-
siderations are required in all phases of the deriva-

tion if foreshortening is not included in the as-

sumed axial displacement field. Special consid-
erations are also needed even if the analyst
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choosesto employa Newtonianapproachto de-
rive theequationsby applyingNewton'ssecond
lawtothebeamin adeformedconfiguration.

Reference117addressedtheproblemof deriv-
ing thesecond-degreenonlinearrotationaltrans-
formationmatrixbetweentheblade-fixedcoordi-
natesof thedeformedandundeformedbladeand
thecorrespondingexpressionsfor thebendingand
torsionalcurvaturesof a twistedhelicopterrotor
blade undergoingcombinedflapwisebending,
chordwisebending,torsion,andextension.Two
of the six possiblerotationaltransformationse-
quenceswereexamined:flap-lag-pitchand lag-
flap-pitch. The generalnonlinearexpressions
weresystematicallyreduced-to four levelsof ap-
proximationby imposingvarioussimplifyingas-
sumptionsin thespiritof reference119,andthe
implicationsof theseassumptionswith respectto
the nonlineartheoryof elasticityas appliedto
beamswaspointedout. Thenonlinearcurvature
expressionsandtransformationmatricesof refer-
ence117werecomparedwith correspondingre-
sultsin theliteratureandanumberof discrepan-
cies identified.Thereasonsfor thesediscrepan-
ciesarediscussed.A by-productof thestudyof
reference117wastheresolutionof a controversy
that existedin the literatureregardingwhether,
undertheassumptionof smallstrains,theuncou-
pledextensionalfrequencyof a rotatingbeamin-
creasesor decreaseswith increasingrotational
speed- it decreases.

The culminationof the subjectexamination
wasthederivationof thesecond-degreenonlinear
aeroelasticequationsof motionfor thecombined
flapwisebending,chordwisebending,torsion,and
extensionof a twistednonuniformrotorbladein
forwardflightusingHamilton'svariationalprinci-
ple (ref. 118). A uniquefeatureof the subject
derivationwas the explicit inclusionof a fore-
shorteningtermin theassumedaxialdisplacement
field for theblade. Becauseof theinherentgeo-
metricnonlinearityof theproblem,thederivation
wasmadewith strictadherencetOthefundamen-
tal principlesof thegeometricnonlineartheoryof
elasticityasdiscussedin reference119. In par-
ticular,basedon theresultsof reference117,the
derivationwasbasedon the smalldeformation
approximationin which the elongationsand
shears(andhencestrains)arenegligiblecompared

to unity, with no restrictionson the rotationsof
thecrosssectionsof theblade. Theimplications
of applyinga slenderbeamapproximationin the
derivationof the second-degreenonlinearequa-
tionsof motionof arotorbladearediscussedand
a mathematicalorderingschemethatis consistent
with theassumptionof a slenderbeamis intro-
duced. The bladeaerodynamicloadingis ob-
tainedfrom strip theorybasedon a quasi-steady
approximationof two-dimensional,incompressi-
ble unsteadyairfoil theory. Theinfluenceof the
assumedrotationaltransformationsequenceon
theformof theresultantequationsof motionwas
examinedfor two of the six possiblerotational
transformationsequences:flap-lag-pitchandlag-
flap-pitch. Theresultingsetsof equationswere
foundto differ in thenonlineartermsin boththe
aerodynamicandelasticterms,in contrastto the
rigid articulatedbladewheretherearedifferences
only in theaerodynamicterms.Theimplications
of thesedifferencesarediscussed.A comparison
of the subjectequationswith thosefoundin the
literaturewasalsomade.Severaldiscrepanciesin
somenonlinearequationsappearingin the litera-
tureatthattimewereidentifiedandshownto bea
consequenceof apartiallinearizationof theresul-
tantrotationaltransformationmatrixbetweenthe
coordinatesof the deformedand undeformed
bladeor theuseof an incorrectexpressionfor the
torsionalcurvature.

The methodologydevelopedin connection
with the rotor bladestudiesdescribedin refer-
ences116-I18waslateremployedin thederiva-
tionof theaeroelasticequationsof motionfor the
bladesof both vertical-axisand horizontal-axis
windturbines(refs.121-122).Theinsightgained
fromtherotorbladestudieswasalsousedto iden-
tify the properprocedurefor applyingunsteady
airfoil theoryto rotorblades(ref. 123).In particu-
lar, thecorrectrelationshipbetweenthevariables
usedin unsteadyairfoil theoryandthe variables
requiredto describethemorecomplexmotionof a
rotorbladewasClarified:

Dynamics of Rotating Beams and Shafts

The dynamic behavior of rotating beams and

shafts was addressed by AB researchers via both

in-house and sponsored research during 1977-88

(refs. 124-131). This work is characterized by the
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useandexploitationof integratingmatricesasthe
basisfor thenumericalsolutionof thegoverning
partialdifferentialequationsof motion. Integrat-
ingmatriceswereintroducedin reference132asa
numericallyaccuratemethodfor solvingtheordi-
narydifferentialequationsappearingin structural
mechanics. An integratingmatrix providesa
meansfor numericallyintegratinga functionthat
is expressedin termsof thevaluesof thefunction
at incrementsof the independentvariableby a
singlematrixmultiplication.Theelementsof the
integratingmatrixdependonthenumericalproce-
durechosento evaluatetheintegral(ref. 132as-
sumeda third-degreeinterpolatingpolynomialto
approximatethefunctionto be integrated).The
methodis applicableto thedifferentialequations
describingeitherthestaticordynamicbehaviorof
nonuniformbeam-typestructures.With regardto
dynamicanalyses,by expressingtheequationsof
motioninmatrixnotation,utilizingtheintegrating
matrixasanoperator,andapplyingtheboundary
conditions,the spatialdependenceis removed
fromthepartialdifferentialequationsandthere-
suitingordinarydifferentialequationscanbecast
into standardeigenvalueform for solutionusing
standardeigensolutiontechniques.The method
wasmorefully discussedin references133-134
wherethemechanicsof its applicationto arotat-
ing propellerbladeweredescribed.Integrating
matricesbaseduponpolynomialsof degreeoneto
sevenweregivenin reference133,whichtreated
thelinearequationsfor coupledinplaneandout-
of-planebending. Reference134usedthesev-
enth-degreeintegratingmatrixof reference133to
solvethe coupledbending-torsionequationsbut
accountedfor the nonlineareffectsof blade
steady-statetwistinducedby rotationon thetor-
sionnaturalfrequencies.Summariesof thecon-
tributionsof references124-131aregivenbelow.

Reference124wasintendedto unifyandex-
tendtheanalyticalbasisof severalaspectsof the
dynamicbehaviorof flexiblerotatingbeams.To
thisend,thesecond-degreenonlinearequationsof
motionfor thecoupledflapwisebending,lagwise
bending,andaxialextensionof anuntwisted,tor-
sionally rigid, nonuniform,rotating cantilever
beamhavinganarbitraryangleof built-inconing
or "precone"with the planeperpendicularto the
axis of rotationwerederivedusingHamilton's
variationalprinciple.Thederivationis character-

izedby theuseof anaxialdisplacementfieldthat
includesthesecond-degreenonlineartermsasso-
ciatedwithradialforeshorteningof theelasticaxis
dueto bending,andtheinclusionof bothinternal
andexternalviscousdamping.Forzeroandsmall
valuesof thepreconeangle,theequationsareap-
plicableto beamsthatareorientedperpendicular
to or nearlyperpendicularto theaxisof rotation,
while for a preconeangleof ninetydegreesthe
equationsareapplicableto a rotatingshaft.The
nonlinearequationsof motionwerelinearizedby
perturbingthemabouta steady-stateequilibrium
positionin theusualmanner.Theresultinglinear
perturbationequationsof motionandthenonlin-
earsteady-stateequilibriumequationsweresolved
usingtheintegratingmatrix-basedcomputerpro-
gramusedin reference134,aftertheprogramwas
modifiedby its authorfor applicationto thepre-
sentequations.Themodifiedprogramwasdesig-
natedNLFLA (NonLinearFlap-Lag-Axial).The
applicabilityof the subjectequationsof motion
andmethodof solutionfor assessingthestability
characteristicsof rotatingbeamsandshaftswas
demonstratedin reference124througha variety
of numericalexamples.Someillustrativeresults
aregivenin figures61and62. Figure61shows
theeffectsof thesteady-statedeformationinduced
by rotationfor non-zerovaluesof thepreconean-
gleonthefirst flapwiseandlagwisebendingnatu-
ral frequenciesof a symmetricuniformbeam.
Theeffectof externalviscousdampingonthesta-
bility of a uniformasymmetricshaftfor thepar-
ticularcasein whichtheinternaldampingis zero
is givenin figure62,wheretheviscousdamping
coefficientshave beennon-dimensionalizedby
theproductof themassdistributionandthefirst
non-rotatingflappingnaturalfrequency.

The stability of a beam subjected to compres-

sive centrifugal forces arising from steady rotation
about an axis that does not pass through the

clamped end of the beam (fig. 63) was analyzed in
reference 125 to determine the critical rotational

speeds for buckling in the inplane and out-of-
plane directions. The linear differential equations
of motion were solved numerically using program

NLFLA, the only modification being the introduc-

tion of a "tension" expression appropriate to the

subject configuration. The results (fig. 64) re-
solved several differences that appeared in the lit-

erature relating to the proper behavior of the criti-
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cal rotationalspeedfor bucklingastheradiusof
rotationof the clampedend of the beamis re-
duced.

Historically,integratingmatriceswerederived
for equalincrementsof the independentvariable
whileexpressingthefunctionto beintegratedasa
polynomialin the form of Newton'sforward-
differenceinterpolationformula.However,many
practicalbeam configurationshave lengthwise
variationsin thesectionalpropertiesthat require
theuseof an integratingmatrixthatcantreatun-
equalincrements.Reference126developedan
analysisfor computingintegratingmatricesfor
arbitrarilyspacedgrid pointsusingeitherthecus-
tomaryinterpolatingpolynomialsor least-squares
fit orthogonalpolynomials. A subroutinefor
computingthenewintegratingmatriceswaswrit-
tenandincorporatedintoprogramNLFLA. The
resulting program was designatedNLFLAV
(NonLinearFlap-Lag-Axialwith Variable grid
spacing).A companiondifferentiatingmatrixwas
developedlater (ref. 127)to accommodatethose
casesin whichtheboundaryconditionsaresuch
thatbothintegratinganddifferentiatingmatrices
areneeded.

Theintegratingmatrixasoriginallydeveloped
alsorequiredthatthemassandstiffnessdistribu-
tionsof thebeambeatleastpiecewisecontinuous
alongitslength.Theimportantcasein whichone
ormoreconcentratedmassesarelocatedalongthe
beamwasthusexcluded.Reference128describes
the generalizationof the integrating matrix
methodrequiredto treatrotatingbeamswithcon-
centratedmassesatarbitrarypositionsalongtheir
lengths.Reference128extendedtheintegrating
matrixmethodtotreatthelineardifferentialequa-
tionsgoverningtheflap,lag,oraxialvibrationsof
rotatingbeamswith concentratedmassesat arbi-
trarypositionsalongtheir lengths.It wasfound
thattheinclusionof concentratedmassesleadsto
a standardeigenvalueproblemof thesameform
asbefore,butwith slightlymodifiedmatrices.A
subroutinefor computingtheadditionalmatrices
waswrittenandincorporatedintoa linearversion
of NLFLAV, which was designatedLFLAVC
(LinearFlap-Lag-Axialwith Variablegrid spac-
ing andConcentratedmasses).Theanalysiswas
appliedto theproblemof rotationinducedbuck-
lingof abeamwithdiscretemasses(ref. 129)(fig.

65).Thisstudyidentifiedanerrorin thetreatment
of this problemin the literatureconcerningthe
behaviorof the critical rotationalspeedfor in-
planebucklingasthe radiusof rotationof the
clampedendof thebeamisreduced.

The derivationof a two-dimensionalintegrat-
ing matrixfor integratinga functionof two vari-
ables whose valuesare known on a two-
dimensionalrectangulargrid with arbitrarygrid
spacingallowedinonedirectionwasgivenin ref-
erence130.Reference131extendedtheworkof
references126,127and 130 and developeda
combinedintegrating/differentiating-matrixfor-
mulationfor partialdifferentialequationsinvolv-
ingtwospacevariablesonarectangulargridwith
nonuniformspacingin bothdirections.Theseare
believedto be the first publishedattemptsat
derivingan integratingmatrix for applicationto
two-dimensionalplate-likestructures.

Finite Element Modeling of Rotor Blades

Several studies dealing with the development

and validation of finite-element modeling tech-

niques for application to metal and composite ro-
tor blades were conducted by AB researchers dur-

ing 1985-91 (refs. 135-145). The primary focus

of these studies was on developing a beam theory
applicable to composite rotor blades that are elas-

tically tailored through an appropriate choice of
ply fiber orientation and ply stacking sequence to

exhibit extension-twist elastic coupling. Atten-

tion was directed to extension-twist coupling be-
cause of its potential for improving-the aerody-

namic performance of tiltrotor aircraft that are de-
signed to operate at different rotor rotational

speeds in the helicopter and airplane modes of

flight (such as the XV-15 and the V-22). A con-

ventional (untailored) blade designed for such air-
craft has a twist distribution that produces accept-

able performance in hover at the expense of a re-

duced propulsive efficiency in the airplane mode
of flight. The hope was that elastic tailoring could
be exploited tO design an extension-twist-coupled

blade that can utilize the change in centrifugal

force associated with the change in rotor speed
and produce a twist distribution that is more

nearly optimum in the airplane mode of flight.
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Thederivationandvalidationof a tapered,p-
versionbeamfiniteelementsuitablefor dynamic
applicationsweredescribedin reference135. A
p-versionelementallowstheuserto selecttheor-
derof theshapefunctionsthatrelatethediscrete
nodaldisplacementsof anelementto thecontinu-
ousdisplacementswithin theelement,in contrast
to h-versionfinite elementsthat usefixed-order
shapefunctionsto describethedisplacementbe-
haviorof theelement.In general,thehigherthe
orderoftheshapefunctions,themoreaccuratethe
results. Increasingthe orderof the shapefunc-
tionsinap-versionmodelisanalogousto increas-
ing thenumberof elementsfor a comparableh-
versionmodel.However,for large finite-element
models increasing the order of the shape functions

in a p-version model is much easier than increas-

ing the number of elements in an h-version model.
The subject p-version beam element is imple-

mented through a set of polynomial shape func-

tions, where the lower-order shape functions are

identical to the classical cubic and linear shape
functions usually associated with a beam element

and the higher-order shape functions are a hierar-

chical set of polynomials that are integrals of or-
thogonal polynomials. The taper in the element is

represented by allowing the area moments of iner-
tia to vary as quartic polynomials along the length

of the beam and the cross-sectional area to vary as

a quadratic polynomial. Reference 135 presents

explicit expressions for the mass and stiffness ma-
trices for the element for an arbitrary value of p.
The element, which has been verified to be nu-

merically stable with shape functions through 22 nd

order, is capable of emulating four different types
of beam elements: uniform h-version, uniform p-

version, tapered h-version, and tapered p-version.

Figure 66 presents results from reference 135 in-
dicating the type of improvement in convergence

that is realized by using tapered p- and h-version
elements instead of uniform h-version elements to

model a tapered cantilever beam. The figure
shows the percent error in the calculated lowest

(fundamental) bending, torsion, and axial fre-

quencies versus the total number of degrees of
freedom represented by the elements used to
model the beam.

Reference 136 summarizes the results of an

analytical study conducted in a preliminary as-

sessment of a (then) new coupled-beam theory

(ref. 146) for the structural analysis of thin-

walled, single-cell composite rotor blades, includ-

ing the effects of extension-twist elastic coupling

achieved through unbalanced ply orientation. The

analytical study employed the graphite-epoxy D-
spar of a scale model rotor blade that was de-

signed to demonstrate the coupling. The effec-

tiveness of the new composite beam analysis was
demonstrated in reference 136 through compari-

son of results obtained using the coupled-beam

analysis with results obtained from an

MSC/NASTRAN analysis using a detailed finite
element model based on anisotropic plate ele-

ments. Computed deformations were compared
for three scaled static load cases typical of those

experienced by a rotor blade in flight. Some illus-

trative results for the case of a centrifugal force

loading are shown in figure 67, where the twist
computed using the coupled-beam analysis is

compared with that obtained from a detailed finite

element analysis. The comparative studies of ref-

erence 136 indicated that the coupled-beam analy-
sis gives results with acceptable engineering accu-

racy. A byproduct of the study was the identifica-
tion of a new and convenient approach for obtain-

ing the extensional (EA), torsional (GJ), and

bending (El) engineering beam stiffnesses.

The investigation described in reference 137
was conducted to determine if the twist deforma-

tion required for the design of full-scale exten-

sion-twist-coupled tiltrotor blades could be
achieved within material design limit loads, and to

experimentally validate the coupled-beam analysis

of reference 146 in predicting twist deformations
for axially loaded extension-twist-coupled struc-

tures. The blade twists that would be required for
optimum aerodynamic performance of the XV-15
and V-22 tiltrotor aircraft in both the hover and

airplane modes of flight were estimated and used
as a basis for comparison to the results of static
torsion and axial tension tests conducted on exten-

sion-twist-coupled composite circular tubes as-

sumed to be representative of the rotor blade spars
of those aircraft. The tubes consisted of two dif-

ferent composite laminates ([(+20/-70)2]s and

[(+40/+50)2]s) and two different graphite/epoxy
material systems (IM6/R6376 and T30015208), for

a total of four differently designed tube speci-

mens. The tubes were 24 inches long, had an out-
side diameter of 1.64 inches, and a wall thickness
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of .040 inches. The purpose of the tests was to
correlate the measured twist deformation under

combined axial and torsion loads with results

from the coupled-beam analysis. Measured twist

rates as a function of torque for the tubes having
the [(+20/-70)2]s lay-up are shown in figure 68

along with the corresponding analytical predic-

tions. Figure 69 shows the analytical predictions

and experimental results for the twist rate of the
[(+20/-70)2]s tubes as a function of axial load.

The deviation between test and analysis at the

higher loads in figure 69 is due to the effects of
material nonlinearity that occur as the loading ap-

proaches the design limit loads. The coupled-

beam analysis does not account for material
nonlinearities. The experimental results showed
that the twist deformations associated with axial

loading of the [(+20/-70)2]s ply specimens were
sufficient to satisfy the blade twist rate require-

ments that were identified for optimum rotor

aerodynamic performance of tiltrotor aircraft in
both hover and airplane modes of flight.

Reference 138 describes the results of a design

study aimed at identifying the improvements to
tiltrotor aerodynamic performance in both hover

and forward flight that might be possible through

passive control of blade twist by the use of exten-
sion-twist structural coupling. The conventional

metal blade design of the XV-15 tiltr0tor research
aircraft was chosen as the basis for the design

study. To this end, the subject paper first deter-

mined the aerodynamically optimum linear twist
distributions for the XV-15 in hover and forward

flight and identified the performance gains that

can be realized using these twists rather than those
of the conventional blades. Based on these opti-
mum twist distributions, three extension-twist-

coupled blade designs were developed using the
coupled-beam analysis of reference 146 (but ex-
tended to treat the case Of a two-cell structure

such as that used in the present investigation) and
a laminate analysis (to determine the material
strength margins of safety) integrated with an op-

timization algorithm (ref. 147). The blade struc-

tural model used in this design study is depicted in

figure 70. The spar and airfoil skin were com-

posed entirely of IM6/R6376 graphite/epoxy
laminates. Design variables (see fig. 70) included

the thicknesses of the D-spar laminates in the
three sections of the blade, the thickness of the

airfoil skin, the angle of the plies in the spar and

in the skin, the length of the twisting section, the

tip weight, and the nonstructural weight per unit
length added to increase centrifugal loading. The

designs were optimized for maximum twist de-
formation subject to material strength limits. Side

constraints were imposed to ensure that realistic

values of the design variables were maintained
during the optimization process. The gains in

aerodynamic performance associated with the fi-

nal designs showed that the passive control of

blade twist by the use of extension-twist structural
coupling is a viable approach for the constraints

considered, and has the potential for enhancing
the performance of tiltrotor aircraft. The change

in twist distribution with rotor rotational speed for

one of the blade designs is presented in figure 71.

The study of reference 139 was aimed at de-

veloping an anisotropic beam finite element
analysis, which can predict the static behavior of

general thin-walled anisotropic beams with accu-

racy sufficient for use in the preliminary structural
design of composite rotor blades. An anisotropic
beam finite element was formulated based on an

existing single-cell anisotropic beam theory (ref.
146) that included the effects of shear deformation
but did not account for the full effects of cross-

sectional warping. It is well known that the cross

sections of thin-walled beams tend to warp out of
plane when subjected to loads. This warping in-

fluences both the bending and torsion response of

beams and its effects can be important in elasti-
cally-coupled composite blades. The manner of

extending the subject analysis to treat multi-cell

beams and to (approximately) account for the ef-
fects of warping are described. The accuracy of a

finite element beam (FEB) analysis developed to
implement the resulting beam element was as-

sessed through comparison to results obtained

from standard engineering beam theory and
MSC/NASTRAN analysis of detailed plate mod-
els in which shear deformation and warping are

inherently included, and through comparison to
results obtained from a companion experimental

study. The analytical assessments were based on
analysis of 24-inch long cantilevered tubes of cir-

cular and square cross section having walls con-

structed of four plies of graphite/epoxy fabric in

lay-ups with and without extension-twist cou-
pling. Comparisons of computed global responses
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andlocalaxialandshearstrainsweremadeunder
axial,torsional,andbendingloadingconditions.
Considerableinsightwasgainedfromthesecom-
parisonsastotheimportanceof sheardeformation
andwarpingonglobalandlocalresponses.Based
onthisinsight,asimplemethodfor modifyingthe
FEBanalysisto includetheinfluencesof torsion-
relatedwarpingrestraintwasdeveloped.Theim-
portanceof bending-relatedwarpingeffectsonthe
bending solution of- extension-twist-coupled
beamswasidentified,anda formulawasderived
for thecalculationof a shearstiffnessreduction
factor(dependentonply orientation,stackingse-
quence,laminatethickness,andcrosssectionge-
ometry)thatleadsto consid_erablyimprovedpre-
dictionsof thebendingbehavior.On theexperi-
mentalside,a setof staticaxial testswasper-
formedfor severaldifferentconfigurationsof sin-
gle-cell,thin-walled,extension-twist-coupledtu-
bularbeamsto determineif strainsandtwistde-
formationscouldbeaccuratelypredictedby the
FEBanalysis.All specimenswereconstructedof
graphite/epoxywovencloth fabric,and useda
symmetricmateriallay-upcomposedof a setof
plies rotatedoff-axis to produceextension-twist
coupling. Sixteentubular test specimenswere
fabricated,all of whichwere24incheslongwitha
four-plylay-upof thematerialasassumedin the
analyticalstudiesmentionedearlier. Fourdiffer-
entcrosssectionshapesexhibitingwarpingwere
used:asquare,arectangle,aflattenedellipse,and
a D-shape.Twist rate,principalfiber strain,and
principalshearstrainweremeasuredfor all the
specimens.Predictionerrorsweregenerallyless
thanone percentover mostof the designload
rangeof the specimens.Theresultsfor the D-
shapedtubearecomparedwith theresultsof the
FEBanalysisin figures72-74.Analyticalstudies
showedthatthe FEBanalysiswith warpingin-
cludedpredictsglobalresponseto within 5%of
valuesobtainedfromanMSC/NASTRANanaly-
sis usinga detailedplatemodelof the tubular
beamstructure.

Buildingon theresultsof references135and
139,reference140formulateda one-dimensional
(beam)analysisto predicttherotatingnaturalfre-
quenciesof highly-pretwistedelastically-coupled
compositerotorblades.Theformulationof refer-
ence 140 includesthe nonclassicaleffectsof
transversesheardeformationand crosssection

warpingandseparatesthegeometricallynonlinear
three-dimensionalelasticity problem into two
simplerproblems:anonlinearone-dimensionalset
of equationsdescribingtheglobalbehaviorof the
beamanda lineartwo-dimensionalsetof equa-
tionsdescribingthebehaviorof a crosssection.
The nonclassicaleffectsaretreatedin a detailed
crosssection(local) analysisthat is uncoupled
fromthebeam(global)analysisandwhichyields
theeffectivebeamstiffnessesneededin theone-
dimensionalbeamanalysis.Thus,warpingis ac-
countedfor ina localcrosssectionanalysiswith-
outexplicitinclusionof theseeffectsin thebeam
analysis. Degreesof freedomassociatedwith
sheardeformationarestaticallycondensedfrom
theformulation,leadingtoa rotatingbeamanaly-
sisthatusesonlythosedegreesof freedomassoci-
atedwith classicalbeamtheory. The resulting
analysiswasimplementedasa p-versionbeamfi-
nite elementinto a programcalled CORBA
(COmpositeRotatingBeamAnalysis).Numerical
studiesconductedwith theprogramshowedthat
theapproachwasabletocapturethemostsignifi-
canteffectof sheardeformation,namelythere-
ductionin effectivebendingstiffnessthatoccurs
whena substantialamountof bending-shearcou-
pling is presentin thebeam.Theresultsof the
studyalsoshowedthata one-dimensionalglobal
dynamicanalysisbasedonclassicalbeamkine-
maticscouldaccuratelypredictthe bendingand
torsion frequenciesof modesimportantto an
aeroelasticanalysis.However,thesectionproper-
tiesusedin theglobalanalysismustaccountfor
theimportantnonclassicaleffectsassociatedwith
sheardeformation,warping,andelasticcouplings.
Nonclassicaleffectswereshownto havesignifi-
cant influenceon the frequenciesof the funda-
mentalmodesof highlycoupledcompositebeam
structures.Errorsontheorderof 15-percentwere
reducedto tessthanfive-percentby accounting
for thenonclassicaleffects.Theeffectsof shear
deformationand warpingon predicteddynamic
behaviorwereonly slightly influencedby large
pretwistangles.In addition,thecomputationalef-
ficiencyassociatedwith usinghigherorderele-
mentswhenanalyzinganuntwistedbeamwasnot
realizedforthecaseofbeamswith largepretwist.

Theemphasisof theanalyticalwork in refer-
ences135-140wasondevelopingandvalidatinga
beam-basedanalysisfor computingthestaticand
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dynamic behavior of extension-twist-coupled
compositerotorbladesthatcouldbeusedin pre-
liminarydesign.However,it wasrecognizedthat
detailedfinite-elementmodelsrepresentingthe
three-dimensionalbuilt-upstructurecharacteristic
of realbladeswouldberequiredfor final analyti-
cal verificationof suchdesigns. Therefore,a
companionexperimentalandanalyticalinvestiga-
tion wasconductedwiththeobjectiveof evaluat-
ing theuseof MSC/NASTRANfor detailedfi-
nite-elementmodelingandanalysisof extension-
twist-coupledblades(refs. 141-144). Results
from a preliminaryinvestigationusinganexten-
sion-twist-coupledcircular tube that was fabri-
catedforastatictestarereportedinreference141.
Thespecimenwas24 incheslong,hadanouter
diameterof 1.640inches,anda wall thicknessof
.046 inches.Thetubewasfabricatedfrom uni-
directionalT300/5203graphitefiber/epoxyresin,
with a [(+20°/-70°)2]slay-up. Becausethetube
waspreparedfor astatictest,it hadanaluminum
plugandpottingcompoundat eachendto facili-
tatestatictesting.Thesecomponentscouldnotbe
removedfor thedynamictests.Thebodyof the
tube wasmodeledwith 684 quadrilateralplate
elementsfor the baselinemodel. Concentrated
masselementswereusedfor modelingthealumi-
numendplugsandpottingcompound.In addi-
tion,theendplugswereassumedrigid. Forvibra-
tion testing,the tubewassuspendedhorizontally
bytwobungeecordsattachedneareachendof the
tube. Threenaturalfrequencies(first andsecond
bendingandfirst torsion)wereidentifiedin the
vibrationtestandwerein reasonableagreement
with thosecomputedusingthedetailedfiniteele-
mentmodel(maximumerrorof 13.4%).

thefabricationprocess,vibrationtestsetup,data
acquisitionsystem,data reduction,and test-
analysiscorrelationtechniquesusedarefully de-
scribedin thereport.Resultsfromfree-freevibra-
tion testsof thetubeswerecomparedwith results
from a normal modesanalysisof companion
shell-finite-element models developed in
MSC/NASTRAN. Agreementwas reasonable,
witherrorsrangingfromabout5 to 13%depend-
ing on the crosssection(elliptic best,D-shape
worst). The sparswere modeledusing two-
dimensional,quadrilateralflat plate (CQUAD4)
elementshavinganisotropicproperties.All finite
elementmodelswereformedwith 25 plateele-
mentsin the lengthwisedirection,with thenum-
ber of circumferentialelementsvarying with
cross-sectiontype (12, 8, and 14, respectively).
TheFEMof theD-shapedsparis depictedin fig-
ure76. Structuralmasswasaccountedfor using
theconsistentmassmatrixoptionin theanalyses.
Resultsfromnormalmodeandfrequencyanalyses
of thefinite-elementmodelswerecomparedwith
thoseobtainedfromfree-freedynamictestsof the
fabricatedspars. Five global or nonsheli-type
modeshapeswereidentifiedfor eachof thetubes
in thefrequencyrangefrom 0 to 2000Hz. The
measuredandcalculatedglobalmodeshapesfor
theD-shapedsparareshownin figure77for illus-
tration.Theresultsof reference142demonstrated
thatthestructuraldynamiccharacteristicsof thin-
walledcompositestructuresemployingextension-
twistcouplingcanbedeterminedwith acceptable
engineeringaccuracyusingthree-dimensionalfi-
niteelementmodelsformedfrom shell-typeele-
mentsthatareavailablein commercialfiniteele-
mentanalysiscodessuchasMSC/NASTRAN.

A moreextensiveanalyticalandexperimental
investigationof thevibrationcharacteristicsof ex-
tension-twist-coupledcompositetubular beams
representativeof theprimaryload-carryingspars
withinarotorbladeisdescribedin reference142.
A setof extension-twistcoupledtubularbeams
was manufacturedwith four plie_of T-650/42
graphitefiberwithERLX1925-2epoxyresinina
plain weavecloth pre-preg. The 00-90° cloth
weavewasrotatedoff-axisto achievea [+200]4

laminate. Three different cross-sectional geome-

tries were manufactured: D-shape, square, and
flattened ellipse (fig. 75). The spars had a nomi-
nal wall thickness of .030 inchesl A discussion of

References 143-144 summarize the results of

an experimental demonstration of passive blade

twist control using extension-twist coupling on a
model rotor. A set of low-twist model-scale heli-

copter rotor blades was manufactured from exist-

ing blade molds for hover testing on the ARES
testbed. A four-bladed articulated rotor hub with

coincident flap and lag hinges was used in the in-

vestigation. The blades were rectangular in plan-
form With aNACA 0012 airfoil shape and a built-
in linear twist of -8.25 °. The blades were 55.0

inches in radius and had a chord of 4.24 inches.

The D-spar was fabricated using four plies of

graphite/epoxy in a plain weave cloth "pre-preg".
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The 0°/90° cloth weavewasrotatedoff-axisto

achieve a ([+20°]4) extension-twist-coupled lami-

nate. The trailing edge of the blade was com-

posed of honeycomb filler wrapped by a single
layer of fiberglass skin. Two hollow fiberglass

weight tubes running the length of the blade and

located immediately forward and aft of the D-spar
were incorporated into the blade design to provide

a means of changing the nonstructurai mass dis-
tribution. A cross section of the blade is shown in

figure 78. Hover testing was conducted in AB's
Rotorcraft Hover Test Facility located in the high-

bay area of a building adjacent to the TDT. The

change in blade twist was measured as a function

of rpm and collective pitch. The blades were spun
from 0 to 800 rpm in 100 rpm increments.

Collective pitch was swept at each rpm. Data
were obtained for both an unballasted (both

weight tubes empty) and a ballasted (both weight

tubes full) blade configuration at sea-level
atmospheric air conditions, where maximum twist

changes of 2.54 ° and 5.24 ° were observed,

respectively. These results were in reasonable
agreement with those obtained from a detailed

MSC/NASTRAN finite-element analysis model of

the rotor blade (fig. 79), which yielded maximum
twist angles of 3.01 ° and 5.61 ° for the unballasted

and ballasted blade configurations, respectively.

Figure 80 presents the blade elastic twist plotted
as a function of rotor speed for test and analysis

using both mass distributions. A ballasted blade

configuration was also tested in a near-vacuum
condition in the TDT as a means of determining

the effect of aerodynamic loading on the total
twist obtained. Aerodynamic-induced effects on
the blade elastic twist were minimal, with the

blade twist remaining nearly unchanged between
atmospheric and near-vacuum conditions. The

effect of collective pitch on blade elastic twist was
also demonstrated to be minimal, as no apprecia-

ble degradation in twist was observed at increased

collective pitch angles.

The blade design studies noted above showed
that passive twist control of composite rotor

blades via elastic extension-twist coupling has the

potential for improving the aerodynamic perform-
ance of tiltrotor aircraft. However, none of the
aforementioned studies addressed the effect of

such blade designs on aeroelastic stability. Such a

study was conducted as part of a broader investi-

gation of tiltrotor aeroelasticity in reference 145.

It was found that an extension-twist coupled blade

design has a significant detrimental impact on

aeroelastic stability of the rotor/pylon/wing sys-

tem in the airplane mode of flight. This adverse
effect is associated with the need to add consider-

able additional weight to the tips of the blades
(over that for an uncoupled design) to achieve the

level of centrifugal force needed to produce the

blade twist changes necessary for increased aero-

dynamic performance. The additional weight re-
duces the wing torsion frequency and brings it

closer to the wing beam frequency, which is de-

stabilizing, while the increased centrifugal forces

acting on each blade have an adverse effect on
blade pitch-lag coupling due to precone. For the

XV-15, the subject of this study, an increase in

wing torsional stiffness on the order of 20-percent
or a reduction in rotor precone to near zero would

be required to achieve an acceptable level of sta-

bility.

Rotorcraft Vibrations

The problem of rotorcraft vibrations was ad-

dressed by Aeroelasticity Branch researchers in a

variety of in-house and funded research activities
during the period 1978-91. The major technical

areas investigated included airframe finite-

element modeling, analysis of coupled rotor-
airframe vibrations, and airframe structural opti-

mization. Several other ancillary studies of a spe-

cialized nature related to these major areas of re-
search were also conducted.

Blade Pendulum Absorbers: Analytical stud-

ies that were conducted with the objective of ex-
panding the analytical database for designing ef-

fective blade-mounted pendulum absorbers to re-
duce helicopter vibration are described in refer-

ences I48-150. The oscillatory airloads acting on

a rotor in forward flight are the primary source of

vibration in helicopters. The character and magni-
tude of these loads have led to the design and im-
plementation of a variety of vibration control de-

vices for placement in the rotor and the fuselage

by the helicopter manufacturers in their efforts to
reduce vibrations (ref. 151). In particular, pendu-
lum absorbers mounted near the root of each blade

have proven to be quite successful in absorbing a
large portion of the hub shears and moments that
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wouldotherwisebe transmittedto the fuselage
(refs. 152-155).A properlytunedpendulumcan
attenuatevibratoryloadsby shiftingtheoriginal
naturalfrequenciesof the bladeaway from an
aerodynamicexcitationfrequency,andby gener-
atingappropriateforcesat itspointof attachment
thatcausesa spanwiseredistributionof thestruc-
turalloadssuchthatthehubreactionsarereduced.

References148-149 present the results of what
are thought to be the first published analytical in-

vestigation of the effects of a spherical pendulum

absorber on the natural frequencies and modes of
a rotor blade. A spherical pendulum absorber was

investigated because of its potential for simulta-

neously controlling the inplane, out-of-plane, and
torsional blade vibratory loads, in contrast to con-

ventional simple pendulums that affect only in-

plane or out-of-plane loads depending on their
orientation. The nonlinear equations of motion of

a spherical pendulum assumed to be attached to a

rotor blade undergoing coupled flapwise bending,
chordwise bending, and torsion were derived and
then linearized for small oscillations about the

steady state position of the pendulum. These

equations were then combined with the linear
blade equations of reference 156 using a transfer

matrix approach (ref. 157) to obtain the transfer

matrix of the coupled system. The natural fre-
quencies and associated mode shapes are com-

puted using the reduced transfer matrix that re-

sults from imposing the blade boundary condi-
tions on the system transfer matrix. The spherical

pendulum introduces two new modes between the
displaced original blade modes, while the simple

flapping and lead-lag pendulums-each introduce

only one mode. Illustrative results showing the

variation with rotor speed of the natural frequen-
cies of a hingeless blade with a spherical pendu-

lum are shown in figure 81. The radial location of
the pendulum was found tO play the most impor:

tant role in displacing the initial natural frequen-

cies of a blade. Blade torsional frequencies were
also affected by the offset of the pendulum hinge

above the blade elastic axis. The spherical pendu-
lum was found to significantly attenuate all blade

root forces and moments while the simple pendu-

lum was found to only attenuate forces and mo-

ments in the direction for which it was designed,
i.e., either flapwise or chordwise.

A comprehensive analytical investigation of

the dynamic and aeroelastic response of hingeless
rotor blades with simple pendulum absorbers is

reported in reference 150. The objective of the

study was to establish analytical design proce-
dures and criteria for the installation of flapping

and lead-lag pendulums on the blades of a rotor to

attenuate the forces and moments acting at the hub
of a helicopter in forward flight. The study in-

volved conducting frequency response analyses of

both uniform and nonuniform blades excited by a
harmonic variation of spanwise airload distribu-

tions as well as a concentrated tip load. The lin-

earized aeroelastic equations of motion describing
the coupled flapwise bending, chordwise bending,

and torsion of a twisted, preconed blade in for-

ward flight were expressed in state vector form

and combined with the corresponding linearized
equations for the pendulums using transfer matrix

techniques. The resulting transfer matrix was then
used for the frequency response analyses. Pendu-

lum frequency, mass, spanwise location, and

damping were systematically varied to identify the
optimum tuning conditions for each of the
blade/pendulum combinations studied. An exam-

ple of one set of curves that were generated and

used to identify an optimum spanwise location

and tuning frequency is given in figure 82. The
effects of variations in blade collective pitch,

built-in twist, precone angle, and pendulum hinge
offset on the optimum pendulum configurations of
the nonuniform blade were also established. This

investigation determined that a pendulum can be
tuned and its optimum mass determined by excita-

tion with a concentrated simple harmonic load at
the blade tip. However, it was found that distrib-

uted air]oads were required to accurately deter-
mine the attenuation of blade root reactions.

Rotor-Airframe Coupling: The problem of

defining a practicaJ computational procedure for
calculating the flight vibrations of coupled rotor-

airframe systems that is usable during helicopter
design was addressed by AB researchers during

1978-81. The objective of this study was to estab-

lish foundations for adequate representation and
treatment of airframe structures in design analysis

of helicopter vibrations. The results of that study

are documented in reference 158. The report pre-
sents a body of formulations for rotor-airframe

coupling intended for flight vibration analysis in
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airframestructuraldesignwork. Theformulation
assumesthattheairframestructureis represented
by a general,three-dimensionalfinite-element
model,andthattherotoris representedbyasetof
linear,second-order,matrixdifferentialequations
with periodiccoefficientmatricesthat are ex-
pandedin harmonicseriesform. Therotorequa-
tionsarethelinearperturbationequationsthatre-
sult from perturbingthe nonlinearaeroelastic
equationsof the rotorwith a free hub abouta
steady-state(trimmed)flight condition.Thelin-
earimpedancecharacteristicsof theairframeare
computedusingitsfinite-elementmodel.Thecal-
culationinvolvesimposingunit oscillatory dis-

placements on the interface degrees of freedom
(DOF) at each of the rotor harmonic frequencies

of interest and computing the interface forces re-

quired to maintain the imposed motion. The inter-
face forces so computed are used to form the de-

sired impedance matrices. Coupling of the rotor

to the airframe is specified through general linear

equations of constraint relating rotor interface
DOF to airframe interface DOF. The resulting

equations of the combined rotor-airframe system

are solved by the method of harmonic balance for
the system's steady-state vibrations. A method is

also presented for quick recalculation of vibra-

tions when only relatively few members of the air-
frame finite-element model are identified as can-

didates for variation, as often happens in design

studies of helicopter vibrations. Explicit relations
required to generate the rotor-airframe equations

and solve for the system vibratory responses are
presented in a form suitable for direct computer

implementation. Block diagrams illustrating
computing sequences are included and discussed.

Four computer programs (MHB, RA'Iq'I_,E,
ROTOR, and SHAKE) were written in 1979 to

help verify concepts and procedures that were be-
ing developed as part of the coupled rotor-
airframe formulations described in reference 158.

The programs were initially written in FORTRAN
66 for execution on CDC 6000-series mainframe

computers. PC-based FORTRAN 77 versions of
the programs were developed in 1996. A sum-

mary of these programs follows:

(1) MHB employs the method of harmonic

balance to compute the periodic solution of a sys-

tem of linear, second-order, non-homogeneous

matrix differential equations with periodic coeffi-

cients and periodic external forcing. Data re-
quired for the program include user-supplied har-

monic series expansions for the mass, damping,
stiffness, and external force matrices, and user

specification of the sine and cosine harmonics of
the desired solution vector.

(2) RATTLE couples a user-supplied lin-
earized aeroelastic math model of a rotor to a

user-supplied impedance math model of an air-

frame and calculates the vibratory response of the

coupled system and the associated interface forces

by the method of harmonic balance. The rotor is
assumed to be represented by a set of linear, sec-

ond-order, matrix differential equations with peri-

odic coefficients whose mass, damping, stiffness,
and external force matrices are expanded in har-

monic series. The airframe is assumed to be rep-
resented by impedances that have been calculated

externally using a finite-element model of the air-

frame. The RATI'LE program is a special-case

implementation of the primary method for rotor-
airframe coupling and harmonic balance solution
described in reference 158.

(3) ROTOR employs user-supplied linearized
differential equations for a rotor aeroelastic math
model with a free hub to calculate both the vibra-

tory loads acting at the hub assuming no hub mo-

tion (the so-called "fixed-hub forces") and the hub

load increments resulting from imposed harmonic

displacements of the hub degrees of freedom (the
so-called "hub impedances") by the method of
harmonic balance. Fixed-hub forces have often

been used to approximate the effect of a rotor on

an airframe in analysis of "coupled" rotor-
airframe vibrations by treating the forces as exter-

nal loads acting on the hub degrees of freedom in
a finite-element model of the airframe. Both the

fixed-hub forces and the rotor hub impedances are

employed in analyses based on so-called "imped-
ance matching" techniques that take into account

the dynamic interaction between the rotor and the
airframe. The ROTOR program is a special-case

implementation of the alternative representation

of a rotor system by impedances described in Ap-
pendix H of reference !58.

(4) SHAKE employs a rotor imped-

ance/airframe mobility matching technique for ro-
tor-airframe coupling and vibratory response

analysis. The program uses user-supplied lin-
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earizedmatrixdifferentialequationsfor a rotor
with a freehub to calculateboth thefixed-hub
forcesandthehubimpedancesby themethodof
harmonicbalanceas in programROTOR. The
airframe hub mobilities, representinghub re-
sponsesto unit harmonicforcesimposedon the
hubdegreesof freedom,mustbecalculatedexter-
nally andsuppliedto theprogram.TheSHAKE
programis a special-caseimplementationof the
alternativetechniquefor rotor-airframecoupling
andvibratoryresponseanalysisdescribedin Ap-
pendixH of reference158.

The four programswere verified usingthe
equationsof motionfor a two-bladed,horizontal-
axis, wind turbineundergravityexcitationthat
wereavailablefrom anearlierandunrelatedin-
vestigation. Resultsobtainedfrom thesepro-
gramswerein exactagreementwitheachotheras
well as with resultsobtainedfrom the special-
purposeharmonicbalanceprogramusedto solve
thewindturbineequationsin theearlierinvestiga-
tion.

Airframe Finite-Element Modeling: Vibra-

tions are a critical consideration in the design of
all new rotorcraft. Unfortunately, all too often

new rotorcraft unexpectedly exhibit excessive vi-

brations in flight test, and vibration mitigation so-
lutions at that stage of development are usually

add-on fixes that adversely impact cost, schedule,

and performance. The problems facing analysts
charged with predicting helicopter vibrations are

formidable (fig. 83). The rotor system generates
complex periodic aerodynamic and dynamic loads
that are transmitted to the airframe both mechani-

cally through the mounting system and aerody-

namically by the rotor wake. These forces occur

at the s0-calied blade passage frequency, whi/:h is

equal to the product of the number of blades and
the rotor rotational speed. This frequency is typi-

cally in the 10-20 Hz range. The airframe struc-
tural dynamics problem is complicated by the fact

that helicopter airframes are lightweight, shell-

type structures having multipl e large cutouts and
supporting several rather heavy components.

Even with the advanced analysis capabilities of
finite-element methods such as embodied in

NASTRAN (and later MSC/NASTRAN) that

were adopted for structural analysis by the major

helicopter manufacturers in the early 1970s, air-

frame structural designers achieved only limited

success in designing airframes that exhibited low
levels of vibratory response in flight. A major de-

ficiency was an incomplete understanding of the

modeling requirements for adequate vibration
analysis of complex helicopter structures. Be-

cause of this experience, during the late 1970s, in-

dustry advisory groups began urging NASA to
work with them on improving the predictive ca-

pability of finite-element models. In 1978,

NASA's Office of Aeronautics and Space Tech-

nology, in an unrelated move, formed a special ro-
torcraft task force to review rotorcraft technology

needs and to prepare an appropriate industry-wide
rotorcraft program aimed at advancing technology

readiness over a broad front. The draft plan cited
vibrations as one of the key areas NASA intended

to work as part of a new 10-year rotorcraft re-

search program. As lead center for structures re-
search, NASA Langley was asked to define a re-

search activity aimed at addressing the industry's

needs with respect to improving the predictive ca-
pability of finite-element dynamics models. The

proposed task, which appeared in the final report
of the task force (ref. 159), called for an applica-

tion of finite-element modeling (with emphasis on

predicting structural vibrations) in a workshop en-
vironment to assess and document industry mod-

eling techniques and ground vibration test proce-
dures. All work was to be done on a production

aircraft. As a result of a competitive procurement,

a contract was awarded to Boeing Helicopters in
1980 to conduct the subject study on the CH-47D

tandem-rotor helicopter (fig. 84).

An unusual requirement of the contract was

that each major step of the program be presented
to and critiquedby the Other three major helicop-

ter airframe manufacturers. The study was delib-

erately slow-paced to allow for the necessary ex-

tensive government/industry interactions and
technical exchanges. Plans for the modeling and

ground vibration testing as well as the results of
the modeling phase of the study were presented
on-site to the other companies for critique by_a

NASA/Boeing team. The results of the test and
correlation tasks were presented to industry repre-

sentatives at Langley in February 1983. The fi-
nite'element model of the CH-47D airframe that

was developed by Boeing is shown in figure 85.
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An extensivegroundvibrationtestwasalsocon-
ductedon theairframe(fig. 86),in whichtheair-
framewasexcitedby forcesvertically,longitudi-
nally,andlaterallyandmomentsin pitchandroll
at boththeforwardandaft hubsoverafrequency
rangefrom 5 to 35 Hz. Acceleration measure-
ments in three orthogonal directions were re-

corded at 35 locations distributed throughout the

airframe. Illustrative results showing the type of
comparisons that were .obtained between meas-

ured and calculated forced responses for lateral

excitation at the forward hub are given in figure
87. The studies conducted on the CH-47D have

been extensively documented in a series of NASA

Contractor Reports (refs. 160-164). A concise
summary of the work is given in reference 165.

Taken as a whole, the CH-47D test/analysis

comparisons obtained were considerably im-

proved over similar earlier attempts, particularly
at the lower frequencies, and went a long way to-

ward removing the uncertainty about the limits of

applicability of finite-element models for the pre-
diction of in-flight vibrations. However, the

agreement was deemed acceptable only up
through about 15-20 Hz. The modeling work
demonstrated that a finite-element model suitable

for static internal loads and vibrations can be de-

veloped simultaneously and that there is no need

to form separate static and dynamic models as had

been customary previously. The cost of such a
combined static and dynamic model was estab-

lished to be about 5-percent of the work-hours of
a typical airframe design effort. Of the 5-percent,

4-percent is already typically expended in most
companies to form the static model; the vibrations

model is another I-percent. The modeling and
correlation studies also identified several items

that have the potential for improving the correla-
tion. These included: use of nonuniform modal

damping in the frequency response calculations,
and the inclusion of so-called "secondary effects"

such as stringer shear area, stringer shear continu-
ity across splice joints, and suspension system dy-
namics.

DAMVIBS: During the course of the studies

conducted on the CH-47D helicopter, it became

clear that the key to improving modeling technol-
ogy and engendering in the industry the needed
confidence to use finite-element models for vibra-

tions design work was an industry-wide program
in which all the companies conduct modeling,

testing and correlation activities along the lines of

the CH-47D work. Also identified as being essen-

tial was a workshop environment that fostered the
open discussion of airframe finite-element model-

ing issues, techniques, and experiences. An ex-

panded program directed at the long-term needs of
the industry with respect to predicting and con-

trolling vibrations, with primary attention to is-

sues related to finite-element modeling, was de-

fined by AB researchers in 1983. The proposed

program was approved by NASA and the industry
and subsequently implemented in 1984 with the

award of task contracts to the (then) four major
helicopter airframe manufacturers - Bell Helicop-

ter Textron, Boeing Helicopters, McDonnell

Douglas Helicopter Company, and Sikorsky Air-
craft. Because the objective of this new program

was to establish the technology base needed by

the industry for developing an advanced finite-

element-based dynamics design analysis capabil-
ity for vibrations, the new program came to be
called DAMVIBS (Design Analysis Methods for

VIBrationS).

The overall objective of the DAMVIBS Pro-

gram was the establishment in the U. S. helicopter
industry of an advanced capability to utilize air-

frame finite-element models in analysis of rotor-
craft vibrations as part of the regular airframe

structural design process. The intent was to

achieve a capability to make useful analytical pre-
dictions of helicopter vibration levels during de-

sign, and to design with confidence based on
those predictions. The DAMVIBS Program was

positioned as the focus of a new and broader ro-
torcraft structural dynamics program that was just

getting underway within AB at that time. Four

technology areas were to be worked under the
DAMVIBS Program: (I) Airframe Finite-Element

Modeling; (2) Difficult Components Studies; (3)

Coupled Rotor-Airframe Vibrations; and (4) Air-
frame Structural Optimization. Primary emphasis

was to be on the first two elements of the pro-
gram, which were intended to be mainly an indus-

try effort focusing on industrial modeling tech-

niques. Under the last two elements of the pro-
gram, the finite-element models formed by the in-

dustry were to be used by government, industry
and academia as the basis for the development,
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application,andevaluationof advancedanalytical
andcomputationaltechniquesrelatedto coupled
rotor-airframevibrationsand to airframestruc-
turaloptimizationundervibrationconstraints.

Underthefirst elementof theDAMVIBSPro-
gram,industryteamsformedfinite-elementmod-
els(fig. 88),conductedcompaniongroundvibra-
tion tests (fig. 89), and made extensive
test/analysiscomparisons(fig. 90)of bothmetal
andcompositeairframesin an industry-wideas-
sessmentand critiqueof basic modelingtech-
niques.Theresultsof thesestudiesaredescribed
in references166-175.Threeothereffortsrelated
to this programelementwerealsofunded.The
first wasaimedat describinga previouslydevel-
opedcompanymethodfor identifyingmodeling
errors that may arise in developinga finite-
elementmodel(ref. 176). Theprocedureis im-
plementedasa setof MSC/NASTRANDMAPal-
ters. Thesecondactivityinvolvedgroundvibra-
tion testing and finite-elementmodelingand
analysisof thetail boomof aSikorskyS-55heli-
copterundera grantwithRensselaerPolytechnic
Institute(ref. 177).Thethirdactivitywasa pre-
liminary investigationinto methodsfor signifi-
cantly reducingthe sizeof largefinite-element
modelsfor increasedcomputationalefficiencyin
aeroelasticanddynamicanalyseswhilepreserving
the essentialdynamiccharacteristicsof thefull
model(ref. 178).

Underthe secondelementof theDAMV1BS
Programuniqueexperimental/analyticalstudies
wereconductedto identifyanairframe's"difficult
components",that is, thosecomponentsthatre-
quire betterrepresentationin the finite-element
modelfor improvedcorrelation(agreement)with
test results.Specialgroundvibrationtestswere
conductedduringwhich componentswerepro-
gressivelyremovedfrom an airframeto provide
datafor criticallyexaminingtheeffectsof model-
ingassumptionsonpredictedvibrations.Difficult
componentstudieswereConductedon the all-
metalAH-1G (ref. 179)and the all-composite
D292 (refs. 180-I81)airframes. The difficult
componenisstudiesshednewlight ontheimpor-
tanceof manyairframeComponentsonvibratory
responseatthehigherfrequenciesof interest.The
AH-1G in its fuji-upgroundvibration+testcon-
figurationfor thisinvestigationis shownin figure

91a. Componentswerethen progressivelyre-
movedfromtheairframeto arriveat theconfigu-
rationshownin figure 9lb. The canopyglass,
variousblackboxes,andthestubwingswerere-
movedin the laststepof thestripdown. At each
stage,a groundvibrationtest and an analysis
basedon an existingFEM (ref. 182)that was
modified to reflect the specific configuration
testedwereperformedandtheresultscompared.
Comparisonsof the measuredand predicted
changesin responsewerethenusedto identify
componentswhichwerecausingpredictiondiffi-
cultiesandwhichthereforerequiredbettermodel-
ing treatment.Basedon theresultsof suchcom-
parisons,theFEMwasupdatedto includesomeof
theeffectsthatwerefoundto be important.The
improvedmodelwasthenusedto reanalyzeeach
of theconfigurationstested.Theimprovementin
thepredictedfrequenciesis indicatedin figure92.
In thatfigurethepredictednaturalfrequenciesare
plottedversusthemeasuredfrequenciesfor all of
themajorconfigurationstestedusingboththeini-
tial and updatedFEMs. In eachcase,perfect
agreementis alongthesolid line. It is seenthat
the naturalfrequenciescalculatedusingtheup-
datedmodelaregenerallywithin5 percentof test
values,comparedto 20 percentusingthe initial
model.Thedifficult componentstudiesconducted
on theAH-IG and D292airframesshowedthat
considerablyimprovedcorrelationis possibleif
secondaryeffectsthat werehistoricallyregarded
asunimportantdynamicallyaretakenintoaccount
whenformingtheFEM. This findingmeansthat
FEMsfor vibrationanalysesneedto besubstan-
tially moredetailedthanthe usualstaticmodel,
contrarytowhatwaspreviouslythought.

Thethirdelementof theDAMVIBS Program
wasaimedat evaluatingandimprovingexisting
industrycodesfor comprehensiveanalysisof the
coupledrotor-airframevibrationsof a helicopter
in forwardflight, andto developnewcomputa-
tionalproceduresthatarebettersuitedto there:
petitiveanalyseswhichare requiredin airframe
designwork. With regardto thefirst objective,
teamsfromeachof thefourcompaniesseparately
andindependentlyapplieddifferentanalysistech-
niques,onemethodpercompany,to calculatethe
vibrationsof the AH-IG helicopter(fig. 93) in
steadylevelfrightandcomparedtheresultswith
existingflight vibrationdata.Asthemanufacturer
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of thesubjectaircraft,Bell wasrequiredto pro-
vide to the othercompaniesa summaryof the
modeling,testingandcorrelationworkconducted
on the AH-IG (ref. 183). Bell wasfurtherre-
quiredto assembletheflight vibrationdatato be
usedin thecorrelationsandto describetherotor
systembothmechanicallyandaerodynamicallyto
the other participants(ref. 184). An existing
NASTRANfinite-elementmodelof theairframe
(ref. 182),adjustedby Bell to correspondto the
flight conditionfor whichthecomparisonswere
to be made,wasfurnishedby Bell to theother
participatingmanufacturersaspartof thecommon
datato beutilizedfor thesubjectactivity.There-
sults of this study(refs. 185-188)showedthat
(then)currentcodeswerenotyetgoodenoughto
bereliedon fully indesignandspurredtheindus-
try to reexaminetheircodesandmakethemmore
accurate.With regardto thesecondobjective,no
tasksrelatedto developingnew computational
procedureswere issuedto the industrypartici-
pants. However,somework relevantto thearea
that wasbegunin-houseis describedin a later
section.In addition,undera grantwithRensse-
laerPolytechnicInstitute,a reportwaspublished
(ref. 189)whichdescribestwo newmethodsfor
modelingthe dynamicsof general,multi-body
elastic systemsundergoinglargearbitrarymo-
tions.

Underthefourthelementof theprogram,in-
dustrystudiesaimedat establishing(identifying)
thepotentialroleof structuraloptimizationin air-
framevibrationsdesignworkwereplanned.Al-
thoughno airframestructuraloptimizationtasks
wereissuedto the industryparticipants,relevant
studieswere conductedin AB as part of the
Branch'srotorcraftstructuraldynamicsprogram.
Thisworkis describedin thenextsection.There
weretwo universityactivitiesfundedunderthe
DAMVIBSProgramthatarerelatedto this pro-
gramelement.Bothdealtwith theuseof system
identificationtechniquesto improveairframefi-
nite-elementmodelsusingfrequencyresponsetest
datawhilepreservingthephysicalinterpretability
of thesystemmass,damping,andstiffnessmatri-
ces. At GeorgiaTech,a methodbasedonusing
linearsensitivitymatricesto relatechangesin se-
lectedphysicalparametersto changesin thetotal
systemmatriceswasdeveloped(ref. 190). The
valuesfor the physicalparametersweredeter-

minedusingconstrainedoptimizationtechniques
in combinationwith singularvaluedecomposi-
tion. Applicationsweremadeto theAH-1Gair-
frameusingthe finite-elementmodeland data
generatedas part of the difficult components
study of that aircraft. At the Universityof
Bridgeport,amethodthatreliesonthedesignsen-
sitivity analysisproceduresin MSC/NASTRAN
to determinethe physical parameterchanges
neededfor correlationwasimplementedusingthe
DMAPlanguage.Applicationsweremadeusing
datafrom groundvibrationtestsof a 7-ft long
compositesemi-monocoquecylinderwith cutouts
andconcentratedmasses.

Five government-industryworkshopswere
heldat NASA-Langleyduringthecourseof the
DAMVIBSProgramto reviewanddiscusscom-
pletedworkandto critiqueplansfor futurework.
Thesemeetingsprovidedanexcellentforumfor
technicaldiscussionsrelatedto airframefinite-
elementmodelingissues,particularlyastheyre-
lated to airframedesign(somethingrarely pre-
sentedor discussedin moreformal public fo-
rums).Indeed,theworkshopsprovidedtheneces-
saryatmospherewheredifficult-to-obtainexperi-
ences(not usuallyrecordedin journalsor dis-
cussedat conferences)were freely discussed.
With thephasingoutof theDAMVIBSProgram
in 1991,agovernment/industryassessmentof the
programwasmadeto identifythoseaccomplish-
mentsandcontributionsthatcouldbeascribedto
theprogram(refs.!9i- 194).References191-193
provideanassessmentfromtheperspectiveof the
governmentsponsoringorganization.Reference
194containsassessmentsfromtheperspectiveof
the industryparticipants.The assessmentsindi-
catedthattheDAMVIBSProgramprovidedthe
leadershiprole and focal point for the type of
structuraldynamicsresearchthatwasneededby
therotorcraftindustry.Theprogramhasresulted
in notabletechnicalachievementsandchangesin
industrialdesignpractice,all of whichhavead-
vancedtheindustry'scapabilityto useandrelyon
airframefinite-elementmodelsin analysisof vi-
brationsduringdesign.As aresult,it is expected
thatthe industrywill emergewitha substantially
improvedfinite-element-baseddynamicsdesign
analysiscapabilityto meetthedynamicsdesign
challengesof thenextgenerationrotorcraft. The
assessmentalsoidentifieda numberof keycon-
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tinuingandnew structuraldynamicstechnology
needsthatmustbemetif the industry is to achieve

a "jet smooth" ride for helicopters.

Airframe Structural Optimization: Struc-

tural design involves the merging of an analysis

procedure with a resizingJreanalysis procedure in

which changes are made to the structure in an it-
erative process until a converged design that is

best or optimum in some sense is obtained. The

objective of structural optimization is to design a
structure that minimizes a specified function while

satisfying a set of restrictions imposed on the de-

sign. The function with respect to which the de-

sign is optimized is called the objective function.
For aircraft structures, weight is often taken to be

the objective function. However, the objective
function can be any quantity of interest. The re-

strictions placed on the design that must be satis-

fied to produce an acceptable design are collec-
tively called constraints. Optimization procedures

start with an arbitrary (but usually feasible) initial
design and proceed by varying structural parame-

ters in stepwise fashion so that the value of the ob-

jective function is reduced without violating the
constraints. The parameters that are varied during

the iterative design process are called design vari-
ables. Examples of design variables include

member sizes such as thicknesses of panels and

cross-sectional areas of stringers, ply thickness
and fiber orientation angles in composite material

laminates, and material properties. The set of

quantities consisting of the design variables, ob-
jective function, and constraints is called the de-

sign model.

However, extensive exploratory studies were con-

ducted in-house under the rotorcraft structural dy-

namics program during 1985-90 with the objec-
tive of establishing the potential role of nonlinear-

programming (NLP)-based structural optimization

techniques in airframe vibrations design work.

Emphasis in these studies was on developing and
implementing a computational procedure for vi-

brations optimization of airframe structures sub-

ject to dynamic response constraints along with
the customary strength and frequency constraints.

This work, which is fully described in references
195-200, is summarized below.

One of the essential elements needed in the

development of a computational procedure for air-
frame optimization is a method for efficient calcu-
lation of derivatives of the constraints and the ob-

jective function with respect to the design vari-
ables. These derivatives are usually referred to as

design sensitivity derivatives. A semi-analytical
method for computing the necessary sensitivity

derivatiyes for an airframe subject to constraints

on vibratory forced response was formulated and
implemented into MSC/NASTRAN (ref. 201) as a

new solution sequence (ref. 195). An application

of the method to a simple elastic-line finite-
element model (fig. 94) of the AH-IG helicopter
airframe for the case of vertical vibratory response

due to 2/rev vertical excitation at the hub is pre-
sented and discussed in reference 195. The sensi-

tivity derivatives computed indicated that the ele-
ments in the tail boom would be the most likely
candidates for modification to effect a reduction

in the response at the pilot and gunner locations.

With regard to the helicopter airframe struc-
tural design process, the design of an airframe that
meets all static and dynamic design requirements,

in particular the vibration requirements, is a diffi-

cult task. During the definition of the DAMVIBS
Program, it was recognized that structural optimi-

zation techniques, if properly brought to bear by

the airframe designer, could go a long way toward

achieving the goal of a low-vibration helicopter.
Consequently, "Airframe Structural Optimiza-
tion" was identified as a lucrative element of both

the DAMVIBS and in-house research programs.

Unfortunately, no airframe design optimization
tasks were issued to the industry participants be-

fore the phasing-out of the DAMVIBS Program.

Reference 196 addresses several important is-
sues involved in the application of formal optimi-

zation techniques to helicopter airframe structures
for vibration reduction. An optimization strategy

is suggested for minimization of vibration in air-

frame structures during the design process. Con-
siderations needed in the formulation and solution

of optimization problems during the conceptual,

preliminary, detailed, and ground and flight test

phases of airframe design and development are
discussed. The formulation of optimization prob-

lems for helicopter airframes is described and pet-
tinent expressions for objective and constraint

functions and their sensitivity derivatives are de-
rived. The application of the optimization meth-
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odologyisdemonstratedusingtheairframestruc-
tureof theBellAH-IGhelicopter.Numericalre-
suitsarepresentedfor botha preliminaryandde-
taileddesignmodelof theairframe.A computer
programsystemcalled DYNOPT (DYNamics
OPTimization)wasdevelopedtocarryout theair-
frameoptimizationcomputationsas a nonlinear
mathematicalprogrammingproblem. The pro-
gramfeatureda uniqueoperationalcombination
of theMSC/NASTRANfinite-elementstructural
analysiscode(ref.201)extendedto includecalcu-
lationof thesensitivityderivativesof steady-state
dynamicresponseconstraints,with theCONMIN
(ref. 147)optimizer.Thelatterusesthemethodof
feasibledirectionsfor designchangecomputa-
tions. Theprimarycomputationalstepsusedin
theDYNOPTprogramareillustratedin figure95.
ApproximationtechniquesbasedonTaylorseries
approximationwith respectto directandrecipro-
cal designvariableswere incorporatedinto the
code.Thestructureof theAH-IG helicopterair-
framewith its skinpanelsremovedis depictedin
figure96. Thefuselageportionof theairframeis
built aroundtwo mainbeamsthat providethe
primaryverticalbendingstiffnessin thefuselage
structure. The tailboomis of semi-monocoque
constructionhavingaluminumskins,stringers,
andlongerons.Twodifferentfiniteelementmod-
elsof theairframewereusedin theoptimization
studies:theelastic-line(or "stick")finite-element
model(ref.202)shownin figure94,andthebuilt-
upfuselage/elastic-linetail boommodel(ref. 182)
shownin figure97. In thestickmodelof figure
94,thefuselage,tail boom,wings,androtorshaft
weremodeledwithbeamelements.In themodel
of figure97, the fuselageand wing structures
weremodeledprimarilywith rods,shearpanels,
andmembraneelements,whilethetail boom,ver-
tical fin, andtail rotorshaftweremodeledwith
beamelementsin thesamemannerastheywere
in thestickmodel.Correspondingto thetwodif-
ferent-fidelityfinite-elementmodels,twodifferent
designmodelsweredevelopedfor theoptimiza-
tion studies,oneappropriatefor preliminaryde-
sign(fig. 98)andonefor detaildesign(fig. 99).
Thepreliminarydesignmodeltakesasits design
variablestheoveralldepthof thecrosssectionof
theprimarystructureatseveralstationsalongthe
airframe,for a total of 46 independentdesign
variables.An empiricalrelationshipbetweenthe
designvariablesof thedesignmodelandtheele-

mentsectionpropertiesof thestickfinite-element
model was established to update the
MSC/NASTRANbulkdatadeckduringoptimiza-
tion iterations.Thedetaileddesignmodelin fig-
ure99iscompatiblewiththefinite-elementmodel
of figure97andwasdevelopedto permitoptimi-
zationof the sizesof themanyindividualstruc-
turalmemberscomprisingtheairframestructure.
Thedesignvariablesconsistedof thethicknessof
theouterskinof eachof thepanelsandthecross-
sectionalareasof thestiffeners,for atotalof 108
independentdesignvariables.The designvari-
ableswererelatedto theelementpropertiesof the
built-upfinite-elementmodelby empiricalrela-
tionshipsina mannersimilarto thatemployedfor
the stick model. The preliminarydesignmodel
wasusedin anoptimizationproblemformulated
for tuningthenaturalfrequenciesof theairframe
to avoidresonancewith therotorexcitingforces.
Theobjectivefunctionwastheweightof thepri-
marystructure.Constraintswereplacedon the
upperandlowervaluesof thenaturalfrequencies
of the five predominantmodesof theairframe.
Figure 100showsthe distributionof sensitivity
coefficientsfor the constraintson the first and
secondverticalbendingmodefrequencies.The
resultsindicatethatthedesignvariablesin therear
fuselageandmostof thetail boomwouldbeef-
fectivein changingthefirst verticalbendingmode
frequency,whilethevariablesinboththefuselage
andthetail boomwouldbeeffectivefor changing
thesecondverticalbendingmode.Theiteration
historiesof the objectivefunctionandthe con-
straintsaregivenin figure101. Thedetailedde-
signmodeIwasusedin anoptimizationproblem
formulatedfor reducingthe2/revverticalvibra-
tory responseatthepilot seatlocationin thefor-
wardfuselage. The objectivefunctionwasthe
forced responsedisplacementat the pilot seat.
Constraintswereplacedon the forcedresponse
displacementsat five otherlocationsthroughout
theairframe.Figure102showsthedistributionof
sensitivityderivativesfor theforcedresponsedis-
placementatthepilot seatlocationwith respectto
thefuselageandtail boomdesignvariables.The
resultsindicatethat theresponseis muchmore
sensitiveto changesin thedesignvariablesin the
tail boomportionof the airframethan it is to
changesin thefuselageportion.Theoptimization
historiesof theobjectiveandconstraintfunctions
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in thevariousiterationsof theDYNOPTprogram
areshownin figure103.

Reference197describesthe extensionof the
DYNOPTprogramto includefatiguestresscon-
straintsin theoptimizationprocedureanddemon-
stratestheapplicationof theextendedcodeusing
the elastic-linemodelof the AH-IG helicopter
airframe.References198-199areunifiedsumma-
riesof the resultsandexperiencesfrom the in-
housestudyto investigatethe use of formal,
nonlinearprogramming-basedoptimizationtech-
niquesfor helicopterairframevibrationsdesign
work. Thepapersdiscusstheformulationandso-
lutionof airframeoptimizationproblems,describe
theDYNOPTcomputerprogramsystemthatwas
developedfor optimizationof airframessubjectto
stren_h, frequency,dynamicresponse,and fa-
tigueconstraints,andillustrateits applicationto
theAH-1Ghelicopter.

Reference200wasintendedto bea primeron
airframedynamicsfor NASA-Langleyresearchers
whowereinvolvedin rotorbladeoptimization.To
this end,thereferenceprovidesanoverviewand
discussionof thoseaspectsof airframestructural
dynamicsthathaveastronginfluenceonrotorde-
sign. Therole of airframeresponsein rotorde-
signisdescribed,andthetypesof constraintsthat
needto be imposedon rotordesigndue to air-
framedynamicsarediscussed.

Basedon the in-housestudies,it wascon-
cludedthatformal,NLP-basedstructuraloptimi-
zationtechniqueshaveconsiderablepotentialfor
playingamajorrotein airframevibrationsdesign
work,butonlyif thedesignmodelswhicharere-
quiredin optimizationalgorithmsadequatelyre-
flect the nuancesof airframedesign. Thesame
studiesidentifiedanessentialneedof thosewho
areengagedin optimizationwork,namely,atleast
arudimentaryunderstandingof theairframestruc-
tural designprocess.Suchan understandingis
necessaryif thestructuraloptimizationengineeris
to properlyandadequatelyformulatethetypesof
designmodelsthatarerequiredfor industrialde-
signwork.

Thenextphaseof thisstudywasto havebeen
anapplicationof DYNOPTto acompletebuilt-up
three-dimensionalfinite-elementmodel of the
AH-IG airframe. Unfortunately,the NASA-

Langleyrotorcraftstructuraldynamicsprogram
wasterminatedin October1991andall work in
thisareaceased.

Airframe Damping: Airframe structural
dampingplaysan importantrole in airframevi-
brations,particularlyatresonantandnearresonant
conditions.However,becauseof thecomplexna-
tureof mostdampingmechanisms,usualpractice
hasbeento usethesame(usuallyassumed)value
of modaldampingfor eachairframemodewhen
computingairframeresponsesto rotor-induced
vibratoryforces. Therehasbeenlittle attention
directedeitherat formulatingmathematicalmod-
elsof realdampingmechanismssuitableto incor-
poratewith airframefinite-elementmodelsor at
devisingmethodsfor quicklyevaluatingthe ef-
fectsof localizeddampingtreatmentin prelimi-
narydesignanalyses.Theresultsof researchsup-
portedbyAB thatwasaimedataddressingthelat-
terneedaredescribedin references203-207.

Reference207 developsengineeringprelimi-
narydesignmethodsfor approximatingandpre-
dictingtheeffectsof viscousor equivalentvis-
cous-typedampingtreatmentson the free and
forcedvibrationof lightly dampedaircraftstruc-
tures.Similardevelopmentsarepresentedfordy-
namichysteresis-viscoelastic-typedampingtreat-
ments. The basisof the methodsis anenergy
quotientanalogousto Rayleigh'squotientfor pre-
dictingundampednaturalfrequenciesof vibration.
The energyquotient employsthe undamped
modesof vibrationto computethe generalized
damping,mass,andstiffnesstermsthatappearin
thequotientto evaluatetheinfluenceof damping
treatmenttypes,locations,andmagnitudesonthe
variousmodaldampingfractions. It wasshown
that the intermodaicouplingof the undamped
modesarisingfrom theintroductionof damping
maybe neglectedin applyingthesepreliminary
design methods,except when the dissimilar
modeshaveidenticalor nearlyidenticalnatural
frequencies.In suchcases,it wasshownthata
relativelysimple,additionalinteractioncalcula-
tionbetweenpairsof modesexhibitingthis"mo-
dalresonance"phenomenonsufficesin thepredic-
tionof modaldampingfractionsin theinteracting
modes.Theme!hodsareappliedto bothbeam
andplatestructures.Theaccuracyof themethods
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isshownto begoodtoexcellent,dependingonthe
normalfrequencyseparationof thesystemmodes.

The structuraldampingstudiesidentifiedan
anomalousbehaviorfordampedsystemsthathave
differentmodalpatternswith closeor identical
frequencies(see,also,refs.203-204).In thiscase,
one damping-coupledmode losesits damping,
whilethecompanionmodegainsthedampinglost
bytheothermode.An exampleof thisbehavior
is illustratedin figure104for thecaseof abinary-
modesystemrepresentingthefirst symmetricand
anti-symmetricmodes of a simply-supported
beamin which the specifieduncoupledmodal
dampingratiosare0.020and0.010,respectively.
As thefrequencyratio increasesto unity,theef-
fectivedampingratio of the seconddamping-
coupledmodeprogressivelydecreasesfrom its
uncoupledvalueof 0.010to zero. As thefre-
quencyratioincreasesbeyondunity,theeffective
dampingratioof thesecondmoderecoversitsini-
tial uncoupledvalue. Thefirst mode,in effect,
stealsdampingfromthesecondmodewhentheir
naturalfrequenciesmatchor nearlymatch.This
indicatesthatcaremustbeexercisedin designing
dampingtreatmentsfor vibrationreductionbe-
causea resonatingmodemaynotbenefitfroma
dampingtreatmentto reduceits vibratoryre-
sponseasexpected.The analyticalmethodde-
scribedin references205and207includesa mo-
dal interactionanalysisthat computesthe effec-
tivenessof dampingtreatmentwhentwodifferent
modesof vibration have matchingor nearly
matchingnaturalfrequencies.This permitsthe
structuraldesignerto better employ damping
treatmentsin conjunctionwithstructuralmassand
stiffnessconsiderationsthat influencenaturalfre-
quencyplacement.

Reference206examinesthedynamicstability
of binarysystemswithemphasison theinfluence
of naturalfrequencyproximityandthoseinstabili-
tiesthatstemfromskewsymmetricstiffnessma-
trices. Thepapershowsthat the modalnatural
frequencyratio is of crucialimportancein binary
systemdynamicstability. It alsoshowsthatse-
vere(andperhapsunattainable)dampingrequire-
mentsresultwhentwo naturalfrequenciesmatch
ornearlymatch.

Rotor Math Model for Airframe Vibrations

Design Work: The final analytical verification of

a new helicopter design for acceptable flight vi-
brations generally requires the use of a compre-

hensive coupled rotor-airframe system analysis

that is based on a sophisticated rotor aeroelastic
mathematical model. However, based on insight

gained while conducting studies that led to the ro-

tor-airframe coupling formulation described in

reference 158, those authors were led to speculate
as to whether analytical predictions of airframe

vibrations that would be useful during preliminary

design could be made with much simpler rotor

models. The investigation of this thesis was put
on AB's list of planned rotorcrafl research activi-

ties, but it was not until 1990 that the opportunity

arose to initiate the study.

In 1990, a cooperative study was undertaken

by AB and the U. S. Military Academy (USMA)
with the overall objectives of: (1) developing an

impedance matching method for coupling the ro-

tor to the airframe that is tailored for use in pre-
liminary design analyses of helicopter airframe

vibrations; and (2) identifying the minimum levels

of structural and aerodynamic sophistication that
are required in rotor aeroelastic math models that

are going to be employed to compute rotor imped-
ances for use in airframe vibrations design work.

The approach defined to meet the stated objec-
tives included: modifying an existing nonlinear

helicopter simulation program called DYSCO
(Dynamic System Coupler) (ref. 208) to calculate
rotor impedances; developing an impedance-based

rotor-airframe coupling procedure along the lines

described in Appendix H of reference 158; apply-
ing the new coupling procedure to the OH-6A

helicopter; and then conducting extensive studies

of the sensitivity of calculated airframe vibrations
to rotor structural and aerodynamic modeling as-

sumptions.

The initial effort in this study was undertaken

by (then) LTC Kip P. Nygren of the USMA while
he was in residence at AB during the summer of
1990 under a NASMASEE Summer Faculty Fel-

lowship, and then for three weeks in the summer

of 199I. LTC Nygren developed a procedure for

calculating the needed rotor hub impedances
within the DYSCO program, and then incorpo-

rated the procedure into the program as a new so-
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lutionmodule. Initial verification of the new pro-

cedure was made by comparing the time history
solution obtained from DYSCO for the two-

bladed, horizontal-axis, wind turbine under grav-

ity excitation mentioned earlier with the harmonic
balance solutions obtained from programs

ROTOR, SHAKE and RATTLE.

The next step in the study was to have been the

development and implementation of a computa-
tional procedure for rotor-airframe coupling by

impedance matching. However, the elimination

of rotorcraft structural dynamics base research at
NASA-Langley in the fall of 1991 led to the de-

mise of this activity as well as several other re-
lated in-house activities.

Impedance Model of ARES Testbed

In the early 1990s, design of an active-mount
version of the ARES rotorcraft testbed was un-

derway in AB with the aim of providing a testbed

for studying the effects of rotor/body coupling on
rotor aeromechanical behavior. The new testbed

was to be capable of imposing motion in up to six-
degrees-of-freedom simultaneously at the rotor

hub by means of six actuators located beneath a

Stewart platform to which the rotor pylon was
mounted (fig. 105). Because this testbed was to

be a second-generation version of the ARES test-

bed, it was designated ARES-II.

In anticipation of this planned upgrade to the
capabilities of the ARES testbed, an impedance-

based analytical method for coupling an aeroe[as-

tically-scaled model rotor system to the ARES-II
testbed was developed (ref. 209). The rotor sys-

tem chosen for the study was a four-bladed articu-
lated basic research rotor (BRR) that was intended

for generic experimental research in the TDT at
that time. The BRR hub has coincident flap and

lag hinges offset three inches from the center of
rotation. The blades are untwisted, have a rectan-

gular planform (56.224" by 3.625"), and NACA
0012 airfoils.

CAMRAD-II, the second-generation version of

the Comprehensive Analytical Model of Ro!or-

craft Aerodynamics and Dynamics program (ref.
210), was chosen to develop the aerodynamic and

dynamic model of the BRR. The Dynamic

Analysis and Design System (DADS) multi-body

dynamics analysis code (refs. 211-212) was used
to develop the dynamic model of ARES-II. A

multi-body dynamics code was chosen to model

ARES-II because of the inherently multi-body
character of the components comprising the test-

bed (fig. 105), and because such codes offer a su-

perior capability for representing the motions of
the actuators on which the Stewart platform is
mounted.

The impedance matching method that was de-

veloped in reference 209 was extended beyond
most treatments found in the literature in that it

included the motions introduced by the platform,

and representation of two mechanical load paths
between the rotor and the testbed - the hub and

the rotor control system. The DADS model of
ARES-II and the CAMRAD-II model of the BRR

are described, as is the development of the equa-
tions necessary to prescribe the motion of the

Stewart platform. A complete description of the
steps necessary to develop the impedance models

of the components and the coupling equations are
included. Numerical results are presented for the

rotor and the testbed, both as separate and coupled

systems. Some illustrative numerical results for

the uncoupled BRR model are given in figure 106,
which shows the variation of the fixed-hub 4-per-

rev normal force and pitching moment with ad-
vance ratio. The sine and cosine components of

the loads transmitted through both the hub and

control system load paths as well as the total loads
are shown. These as well as other results pre-
sented in reference 209 indicate that the loads

transmitted to the airframe through the rotor con-

trol system may have to be included to provide an
accurate assessment of the total loads.

The upgrade of the ARES testbed to the

ARES-II configuration was not completed.

Changing research priorities within the Branch, as
well as problems related to providing the staffing
and funding needed to complete the work, led to
the termination of the effort.

Active Twist Rotors

During the mid-1990s, analytical efforts were

initiated by AB researchers to investigate the po-
tential of active twist rotors (ATR) employing
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embeddedpiezoelectricactive fiber composite
(AFC) pliesto generate dynamic blade twisting.

The first of these analytical efforts focused on the

development of a simple mathematical model for

helicopter rotor blades incorporating AFCs. The
resulting computer program is the Piezoelectric

Twist Rotor Analysis (PETRA), and is designed

for rapid and efficient control law and design op-
timization studies. A complete description of the

development of the PETRA analysis is presented

in reference 88. The primary components and

features of the PETRA analysis are described be-
low in a discussion adapted from reference 92.

The blade equations of motion used in the
PETRA analysis are adapted from the second-

degree nonlinear equations of reference 118.

These equations are simplified to a linear out-of-
plane bending-torsion model. A classical lami-

nated plate theory approach is used to develop the

composite laminate properties of the spar wall,

and Rehfield theory (ref. 146) is then applied to
obtain the beam properties of the spar structure.

The piezoelectric beam actuation forces and mo-
ments are also obtained using linear piezoelectric

constitutive relations and a procedure adapted

from the Rehfield approach (refs. 88 and 213).

The aerodynamic loads acting on the rotating
blade are derived from an existing finite-state, un-

steady aerodynamics formulation, which includes
the ONERA dynamic stall model (refs. 214-216).

For simplicity, a uniform inflow model is used.

Because the aerodynamic terms are highly

nonlinear, a numerical time integration procedure
is used to obtain a solution to the aeroelastic equa-

tions of motion. This is accomplished by first ob-
taining a system of ordinary differential equations

using a modified Galerkin procedure and then in-

tegrating these equations in a MATLAB-based
numerical analysis procedure (ref. 217). A

numerical autopilot technique is also used during

the time integration process to obtain trimmed,
steady state flight conditions (ref. 216). This
enables vibratory loads for active twist blades and

conventional passive structure blades to be

compared equally under identical flight

conditions. For hovering flight cases an
alternative solution approach is available that uses

a linearized system of equations developed about
a steady-state hovering flight solution. This

approach is particularly useful for stability and
control studies and is easily used with traditional

eigenanalysis techniques.

As previously discussed in an earlier section of
this report, the PETRA analysis has been used in

conjunction with the CAMRAD-II code in nu-

merical studies to investigate the theoretical actua-
tion capabilities of active fiber composites (AFC)

for controllable blade twist applications. In addi-

tion to quantifying the relative performance of

AFC actuators, the ability to alleviate rotor vibra-
tions has also been examined. Results of these

analytical studies are presented in reference 92.

Current and Planned Helicopter Research

Helicopter research in the ABFFDT continues

to involve testing of both passive and active rotor

configurations, with comprehensive analyses be-
ing used in the design of models and planning of

tests. Currently, the emphasis is on continued

testing and development of the active twist rotor
(ATR) concept with research on additional active

controls concepts under consideration. For exam-

ple, the use of smart materials in the development
of a "swashplate-less" rotor system will be of in-

terest in the next few years. Testing of additional

high-lift rotor configurations using slotted airfoils
is planned. Continued analysis using CAMRAD-

II will be conducted to investigate the role played

by various rotor parameters in the reduction of
fixed-system vibration. It is hoped that additional

testing will also be conducted in support of the ef-
forts using CAMRAD-II.

Tiltrotor Research Contributions

The Bell/Boeing V-22 Osprey (fig. 107) that is

being built for the U. S. Military is a tiltrotor air-
craft combining the versatility of a helicopter with

the range and speed of a turboprop airplane. The

V-22 represents a tiltrotor lineage that goes back
fifty years, during which time contributions to the

technology base needed for its development were
made by both government and industry. NASA

Langley Research Center has made substantial
contributions to tiltrotor technology and develop-

ment in several areas, in particular in the area of

aeroelasticity. The purpose of this section of the
paper is to present a chronological summary of the
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tiltrotor aeroelasticresearch conducted in
AB/TDTthathascontributedtothattechnology.

Tiltrotor aeroelasticresearchin the TDT for-
mallybeganin 1968,but itsrootsactuallyextend
backto 1960whenanextensivetestprogramwas
initiatedto studythe phenomenonof propeller
whirl flutter. A briefreviewof theseearlystudies
thatarerelevantto the subjectareais presented
first. Thisworkincludesthewhirl flutterstudies
conductedinitially for conventionalpropellers,
thenfor propellershavingbladeswith flapping
hinges,and finally for high-bypass-ratioducted
fan-jetengines.Themajorportionof thissection
addressesthe tiltrotor aeroelasticstudieswhich
wereconductedlater,first (1968-1974)in support
of theprogramwhichled to theXV-15 tiltrotor
researchaircraft,then(1984-1985)in supportof
theV-22 tiltrotor aircraftdevelopmentprogram,
and finally (1994-present)as part of Langley's
baseresearchin tiltrotor aeroelasticity.Thede-
velopmentof essentialcomputerprogramsfor
aeroelasticstabilityandresponseanalysesof til-
trotoraircraftwasinitiatedin 1970andhaspro-
ceededconcurrentlywith theexperimentalstudies
(table2). Illustrativeresultsobtainedfromthese
wind-tunneltestsas well as from companion
analysesarepresentedanddiscussed.Thesection
concludeswith a rrsum6of currentandplanned
researchactivitiesin tiltrotoraeroelasticity.

Relevant Early Work

Propeller Whirl Flutter

Propeller whirl flutter is a self-excited whirling

instability that can occur in a flexibly-mounted
aircraft propeller-engine combination. The possi-

bility that such an instability might occur was first

mentioned as early as t938. However, the very
large margins of safety prevalent at that time and

in later years resulted in the phenomenon being
accorded only academic interest. In particular, the

instability was studied extensively at Rensselaer

Polytechnic Institute in the early 1950s by Profes-
sor Robert H. Scanlan and his group. The insta-

bility remained of academic interest until 1960
when it became of practical concern following the
loss of two Lockheed Electra aircraft in fatal acci-
dents. Extensive studies were conducted in the

TDT on a l/8-scale, full-span, dynamic aeroelastic

model of the subject aircraft (fig. 108) as part of a

national investigation into identifying the cause of
the accidents. The TDT studies showed that pro-

peller whirl flutter was possible if the engine sup-

port stiffnesses were sufficiently reduced, say due

to damage (refs. 218-219). The initial propeller
whirl flutter analyses were also developed at this

time (refs. 220-221). Following wind-tunnel tests
of the Electra model, a more general investigation

of propeller whirl flutter was initiated with the

aim of identifying and studying the pertinent pa-

rameters influencing the phenomenon and to ob-
tain data for verifying analyses. The first study

(ref. 222) involved a model of an isolated propel-

ler/pylon/engine system mounted with flexibility
in pitch and yaw on a rigid sting support structure

(fig. 109). The second study (ref. 223) employed

the propeller of reference 222 mounted on a canti-

lever semispan wing (fig. I10) to determine the
effects of a flexible wing on whirl flutter. Refer-
ence 223 also extended the analyses of references

220-221 to include the fundamental bending and

torsion degrees of freedom of the wing.

Tests of the Electra model, and the ensuing

whirl flutter tests of propeller/pylon and propel-
ler/pylon/wing components from the complete

model, were the first significant series of flutter
tests of a real aircraft to be conducted in the newly

constructed TDT. The experimental studies on

the Electra model clearly identified propeller
whirl flutter as the most likely culprit in the acci-

dents and pointed the way to the necessary struc-

tural changes that needed to be made in the air-
craft to preclude whirl flutter. These studies also

established the initial credibility of the TDT as a
unique national facility for testing large flutter

models. The experimental and analytical studies
conducted on isolated components from the Elec-
tra model resulted in a wealth of new information

on important design parameters influencing the
whirl flutter phenomenon and established in the

open literature a large database for validation of

analyses.

Whirl Flutter of Flapping-Blade Propellers

Several V/STOL aircraft concepts bas edonthe
use of propellers having blades which had a hinge

at their root to permit flapping motion out of the
plane of rotation were proposed as research vehi-

cles in the i960s, some reaching flight test status.
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TheseincludedtheGrummanproposalin theTri-
ServiceVTOL TransportCompetition,theVertol
VZ-2 built for theArmy,andtheKamanK-16B
amphibianbuilt for theNavy. Becauseof theat-
tentionthatwasbeingdirectedto propellerwhirl
flutter,it becameof interestto considertheman-
nerin whichwhirl fluttermightbealteredby the
useof hingedblades(ref. 224). Experimental
studiesusingsmallmodels(all havingpropeller
diametersof aboutonefoot) wereconductedby
researchersin government,industry,andacade-
mia. Thesestudiesshowedthateitherbackward
or forwardwhirl fluttercouldoccurfor propellers
havingbladeswith flappinghinges,in contrastto
propellerswith fixedbladesthatflutteronlyin the
backwardwhirl mode. In parallelwith theseex-
perimentalstudies,severalresearchersextended
conventionalpropellerwhirl flutteranalysesto in-
cludethebladeflappingdegreeof freedom.The
whirl flutterequationsfor propellerswithhinged
bladesdevelopedbyRichardsonandNaylor(ref.
225)appearedin theopenliteratureat aboutthis
timeandwereusedbyseveralresearchers,includ-
ingthosein AB. However,noneof theanalyses
thatweredevelopedwasableto successfullypre-
dict theforwardwhirl instabilitiesthatwereob-
tainedexperimentally(ref.226).

Thelow-speedmodeltestedandstudiedbyAB
researchersis shownin figureI 11. It consistedof
a windmillingpropellermountedon a spring-
restrainedrod thatcouldrotatein pitchandyaw
abouta setof gimbalaxesbehindthepropeller.
The(symmetric)stiffnesscouldbecontrolledby
varyingthetensionin a springconnectedaxially
at theotherendof therod. Eachbladewasat-
tachedto thehubby meansof twopins,suchthat
whenbothpinswerein positionthebladeswere
fixed (fig. 11la);andwhenoneof thepinswas
removedthe otherpin becamea flappinghinge
(fig. l lib). The hub geometrywassuchthat
hingeoffsetsof 8%and13%couldbeset. Test-
ingwasconductedin bothaworkingmodelof the
LangleyFull-ScaleTunnelandthe Langley12-
footLow-SpeedWindTunnel.Analysispredicted
thebackwardwhirl flutterthat occurredfor the
fixed and 13%hingeoffset casesbut failedto
predicttheforwardwhirl flutterthatoccurredfor
the8%hingeoffsetcase.Similardifficultieswere
beingexperiencedbyotherresearchersin predict-
ingforwardwhirl flutterontheirmodels.Thein-

ability of analysesto predictthe forwardwhirl
flutterbehaviorobservedin testsof thesemodel
propellerscausedconsiderabledismay in the
analysiscommunity.Thisconcernwasformally
expressedby EugeneBairdof GrummanAircraft
atameetingof theAerospace Flutter and Dynam-

ics Council in November 1969. In prepared

comments made to the Council summarizing the

state of affairs, Baird questioned whether propro-
tor whirl flutter could be predicted with confi-

dence and asked that NASA Langley look into the

issue. The predictability question was settled in
1971 by tests conducted in the TDT using a re-

search configuration of a Grumman tiltrotor
model, the results of which are discussed in a later
section.

Whirl Flutter of Turbofan Engines

In the mid-1960s, high-bypass-ratio turbofan

jet engines were being developed for the Boeing
747 and Lockheed C-5A. These engines are char-

acterized by a large-diameter ducted fan ahead of
the engine nacelle. Because of the large gyro-

scopic and aerodynamic forces acting on the fan,

it was thought that a flexibly mounted engine

could be susceptible to a whirl-type instability
analogous to propeller whirl flutter. Preliminary

studies to explore the possibility of whirl flutter in

such engines were conducted by AB researchers
in 1966-68. The initial studies used the low-speed

model shown in figure 112. The model employed
a windmilling fan inside a duct that was mounted

on a sting and elastically restrained with freedom
to oscillate in pitch and yaw about a set of gimbal

axes located behind the fan. A range of duct
chord-to-diameter ratios, restraint stiffnesses, and

gimbal axis locations were investigated experi-

mentally (in the Langley 12-foot Low-Speed

Wind Tunnel) and the results compared with
analysis. Static and dynamic stability derivatives
of importance to whirl flutter were also measured.

An existing three-dimensional theory for comput-

ing the static derivatives of ducted propellers at
angle of attack was extended under contract to in-

clude the calculation of the important dynamic de-

rivatives. The resulting quasi-static analysis using
measured derivatives was found to give good

agreement with the measured instability bounda-
ries. The results of this investigation are summa-

rized in a Langley internal report (Rao, K. V. K.:
A Preliminary Investigation of Whirl-Flutter
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Characteristics of High By-Pass Ratio Ducted

Fan-Jet Engines. LWP 523, 1967).

Some limited testing was conducted later by
the second author in the Langley 8-foot Transonic

Pressure Tunnel using the high-speed engine
model shown in figure 113 to measure the static

stability derivatives at full-scale Mach numbers.

The engine was mounted on a six-component bal-
ance that was attached to the end of a cantilevered

wing. A balsa wood aerodynamic fairing fixed to

the wing tip surrounded the balance and its fit-

tings. The extended theory mentioned above and
the derivatives measured on the high-speed model

were applied to a typical set of full-scale nacelle

parameters but using a reduced value of nacelle-
pylon support stiffness to approximate a partially
failed structural condition. The calculated stabil-

ity boundaries, taken from reference 227, are
shown in figure 114. The velocities associated
with the two instability boundaries, whirl flutter

and static divergence, are shown in the figure as a

function of cowl-length-to-diameter ratio. In spite

of the lowered support stiffness assumed in the
calculations, both stability boundaries are at rela-

tively high velocities. These results suggested

that whirl flutter of high-bypass-ratio fan-jet en-
gines as (then) being planned for the 747 and C-

5A should not be a serious problem. The results
also indicated that relatively simple whirl flutter

analyses using measured stability derivatives are

probably adequate.

Tiltrotor Aeroelastic Research

Preparatory Remarks

A number of essential aeroelastic analyses

have been developed and implemented into com-

puter programs by AB researchers, either in sup-
port of the tiltrotor testing in the TDT or as part of

broader studies being conducted by the AB. Be-
cause several of these programs will be mentioned

by name and results obtained from them will be

shown in this section of the paper, a brief sum-

mary of these aeroelastic analyses is appropriate
before beginning discussion of the tests. In addi-

tion, due to the significant role played by propro-

tor-induced aerodynamic forces on all facets of
tiltrotor aircraft stability, a brief comment on these

forces here would aid in understanding the stabil-

ity results to be presented.

Aeroelastic Analysis Development: The de-
velopment of tiltrotor aeroelastic analyses at AB

has proceeded along the lines indicated in table 2.

Most of the analytical work encompassed the pe-
riods during whi-ch t-est-lng was being conducted in

the TDT. The initial phase of the analytical de-

velopment (]970-72) was intended to support the
experimental work being done in the TDT at that

time in support of what would become the XV-15,

as well as to serve as part of a Ph.D. dissertation
(ref. 228). The second phase (1973-74) involved
some enhancements and extensions to the codes

developed during the initial phase as a prelude to

the phasing out of this research area by the
Branch. Several major extensions and enhance-

ments to the stability code were made in the pe-
riod 1984-85 to provide analysis support both dur-

ing and after the tests conducted on a V-22 flutter
model in the TDT. The latest phase of aeroelastic

analysis development began in 1991. The devel-

opment during 1991-93 was primarily intended
for a Ph.D. dissertation (ref. 145). However, this

analytical work was continued, and several other

analyses were initiated later, in support of the new
tiltrotor research program initiated within the AB
in 1994.

Programs PRSTABI - PRSTAB9 are a series

of linear stability analysis codes of increasing dy-
namic and aerodynamic complexity in the rotor

modeling, all of which are based on a lumped

mass-_spring-damper representation of the wing
structure. The analysis on which PRSTAB6 is
based is described in reference 228. HFORCEI is

a code for computing rotor oscillatory force and
moment derivatives due to shaft pitching oscilla-
tions. GUST! is a version of HFORCE! that in-

cludes a vertical sinusoida] gust in the computa-

tion of the rotor hub oscillatory inplane shear
forces. ROTDER! - ROTDER4 are codes for

computing rotor oscillatory flapping derivatives

due to shaft pitching_oscill_ations. The analytical
bases of programs__HFORCEl and ROTDER4 are
described in reference 228. The lumped parame-

ter mode!_o.f th.e wing in PRSTAB9 was replaced
by a modal ?nodel in 1984 and the new program

called P,_ST-A-l-_t_roprotor Aeroelastic STability
Analysis, version 1.0). PASTA2 and 3 were ex-
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tensionsof PASTAIto includefirst a bladecon-
ing hinge(1984)andthenanairplanerigid-body
stabilityanalysiscapability(1985).A PCversion
of PASTA3wasdevelopedin 1987.Severalup-
gradesofthePCversionof thecodeweremadein
1995-96.Majorenhancementsmadeat thattime
include: engine gyroscopiceffects, improved
treatmentof airframesupportspringsfor repre-
sentingspring-supportedwind-tunnelmodels,ad-
dition of a five-degree-of-freedomdrive system
dynamicmodel,provisionfor readingin exter-
nally-computed(MSC/NASTRAN)quasi-steady
generalizedaerodynamicforce matricesfor the
wing elasticmodes,and the QZ algorithmfor
solvingthe generalizedmatrixeigenvalueprob-
lem. PASTA4.1is themostrecentversionof the
codethatisavailablefor publicdistribution.This
isalsotheversionthatis typicallyusedin AB. A
MATLAB versionof PASTA4.1wasdeveloped
in i 998.

PASTA4.1is a codefor the aeroelasticand
rigid-bodystabilityanalysisof a tiltrotoraircraft
in the airplanemodeof flight. Theanalysisis
basedon a ten-degree-of-freedomlinearmathe-
maticalmodelof therotoranddrivesystem.The
rotor is assumedto be windmilling(i.e., non-
thrusting)butperturbationsin therotorrotational
speedcanbemechanicallycoupledto theairframe
throughthetorsionaldynamicsof thedrivesys-
tem. The bladesareassumedto undergorigid
flappingmotiondueto boththegimbalactionof
thehubandanoffsetconinghinge. Theblades
arealsoassumedto executerigid lead-lagmotion
abouta virtual lag hinge. Quasi-steadystrip-
theoryaerodynamicsis employedfor theblade
airloading.Compressibilityeffectsareintroduced
usinga RibnerMachnumbercorrectionthat is
appliedtothebladelift curveslope.A modalrep-
resentationisemployedfor theairframe(upto ten
modes).Eitherfull-spanor semi-spanconfigura-
tionscanbetreated.Theaerodynamicforcesact-
ing on the airframerigid-bodymodesareex-
pressedin termsof stabilityderivatives.Noair-
loadsareassumedto beactingonthewingelastic
modes.Stabilityis determinedbyexaminingthe
eigenvaluesthatareobtainedby solvingthesys-
temequationsasamatrixeigenvalueproblem.

UMARC/G is a general-purposeaeroelastic
analysisapplicableto tiltrotoraircraftoperatingin

thehelicopter,conversionandairplanemodesof
flight thatwasthesubjectof a Ph.D.dissertation
(ref. 145). It is an extensivemodificationof a
helicopteranalysiscalledUMARC (University of

Maryland Advanced Rotorcraft Code) developed

at the University of Maryland. A finite-element
methodology using anisotropic beam elements is

employed for structurally modeling the rotor

blades and the wings. Quasi-steady aerodynamics

are assumed for the wing airloading. Either quasi-
steady or Leishman unsteady aerodynamics can be

employed for the blade airloads. The rotor wake

can either be prescribed or treated as a free-wake

using either the Scully or Baigai wake models.
The resulting nonlinear equations are linearized
about a trim solution that is calculated using a

time-finite-element method. Stability is deter-

mined by solving for the eigenvalues of the matrix

that results by applying either the constant coeffi-
cient approximation or Fioquet theory to the linear

perturbation equations with periodic coefficients.

Blade loads can also be calculated as part of the
trim solution. UMARC/G is currently being ex-

tended as part of a Ph.D. investigation to include

aerodynamic interaction effects between the rotor
and the wing, and a drive train dynamics model

including the rotor speed perturbation (ref. 229).

UMARC/S is the Sikorsky Aircraft version of
UMARC/G that has been modified to analyze

blades with multiple load paths such as those as-

sociated with the bearingless rotor design of the
variable diameter tiltrotor (VDTR), a Sikorsky

concept aimed at improving the tiltrotor's per-
formance in the helicopter and airplane modes of

flight (refs. 230-231).

MBDyn is a multi-body code that is under de-

velopment at the Dipartimento di hzgegneria
Aerospaziale of the Politecnico di Milano, Italy.

MBDyn is intended to be a general-purpose tool
for the multi-disciplinary analysis of complex

aerospace systems. Extensions of the analysis and

the code to tiltrotor configurations were begun by
a Ph.D. candidate from the university while he

was in residence at AB during the summer of
1998. Since that time, a number of applications of

that code have been made to the Wing and Rotor

Aeroelastic Testing System (WRATS) testbed
(refs. 232-234).
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Rotor-Induced Aerodynamic Forces: Distur-

bances occurring in flight can, depending on their
frequency content, excite either the elastic or

rigid-body modes of an aircraft in an oscillatory

manner. For a tiltrotor aircraft, any motions of

this type effectively represent oscillatory motions
of the proprotor shaft in space. This leads to
proprotor-generated forces and moments that are a

function of these oscillatory motions (ref. 228).

Figure 115 shows the perturbation rotor aerody-

namic forces acting on an aircraft executing small
pitching and yawing motions when operating in

an airplane mode of flight. From the position of
these forces on the aircraft, it is clear that the

forces shown can influence aircraft longitudinal
and lateral-directional stability. However, the

shear forces H and Y can, quite independently of
any rigid-body motions, also destabilize the

proprotor-pylon-wing system aeroelastically. In

fact, it is precisely these forces that are the drivers
for proprotor-pylon whirl flutter. Propeller whirl

flutter, on the other hand, is driven by aerody-
namic cross-stiffness moments. A discussion of

these and other important differences in the aero-

mechanical behavior of propellers and proprotors
is given in reference 228.

Bell Model 266

In 1965, the U. S. Army started the Composite

Aircraft Program with the objective of producing

a rotary-wing research vehicle combining the
characteristics of an airplane and a helicopter.

Bell Helicopter Company proposed a tiltrotor de-
sign designated the Model 266 (fig. 116) and was

awarded one of the two exploratory definition

contracts that were let under the program. The de-
sign features a three-bladed proprotor with highly

twisted blades that are rigidly attached to a hub
assembly that is gimbal-mounted to the mast.

Hub flapping restraint is employed to increase

control power when operating in the helicopter
mode. Three degrees of precone is built into the

pitch axis of each blade to ensure blade pitch-lag

stability. The proprotor is designed so that the
blade lowest inplane natural frequency remains

well above the rotor rpm over the entire operating

range, thus precluding mechanical (ground reso-
nance) instability. The blades have a built-in
structural twist of-27.7 °. A blade root cuff ex-

tending from the hub to 30% blade radius results

in an overall aerodynamic twist of--43.5 ° . Blade

kinematic (mechanical) pitch-flap coupling (83 ) is

employed to reduce flapping in maneuvers and

gusts when operating in the airplane mode of

flight. Positive pitch-flap coupling (negative _3)

was selected for the Model 266 rather than the

more conventional use of negative pitch-flap cou-

pling (positive 53) to preclude blade flap-lag in-

stability (ref. 235). The value of positive pitch-

flap coupling used on the Model 266 053 = -22.5 °)

lowers the blade rigid-body flapping frequency

below one-per-rev (1P), and as the inflow angle

increases with airspeed the frequency is further

decreased. This ensures an adequate separation of
this mode from the blade inplane mode whose

frequency is also decreasing with airspeed, thus

preventing the coupling necessary for a flap-lag
instability. The Model 266 wing is designed to be
soft in bending (the fundamental cantilevered ver-

tical and fore-and-aft bending (beam and chord)

mode frequencies are below IP) but stiff in tor-
sion (torsion mode frequency is above 1P).

A l/7.5-scale semi-span model that is a dy-
namic and aeroelastic representation of the Model

266 proprotor, pylon and wing was built by Bell
in support of their studies. When the program was

terminated in 1967, the model was given to the

Aeroelasticity Branch by the Army. Both NASA

and Bell were interested in continuing the experi-
mental work initiated by Bell with the model to

further define the aeroelastic and dynamic charac-
teristics of proprotor-type aircraft. This Common

interest led to a joint NASA/Bell investigation in
the TDT of proprotor stability, dynamics, and

loads using the model in September 1968. The

model is shown in airplane and conversion modes
in figures 117 and 118, respectively. The model

was Froude-scaled for operation in air and could
be run With thepropr0t0r either powered or Wind-

milling. The model proprotor has a diameter of

5.1 feet. For windmilling operation the rotor rpm
was controlled remotely by adjusting blade

collective pitch. The rotor was disconnected from

the drive train when windmilling to reduce wear
on the bearings. A close-up view of the pylon

with its spinner and aerodynamic fairings re-

moved is shown in figure 119. Scale factors per-
tinent to the model are given in table 3. Since the
high-speed (airplane) mode of flight is critical in-
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sofarasproprotor-pyloninstabilityis concerned,
mostof theeffortwasdevotedto investigatingthe
airplanemodeof flight with thepylonfully con-
vetted forwardandthe airflow passingaxially
throughtherotor.

Someresultspertainingto stabilityandgust
responsewhileoperatingin anairplanemodewith
awindmillingproprotorareshownin figures120-
124,whereequivalentfull-scalevaluesaregiven.
The effectsof severalsystemparameterson
stabilityoverthedesignrpmrangeof theModel
266 areshownin figure 120. The calculated
stabilityboundariesshownwereobtainedusing
programPRSTAB6.Figure120showsthat,with
respectto the stabilityboundaryof thereference
configuration,altitude is stabilizing,increased
pylon yaw flexibility is destabilizing,andboth
hubflappingrestraintandwingaerodynamicsare
stabilizing. The wing beammode(consisting
primarily of wing vertical bending)was the
systemmodethatwentunstableinall of thecases
shown. Figures 121 and 122 provide an
indicationof therelativedegreeto whichstability
of the wing beammodeis affectedby rotor-
induced aerodynamic forces and wing
aerodynamics.The calculated results were
computedusingprogramPRSTAB8.Figure121
illustratesthe dominantrole playedby rotor
aerodynamicforcesin thebalanceof forceslead-
ing to flutterof theproprotor-pylon-wingsystem.
Figures121and122showthatwingaerodynamic
forceshaveonly a slightstabilizingeffect. The
calculatedresultsin figure 122alsoshowthesta-
bilizing effectsof bladeinplaneflexibility. The
sharprisein thedampingat about170kt in figure
122is associatedwith thecouplingof theblade
inplane(lag)bendingmodewiththewingvertical
bending(beam)mode. The dynamicresponse
characteristicsof themodeldueto excitationbya
verticalsinusoidalgustthatwasgeneratedbythe
TDT airstreamoscillator(fig. 5) werealsostud-
ied. Themeasuredvariationof gust-inducedan-
gle of attackversusvaneoscillationfrequencyis
shownin figure 123,wherethequantitieshave
beennormalizedasindicatedto maketheminde-
pendentof vaneamplitudeandairspeed.These
dataweremeasuredusinga flowdirectiontrans-
mitterthatwasmountedat theupstreamendof a
boomextendingfrom the noseof the modelas
seenin figure!18. Someresults showingthe

variationof wing verticalbendingmomentwith
gustfrequencyfor therotor-onandrotor-offcon-
ditionsareshownin figure 124. Calculatedre-
suitswereobtainedwith programGUSTI using
thegustcurveof figure123. It is clearthatpro-
protorsoperatingat advanceratiostypicalof air-
planemodeflight arequitesensitiveto vertical
gusts.

Theresultsof thiswindtunnelinvestigationas
well as companionanalyticalstudiesthat were
conductedaredescribedin references228,236,
and237. Reference228,in particular,contains
the resultsof an extensiveanalyticalparametric
investigationinto theeffectsof severalimportant
systemdesignparametersonstability.

Bell Model 266 - Folding Proprotor Variant

A joint NASA/Bell/Air Force test was con-

ducted in the TDT in January 1970 to investigate

any potential problem areas associated with the

folding proprotor variant of the tiltrotor concept.
The model used in this study was the same model

employed in the previous investigation, but modi-

fied to include a collective drive motor that per-
mitted rapid feathering and unfeathering of the

proprotor and a manually adjustable blade folding

hinge (figs. 125 and 126). The main objectives of
the test were to investigate stability in the airplane

mode of flight at low (including zero) rotor rota-

tional speeds, during rotor stopping and starting,
and during blade folding. The rotor was unpow-
ered for this test. The stability boundary obtained

for one of the configurations tested is shown in

figure 127, where equivalent full-scale values are
shown. The variation of flutter airspeed with ro-

tor rpm as rpm is reduced from its maximum de-

sign value to zero is shown. As indicated in the
figure, the model experienced several different

modes of instability as rpm was reduced. The in-
stability experienced at low and zero rpm was un-

expected as no pretest predictions were made at
those rpm. Based on analytical studies conducted

after the test to gain an understanding of the phe-

nomenon, it was concluded that blade precone
was the primary cause of the instability (refs. 228,

237). The subcritical response through flutter for

the 172 rpm condition is shown in figure 128
where, in addition to the measured wing beam

mode damping and frequency, the calculated
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variation of both the wing beam and low-
frequencyrotor flappingmodesis shown.These
resultsindicatea changeoverfrom a dominant
(least stable)wing beammodeto a dominant
(leaststable)rotor flappingmodeasairspeedis
increased.Theeffectof thebladeflappingdegree
of freedomonstabilityis illustratedin figure129,
whichcomparesthe wing beammodedamping
versusairspeedat 300 rpmfor flappinglocked
and unlocked.Stability_calculationsweremade
usingprogramPRSTAB6.

Thevariationof steady-stateone-per-revblade
flappingresponsewithrotorrotationalspeedfor a
(nominally) constant shaft angle-of-attackis
shownin figure130.Theseclataweretakentoes-
tablisha steady-stateflappingresponsebaseline
for evaluatingthetransientflappingresponsedur-
ing the rotor featheringportionof the test (ref.
238).Thecalculatedresultsshownwereobtained
usingprogramROTDER4.Thepeakin theflap-
ping responseoccurswhenthe rotor rotational
speedis in resonancewiththebladeflappingnatu-
ral frequencyin therotatingsystem.

Bell Model 300-A IA

In 1968, Bell Helicopter initiated an in-house

development program for a tiltrotor aircraft desig-

nated the Model 300 that would ultimately evolve
into the XV-15. This design, like the Model 266,

features a three-bladed proprotor with highly

twisted blades that are rigidly attached to a hub
assembly that is gimbal-mounted to the mast.

Hub flapping restraint is employed to increase

control power when operating in the helicopter

mode. Blade precone is 2.5 ° and 53 = -15 °. The

blade first inplane natural frequency again is well

above the rotor rpm, thus precluding ground reso-
nance instability. The cantilevered wing beam

and chord mode frequencies are well below IP but
the torsion mode frequency is only slightly below

IP. In support of this aircraft design activity, Bell

designed and built a l/5-scale, full-span dynamic
aeroelastic model for testing on a vertical rod
mount in the TDT. The model was Froude scaled

for air because of testing that was to be conducted

in the LTV Low-Speed Wind Tunnel before com-

ing to the TDT for flutter clearance testing. How-
ever, the model was sized so that it would also be

Mach scaled when tested in R-12 (recall discus-

sion in Model Scaling Considerations section).

The model proprotor had a diameter of five feet.

Scale factors for the model are given in table 4.

The Bell Model 300-AIA was tested in the

TDT in August 1970 (fig. 131). This test was in-

tended to be the required flutter clearance demon-

stration for the aircraft over its simulated flight
envelope. However, unexpectedly poor lateral-

directional flying qualities exhibited by the model

during the test precluded the conduct of a flutter

clearance test. The test convinced Bell to change
the design of the tail from a single-vertical-tail

configuration to an H-tail configuration (ref. 239).

Grumman Helicat

A joint NASA/Grumman investigation of a

1/4.5-scale semi-span model (fig. 132) of a
Grumman tiltrotor design called Hellcat was con-

ducted in two entries in the TDT during Febru-
ary/March 1971. The Hellcat design featured a

stiff (strut-supported) wing that resulted in the

wing beam, chord and torsion mode frequencies
all being well above IP. The three-bladed propro-

tor had blades with 5% offset flapping hinges and

30 ° positive 53. The blades were also stiff-inplane

so that their first inplane natural frequency was

well above rotor rpm. The model was targeted for
flutter clearance testing in the TDT and thus was
Mach scaled for R-12. However, the model was
sized so that it would also be Froude scaled if

tested in R-12 (recall discussion in Model Scaling

Considerations section). The model proprotor had
a diameter of 4.9 feet. Scale factors for the model
are listed in table 5.

A blade flap-lag instability that destroyed one

blade and damaged another occurred unexpect-

edly during an early checkout run of the model in
air. It was found that the model blades were con-

siderably softer inpiane than expected and this, in

combination with the value of positive 53 used,

led to a coalescence of the blade flap and lag natu-
ral frequencies with increasing airspeed and the

resulting instability (ref. 235). The model was re-

paired, the design value of 53 reduced from +30 °

to +20 °, and a flutter clearance test conducted in

the second (March) entry without incident (ref.
240).
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During the secondentry,an off-designre-
searchconfigurationof themodel(fig. 133)was
employed in an extensive investigationof
proprotorwhirl flutter. This portionof thetest
wasaimedat establishingthe whirl flutter data-

base needed to respond to Gene Baird's 1969 chal-

lenge of resolving the whirl flutter predictability
issue. A range of pylon pitch and yaw stiffnesses,

blade hinge offsets, and blade kinematic pitch-flap

couplings were investigated over a wide range of
windmilling advance ratios in air. To obtain flut-

ter at low tunnel speeds, a reduced-stiffness py-

lon-to-wing-tip restraint mechanism (fig. 134) that

permitted independent variations in pylon pitch
and yaw stiffness was employed. The restraint

was sufficiently soft so that the wing was effec-

tively rigid. Fifty cases of forward whirl flutter
and 26 cases of backward whirl flutter were

clearly identified (ref. 241). Some whirl flutter

results from reference 241 showing the effect of

pitch-flap coupling (63) on stability of a symmet-

ric pylon configuration are given in figure 135,

where the flutter advance ratio, VF/ff2R, is plotted

versus pylon frequency nondimensionalized by

the rotor speed. For the cases shown, all flutter

occurred in the forward whirl mode, except for the
two points denoted by the solid symbols, which
were in the backward whirl mode. The calculated

results were obtained using program PRSTAB5.
The measured whirl flutter characteristics (flutter

speed and frequency, direction of pylon whirl, and
pylon yaw-to-pitch amplitude ratio and phase an-

gle) were in excellent agreement with predictions
from two different four-degree-of-freedom linear

stability analyses (PRSTAB5 and ref. 225) for all

of the configurations tested (ref. 241). This study
clearly demonstrated that proprotor whirl flutter,

both backward and forward, can be predicted with
confidence using linear analyses based on rela-

tively simple math models and quasi-steady strip-

theory aerodynamics for the blade airloads.

Aerodynamic Test of Bell Model 300-A2A

A joint NASA/Bell investigation employing a
l/5-scale full-span sting-mounted aerodynamic
(force) model of the Bell Model 300 with the new

H-tail (designated the Model 300-A2A) was con-

ducted in the TDT in August 1971 for the purpose

of determining the longitudinal and lateral static
stability and control characteristics and establish-

ing the effect of the proprotors (windmilling only)
on the basic airframe characteristics. The model

is shown in figure 136. The rotors used on this
model were the same ones used on the aeroelastic

model. Use of R-12 permitted testing at full-scale
Mach numbers and near full-scale Reynolds num-

bers (ref. 239). Blade flapping was measured in
both air and R-I 2 for several values of tunnel air-

speed over a range of sting pitch angles. The re-

sulting flapping derivatives are shown in figure

137. Since the range of inflow (advance) ratios
over which the derivatives were measured was the

same in air and R-12, and the test medium density
at the simulated condition was about the same, an
indication of the effects of Mach number on the

flapping derivatives can be obtained by comparing

the air and R-12 results. The drag rise associated

with operating at high Mach numbers is seen to
reduce flapping as Mach number is increased.

The calculated results shown were obtained using

program ROTDER4.

Flutter Clearance Test of Bell Model 300-
A2A

The l/5-scale full-span rod-mounted aeroelas-
tic model of the Bell Model 300 with the new H-

tail was tested in the TDT in March 1972 (fig.
!38). The objective of the test was to demonstrate

that the design had the required flutter margin of

safety and to confirm that the aircraft rigid-body
modes were adequately damped over the simu-

lated flight envelope (ref. 242). Aeroelastic and
flight mode stability were assessed in both R-12

and air over the simulated flight envelope with
windmilling proprotors. The Model 300 was

shown to be flutter free up through the 1.2 VL re-

quirement of the aircraft and to exhibit good flight

mode stability beyond the VL requirement of the
aircraft. A cursory investigation of the autorota-
tional characteristics of the model was also con-

ducted (fig. 139).

During this test, the importance of rotor "thrust

damping" (forces T in figure 115) on stability of

the Dutch Roll mode was dramatically demon-
strated when the rotor interconnect shaft broke
and the model went into a violent Dutch Roll in-

stability. Tiltrotor aircraft employ an interconnect
shaft between the two rotor/engine systems so that

in the event of an engine failure either engine may
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drive both rotors. The interconnectshaft also
maintainssynchronizationof therotorspeedsdur-
inganyaircraftmotions.Thismeansthatyawing
motionsof theaircraftgenerateperturbationlift
forcesthattendtodamptheyawingmotion,asin-
dicatedin figure 115. If this synchronizationis
lostduetoafailedinterconnectshaftthisdamping
is lost. TheDutchRoll stabilityboundaryof the
modelwasmappedin air with the interconnect
shaftengagedanddisengagedto assesstheeffect
of thrustdamping.The resultsareillustratedin
figure 140,which showsthe variationin the
dampingof that modewith tunnelairspeedfor
eachof thosetwocases.Thesubstantialcontribu-
tion of thrustdampingto total dampingis quite
apparent.

In 1973,NASAandtheArmy selectedBell to
designandbuild two tiltrotorresearchaircraft(to
be laternamedthe XV-15)basedon theModel
300-A2Adesign.Roll outof thefirst aircraftoc-
curredin 1976. First flight tookplacein 1977.
TheXV-15 (fig. 141)hasbeenanextremelysuc-
cessfulresearchaircraft.Bothaircraftarestill be-
ing usedextensivelytoday. The long-termsuc-
cessof theXV-15 tiltrotor, both as a technology

demonstrator and as a flight research aircraft,

went a long way toward establishing the technical
confidence and expertise for proceeding with the

development of the V-22. Indeed, it is probably

fair to say that if there had not been an XV-15,
there would not now be a V-22.

Bell�Boeing JVX (V-22)

A I/5-scale dynamically and aeroelastically
scaled semi-span model (fig. 142) of first a pre-

liminary design and then an updated version of the

Bell/Boeing JVX (V-22) was tested in two entries
in the TDT during February and June of 1984.

The V-22 design features a three-bladed proprotor
with highly twisted blades that are attached via

coning flexures to a hub assembly that is mounted

to the mast with a constant-velocity joint that
eliminates two-per-rev torque oscillations of the

drive shaft. Hub flapping restraint is employed to

increase control power when operating in the heli-

copter mode. Blade precone is 2.5 ° and 63 = -15°"

The blades are stiff inplane so that their lowest in:

plane natural frequency is above the rotor rpm and
remains well separated from the first and second

harmonics of the rotor rotational speed. The can-

tilevered wing beam and chord mode frequencies
are well below IP while the torsion mode fre-

quency is only slightly above IP. The semi-span

model was the right half of the full-span model

that was designed and built by Bell for testing in
the Boeing V/STOL Wind Tunnel. For this rea-
son, the model was Froude scaled for air. How-

ever, like the earlier model of the XV-15, the V-
22 model was sized so that it would also be Mach

scaled when tested in R-12 (recall discussion in

Model Scaling Considerations section). The
model proprotor has a diameter of 7.6 feet. Scale
factors for the model are listed in table 6.

The main objective of the TDT tests was to

confirm predicted stability in the high-speed air-

plane mode of flight and to provide data for corre-
lation with the aeroelastic stability analyses being

used by the contractors in their preliminary design
work. Testing was conducted in both R-12 and

air. The model was tested in both powered and

unpowered conditions. However, most of the test-

ing in the airplane mode of flight was done with a
windmilling proprotor. A variety of configura-

tions were tested and analyzed. Parameters that
were varied included pylon-to-wing locking (on

and off downstop), rotor rpm, blade pitch-flap

coupling (53), hub flapping restraint, and wing

and blade stiffness distributions. Several configu-

rations of the model with an updated hub design
that had offset coning hinges in addition to the

gimbal were tested in the second entry. Some il-
lustrative results from the first entry are presented

in figures 143 and 144 as the variation with air-

speed of the calculated and measured damping
and frequency of the three lowest wing modes that

are of importance to stability of the rotor-pylon-

wing system. The wing beam mode (primarily
wing vertical bending) is seen to be critical (low-

est flutter speed) for the case shown in figure 143

while the wing ch0rd mode (primarily fore-and-aft
wing bending) is critical for the case shown in

figure 144. The wing torsion mode was not criti-
cal for any of the configurations tested in either of

the entries. The "peaks" which are evident in the
calculated damping curves for the wing beam and
chord modes in both of the cases shown are due to

the coupling of d_osem-odeS:=W_th=the blade lag

(inplane bending) mode as velocity !s increased,
as can be seen by inspection of the plots showing
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thevariationof the modal frequencies with air-
speed. The calculated results shown were ob-
tained with PASTAI.

Data of the type shown in figures 143 and 144

were obtained for all of the configurations tested
in both of the entries. The PASTA code (initially

version 1.0 and later 2.0) was used extensively

during the tests and comparisons made with
measured subcritical damping variation with air-

speed up to instability. The demonstrated accu-

racy of the PASTA code in these comparisons

prompted Bell to use the program extensively dur-
ing the preliminary design phase of the V-22.

Since that time, the code has been used in gov-

ernment, industry, and academia for a variety of
tiltrotor studies.

The experimental results obtained during the
V-22 model tests are documented in internal com-

pany reports. A concise summary of the tests may
be found in reference 243.

WRA TS Tiltrotor Testbed (i995 - 2000)

The I/5-scale aeroelastic model, which was

used by the V-22 contractors to support the pre-
liminary and full-scale design phases of the air-

craft, had a long and distinguished test history

(ref. 244). Upon completion of that series of tests,

the Navy transferred the components for the right-
half semi-span configuration of the model to

NASA Langley under a loan agreement to be used
as the experimental testbed for a new tiltrotor
aeroelastic research program that was initiated at

AB in 1994. The tiltrotor testbed (fig. 145) was

designated the Wing and Rotor Aeroelastic Test-
ing System (WRATS).

The focus, general scope, and initial elements
of the new AB tiltrotor research program were

laid out in collaboration with Bell Helicopter Tex-

tron, Inc. (BHTI), with due regard to NASA's
Short Haul Civil Tiltrotor Program that was being

planned at the time. It was agreed that the pro-
gram would focus on those aeroelastic areas that

were identified as having the potential for enhanc-
ing the commercial viability of tiltrotor aircraft.

In particular, considerable emphasis was to be di-

rected to the development and evaluation of mod-
ern adaptive control techniques for active vibra-

tion control and stability augmentation of tiltro-

tor aircraft. Attention was also to be given to the

use of passive design techniques to enhance

aeroelastic stability and aerodynamic perform-
ance.

A shakedown test of the WRATS tiltrotor test-

bed was conducted in the TDT in April 1995. A

chronological summary of the tests conducted to-

date on the testbed following the shakedown test
is given below. BHTI, under a Memorandum of

Agreement with NASA, was a partner in all but
one of these tests.

August 1995: This was the first research test

of the WRATS model in the TDT. The objectives
of the test were twofold: (I) to establish the stabil-

ity characteristics of the baseline configuration;
and (2) to evaluate a higher harmonic control

(HHC) algorithm for reducing aircraft vibrations

by actively controlling the wing flaperon. The
test was conducted in air with a windmilling rotor.

The first objective of this test was to establish

the stability characteristics of the baseline model,

which had a wing spar representing the untailored
wing design of the V-22. Stability boundaries
measured on the baseline model for two different

values of the wing torsion natural frequency are
presented in figure 146 as the variation of rotor

speed with tunnel airspeed. The wing torsion fre-

quencies were varied by changing a connection
spring that represented the stiffness of the py-

lon/wing downstop locking mechanism. The fig-
ure indicates that stability is strongly influenced

by wing torsion frequency, with a difference of
only 0.2 Hz producing a shift of about 12 knots at

constant rpm.

The second objective of this test was to evalu-

ate a higher harmonic control algorithm called

MAVSS (Multipoint Adaptive Vibration Suppres-
sion System) for its effectiveness in reducing vi-

brations in the airplane mode of flight by actively
controlling the wing flaperon. MAVSS was de-

veloped by BHTI for reducing rotor-induced air-

craft vibrations occurring at integer multiples of
the rotor speed. The MAVSS algorithm, which

operates in the frequency domain, assumes that

changes in aircraft vibratory responses are linearly
related to changes in control inputs through a sys-
tem transfer matrix that is identified on line. The
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deterministiccontrolleron which MAVSS is
basedisobtainedbyminimizinga scalarperform-
anceindexwhichincludestheharmonicvibratory
responsesto be reduced,theHHC inputsneces-
saryto effectthereduction,andthetransferma-
trix describingthedynamicsof thesystem.The
activeflaperonmodelhardwareconsistedof a
new,stiffer flaperonassemblythat replacedthe
baselinedynamicallyscaledflaperonsandhangers
(fig. 147). Theactiveflaperonwasdrivenby a
singlehydraulicactuatorthatwasmountedonthe
modelsplitter-plateinsidethefuselageshell. The
drive shaftbetweenthe actuatorandthe active
flaperonranalongthewingconversionaxiswhere
the interconnectdrive shaftwouldbewhenthe
modelisconfiguredfor poweredoperation.Typi-
cal resultsobtainedare illustratedin figure 148,
whichshowsthe3-per-revvibratorywingtorsion
loadsasafunctionof tunnelairspeedforthecases
in whichMAVSSis off andon. Thesignificant
reductionin responseisevident.Thecorrespond-
ingmotionsof theflaperonto achievetheloadre-
ductionsareindicatedbytheopencirclesnextto
thebars.Basedontheresultsof this investigation
(ref.245)it wasconcludedthatactivecontrolof
an aerodynamicsurface(e.g.,a flaperon)could
producetheforcesrequiredfor significantvibra-
tion reductionin themodedirectlyinfuencedby
that surface. Multiple responsesin different
modesarenotcontrolledaswellby asingleactua-
tor, as mightbeexpected.In all cases,there-
quiredmotionsof theflaperonwerefoundto be
quitemodest(_+3-degmaximum)andnodegrada-
tionof aeroelasticstabilitywasnotedduringacti-
vation of MAVSS. The successof the active
flaperontestledthewayfor a 1997fight testof a
MAVSS-controlledactiveelevatorontheXV-15
tiltrotorresearchaircraft.

December 1995: The objective of this test was
to demonstrate that composite wing tailoring

could be used to improve proprotor stability. The
V-22 has a 23% wing thickness-to-chord (t/c) ra-

tio to provide the wing torsional stiffness required
to ensure an adequate level of proprotor-pylon-

wing aeroelastic stability within its operating en-
velope. Studies conducted by Bell as part of a

full-scale composite tailored wing study (ref. 246)

indicated that by using composite tailoring tech-

niques in the design of tiltrotor wings, a reduction
in wing thickness ratio is possible while maintain-

ing acceptable proprotor aeroelastic stability. A
reduction in wing thickness would permit higher

cruise speeds and/or increased range when operat-

ing in the airplane mode of flight. The WRATS
testbed was selected for the wind-tunnel evalua-

tion of the composite tailored-wing concept. To

this end, Bell designed and fabricated a compos-
ite, elastically-tailored graphite-epoxy model wing

spar that had the scaled dynamics of a full-scale

tailored-wing design having an 18% t/c ratio (ref.
246) and would be interchangeable with the untai-

lored spar of the baseline model (which has a 23%

t/c ratio) tested in August 1995. Structural tailor-

ing of the model wing torque box was accom-
plished by using unbalanced composite laminates

in the model wing spar to modify wing bending-
torsion coupling. All testing was conducted in air

with an unpowered rotor. Some measured and

predicted stability boundaries for the baseline and
tailored wings over the normal rpm operating

range of the model are shown in figure 149.

Comparison of the boundaries shows an increase
of about 30 KEAS (67 KEAS full scale) in the in-

stability airspeed for the tailored wing. This
represents a significant improvement in stability

for a full-scale design. Figure 150 shows a typical
variation of wing beam mode frequency and

damping with tunnel airspeed for the tailored

wing in an off-downstop configuration corre-
sponding to the 84% rpm condition of figure 149.

The calculated stability boundaries shown in both

of these figures were obtained using Bell's ASAP
(Aeroelastic Stability Analysis of Proprotors) pro-

gram. A complete summary of this test may be
found in references 247-248.

The tests of the baseline and tailored wings

demonstrated that proprotor aeroelastic stability

could be increased while reducing the t/c ratio of a

wing using composite tailoring techniques. From
a broader perspective, this means that composite

tailoring can be employed by the designer to in-

crease stability, reduce wing thickness for higher
cruise speeds and improved performance, or a
combination of these.

January 1996: The August 1995 test was a
successful wind-tunnel demonstration of a

MAVSS-controlled active flaperon for reducing
airframe vibrations. However, it was recognized

that a broader evaluation of MAVSS was required
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to validatethealgorithmfor useasanHHCsys-
temin tiltrotorapplications.Thepurposeof this
Januarytestwasto effectthisbroaderevaluation
of the MAVSS algorithm.All testingwascon-
ductedinairwithanunpoweredrotor.

TheWRATSmodelwasmodifiedto incorpo-
rateanHHC systememployingboththe swash-
plateandthewingflaperon.Themajormechani-
cal modificationsmadeto thebaselinemodelfor
this testincludedthereplacementof theelectric
control actuatorswith high-frequencyhydraulic
servo-actuatorsto drive the swashplate,a new
servo-controlledwingflaperon(thesameoneused
ontheactiveflaperontest),andthehydrauliclines
associatedwith theseactuators.Someof thenew
componentsareindicatedin figure151.Forcon-
venience,the elasticallytailoredwingsparfrom
theprevioustestwasretained.Theeffectiveness
of theswashplateandtheflaperonactingeither
singlyor in combinationin reducingone-per-rev
(IP) andthree-per-rev(3P)wingvibrationsovera
widerangeof tunnelairspeedsandrotorrotational
speedswasdemonstrated(ref.249).TheMAVSS
algorithmwasfoundrobustto variationsin tunnel
airspeedand rotor speed,requiringonly occa-
sionalon-linerecalculationsof thesystemtransfer
function. No degradationin aeroelasticstability
wasnotedfor anyof theconditionstested.The
MAVSScontrolsystem,whenconfiguredto re-
duce3Pharmonicsof thewingloads,wasgener-
ally ableto reducethewingbeam,chord,andtor-
sionloadcomponentssimultaneouslyby 85to 95
percentovertheentirerangeof rotorspeedsand
tunnelairspeedsconsidered.Representativere-
sultsareshownin figure 152. Theeffectiveness
of MAVSSin reducingIP vibrationswasalsoas-
sessed.Forexample,figure 153showstheeffect
of MAVSSon reducingthe IP vibrationsassoci-
atedwith thesmallinherentimbalancein thero-
tor. Basedon the successof this wind-tunnel
demonstrationof MAVSS,Bell is currentlypre-
paringto testanactivevibrationsuppressionsys-
tembasedonMAVSSontheV-22.

April 1998:In 1997,aNASAfBellteaminiti-
ateda study(ref. 250)of GeneralizedPredictive
Controlto evaluatethat method'ssuitabilityfor
implementationas anactivestabilityaugmenta-
tion systemon theWRATSmodel. GPCis a
time-domainpredictivecontrolmethodthatuses

anARX representationfor the input/outputmap
of thesystem.TheARX modelis usedfor both
systemidentificationandcontroldesign.Theco-
efficientmatricesof the ARX equationare the
quantitiesdeterminedby theidentificationalgo-
rithm. Closed-loopfeedbackcontrolis enhanced
by performingthe systemidentificationin the
presenceof externaldisturbancesactingon the
system.Thecoefficientsof theARX modelare
assembledinto a multi-stepoutput prediction
equation,thedesired(target)responseisspecified,
andtheresultingexpressionisusedto formacost
function.Minimizationof thecostfunctionleads
to anexpressionfor thecontrolto beappliedto
thesystem.

As part of the GPCstudy,the teambegan
evaluatinga suiteof MATLAB m-filesfor system
identificationandcontrolthatwerewrittenbyDr.
Jer-NanJuangof NASA Langleybasedon the
theoryof references251-257.Followingexten-
sivenumericalsimulationsthatwereconductedon
simplelumpedmass-spring-dashpotmathmodels,
andbenchtestsonthe"Cobrastickmodel"(a50-
lb, 36-inch long multiple-degree-of-freedom
lumped-massdynamicmodelthat approximates
thedynamicsof a Cobrahelicopter),therelevant
m-fileswereassembledintoa computerprogram
systemfor activecontrolstestingof theWRATS
model.

Theinitial evaluationof GPCon theWRATS
modelwasconductedin April 1998duringa one-
weektestconductedin theAB tiltrotorhoverfa-
cility inabuildingadjacenttotheTDT. Emphasis
of this testwasonactivecontrolof vibrationus-
ingonlythecollectivecontrol.To providearig-
oroustestof theGPCalgorithm,theopen-loopre-
sponseof themodelwasexaggeratedby running
therotoratanrpmthatnearlycoincidedwith the
naturalfrequencyof thewingbeammode.Addi-
tionalexcitationwasprovidedby thedownwash
associatedwith running the rotor at a high thrust
level. Some results from reference 250 illustrat-

ing the effectiveness of GPC in reducing vibra-
tions are shown in figure 154.

August 1998: The objectives of this TDT test
were twofold: (I) to establish new baseline stabil-

ity boundaries for the WRATS model that in-
cluded the hydraulic components that had been
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addedforactivecontrolstesting;and(2)beginan
investigationintotheuseof active33asa means
for augmentingmechanical33. Mostof thetest
wasconductedin airbutsomelimitedtestingwas
carriedout in R-134a.All testingwasdonewith
themodelin anairplanemodeandawindmilling
proprotor.

Definitive stabilityboundariescould not be
identifiedfor themodel.Thesubcriticaldamping
in thewingbeammodevariedwith airspeedas
expectedfor speedsupto about110knots.How-
ever,astunnelairspeedwasincreasedfurtherthe
dampingdid not decreaseto zeroas usualbut
ratherleveledoutatabout1%andheldthisvalue
up throughthemaximumsafeoperatingspeedof
themodel(200knots).Thisbehavioroccurredfor
all configurationsof the modeltested. Because
theobservedbehaviorhadthecharacterof a limit
cycle, it wasthoughtthat theremightbe some
mechanicalinterferenceor rubbingthatwasintro-
ducingnonlinearityintothemodel.However,ex-
aminationof the modelin-situ during the test
failedto identifythecausefor thisunusualbehav-
ior. A closerexaminationof themodelafterthe
testidentifiedthecauseof the problem:a loose
bolt in the bracketthat holdsthe pylonto the
downstopspring.

Theuseof so-called"active33" isbeinginves-
tigatedasa meansfor augmentingmechanical33
in proprotors. Active 33 is implementedelec-
tronicallyby introducingcyclic inputs to the
swashplatein a mannerthat introducesblade
pitch-flapcouplingof theappropriatemagnitude
andsign. An electronic83schemedevelopedby
Bell wasinvestigatedon theWRATSmodeldur-
ing this entry. Themeasuredflappingresponse
associatedwith theactive33metdesignrequire-
ments.However,thestabilityaugmentationasso-
ciatedwith usingactive83couldnotbedefined
with confidencebecauseof the problemnoted
abovewiththemodel.

October1999:A briefinvestigationof theuse
of GPCto activelycontrolthegroundresonance
behaviorof a softinplanetiltrotorwasconducted
in thetiltrotorhoverfacility inOctober1999(fig.

155)aspartof a broaderinvestigation(ref.258).
For this test,the modelbladesweremodifiedby
replacingthe stiff inplaneflexureat the rootof
eachbladewith a spindleincorporatinga lag
hinge and an adjustableviscousdamperand
spring. Theopen-loopbehavior(frequencyand
dampingversusrotorrpm)of themodifiedmodel
wascomparedwith its closed-loopbehaviorfor
severalvaluesof collectivepitchandsettingsof
the lag hingedampingand stiffness. A GPC-
basedalgorithmwasusedto activelycontrolthe
cyclic inputsto the swashplatein a mannerthat
producedawhirl of therotortip-path-planein the
directionandat thefrequencyneededto stabilize
thecriticalbody mode. For theopen-loopcon-
figurationsof the modelin which groundreso-
nanceinstabilitywasencountered,useof GPC
wasfoundto bestronglystabilizing(ref.258). In
particular,dampinglevelsof about2% critical
werenotedin therpmrangewheretheopen-loop
systemwasunstable.Theresultsfor theconfigu-
ration with 8-degreesof collectivepitch are
shownin figure156.Whiletheseresultsarequite
encouragingwith respectto the viability of the
method,it is recognizedthatabroaderevaluation
of the methodologyis neededto validateGPC-
basedalgorithmsfor activestabilityaugmentation
of tiltrotoraircraft.

April 2000: The objectives of this TDT test
were threefold: (!) to establish the new baseline

stability boundaries for the WRATS model that
were not identified in the August 1998 test; (2) to

continue the investigation begun in the August

1998 test into the use of active 33 as a means for

augmenting mechanical 33; and (3) to initiate

wind-tunnel evaluation of GPC for active stability

augmentation in the airplane mode of flight. All
of the testing was conducted in air with the model

in an airplane mode and a windmilling proprotor.

Definitive stability boundaries for the WRATS

testbed incorporating the hydraulic components
that were added for active controls testing were

determined (ref. 259). Considerable progress was

made on the active 33 study. However, the stabil-

ity augmentation associated with active 63 could

not be defined with confidence for all of the oper-

ating conditions tested. A review of the data after
the test suggested that there might have been in-
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strumentationdifficulties. A GPC-basedactive
controlsystemwasevaluatedoverarangeof op-
eratingconditionsbelowthecorrespondingopen-
loopstabilityboundariesof themodelin thisfirst
wind-tunnelinvestigation.Themethodwasfound
to behighlyeffectivein increasingthestability
(damping)of thecriticalwingmodefor all of the
configurationstested(ref. 260). An indicationof
theeffectivenessof GPCin augmentingstability
is givenin figure157,whichshowsthemeasured
open-loopandclosed-loopwingdampingversus
airspeedfor oneof theconfigurationstested.

A concisesummaryof theGPCexperimental
investigationsconductedduringtheOctober1999
andApril 2000testsisgivenin reference261.

October2000: The Variable Diameter Tilt

Rotor (VDTR) is a Sikorsky Aircraft concept for

improving tiitrotor aerodynamic performance in
hover and cruise by varying rotor diameter in ad-

dition to rotor rotational speed between the two

modes of flight. Sikorsky has conducted several

wind-tunnel tests using low-speed models in a

preliminary evaluation of their concept. A high-
speed aeroelastic model of the VDTR rotor was
tested in the TDT on the WRATS testbed in Oc-

tober 2000. The test had two objectives: (1) ex-
perimental validation of the baseline VDTR con-

figuration in the high-speed airplane mode of

flight; and (2) establishment of an experimental

database to validate the stability analysis codes
being used to design the VDTR. Parameters tar-

geted for variation in the latter activity included

blade precone, prelag, 53, and flapping stiffness,

gimbal spring stiffness, rotor underslinging, con-

trol system stiffness, hub weight, and pylon
weight.

The baseline configuration and several para-
metric changes to that configuration were success-

fully tested and compared with pretest predictions
when a blade cuff experienced a fatigue failure.

The abrupt change in loading associated with the
mishap led to the loss of the rotor as well as con-

siderable damage to the transmission and other
mechanical systems in the pylon. The WRATS

testbed is being repaired and will return to service
in late 2001.

Closing Remarks on Tiltrotor Research

The AB/TDT has a long history of propeller

and proprotor aeroelastic research. The research
has included a broad range of experimental and

analytical studies that have made creditable con-

tributions to the technology base that has led to
the successful development of the XV-15 and V-
22 tiltrotor aircraft. These studies have also con-

tributed substantially to increased understanding

of the aeroelastic and dynamic characteristics that
are unique to tiltrotor aircraft. The current tiltro-

tor research program in AB is continuing this tra-

dition and is expected to play an important role in

the development of future tiltrotor aircraft such as
the Bell/Augusta BA-609 (fig. 158) and the Bell

Quad Tilt Rotor (QTR)(fig. 159).

Current and Planned Tiltrotor Aeroelastic

Research

Tiltrotor research in ABFFDT continues to

consist of a mixture of experimental and analyti-
cal activities. On the experimental side, current

plans call for several tests in the TDT over the
next few years. Those currently on the tunnel

schedule include: (l) Continued evaluation of the

use of GPC for augmenting stability in the air-

plane mode of flight; (2) Completion of the active
83 study; (3) Aeroelastic stability and active con-

trol testing of a Bell soft inplane gimbaled rotor;
and (4) A semi-span model of the Bell QTR.

On the analytical side, work is nearly com-

pleted on the extension of UMARC/G to include

rotor/airframe interactional aerodynamics and a
drive system model. Plans are to continue devel-

opment and evaluation of Generalized Predictive

Control for active aeroelastic control. Emphasis
will be on improving the suite of computational

algorithms that comprise the current GPC soft-
ware system developed for WRATS. It is ex-
pected that enhancements will continue to be

made to the UMARC/G and PASTA codes as ap-
propriate to support the in-house studies. Devel-

opment of the MBDyn code and its application to
the WRATS model is also expected to continue in

cooperation with the University of Milan.
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Concluding Remarks

This paper has presented a historical overview

of the contributions of the Langley Aeroelasticity

Branch and its associated Transonic Dynamics

Tunnel to rotorcraft technology and development

since the tunnel's inception in 1960. That research

has included a broad range of experimental inves-

tigations using a variety of testbeds and scale

models, and the development and application of

essential analyses. Based on the overview, it is

fair to say that the AB/TDT has had a long and

creditable history of rotorcraft aeroelastic research

that has contributed to the technology base needed

by the industry for designing and building ad-

vanced rotorcraft systems. In particular, studies

conducted in ABFFDT have contributed substan-

tially to supporting rotorcraft research and devel-

opment programs, to identifying and investigating

aeroelastic phenomena unique to rotorcraft sys-

tems, and to the resolution of aeroelastic anoma-

lies. Building on this foundation, and with due

regard for current and planned research activities

in helicopter and tiltrotor aeroelasticity, it is ex-

pected that this tradition of service to the nation

will continue well into the 212, century.
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Table 1. - General Aeroelastic Scale Factors Applicable to Rotorcraft Models in TDT

for Equal Lock Numbers (Mass Ratios) and Advance Ratios (Reduced Frequencies)

Parameter

Length

Mass

Ti mc

Mach number

Froude number

Reynolds number Lpff I (yRT) tn

Force L2p('/RT)

Speed

Acceleration

Frequency

Angular Accel.

Moment, Work

Power L-" p('/RT) v2

Moment of Inertia

Pressure, Stress

Stiffness (El,G J) L4 o(yRT)

Mach Numbers Equal

General Air R- 12

L L L

L_ p L 1 P L_ P

_._3 L T _eL (yRT) -Le LT v2 9 "_

I 1 1

(Lg) 1 (yRT) L -_T .202 L 1T

LpT- 2, .'449 Lpp _ T v2

L 2 oT .202 L -_pT

(yRT/n T m" .449 T v2

L "t (yRT) L -1T .202 L _ T

L l (yRT/m L 1T v2

L 2 (yRT) L -2 T

L _o(yRT) L _pT .202 L _pT

L" pT v2 .091 L 2 pT sm

L '_p L_ p L'_p

O (yRT) oT •202 p T

LSpT ,202 LSp T

R-134a

,234 L_T

.484 pl.t-I T _

General

L_O

Ltn g-Ira

(Lg/yRT/'e

Froude Numbers Equal

Air R-12

L L

L_p L_O

L w- L w-

(liT) te 2.23(I./T) v:

I I

L_npT - 76 L_n pp-I

R-134a

L_p

L v2 pp-'

.234 L" oT L _ pg L_ p L _ p

.484 T In LIP gU2 LI/2 LI,'2 LIZ-"

.234 L v T g I I I

L_O

•I 13 L-"pT 3n

.449 L l Ttm .484 L"t T In L-Ira g1_2 L wt2 L-v2 L tt2

.202 L 2 T .234 L-2 T L l g Lt L"{ L-'

.234 L _pT L 4 pg L4 p L4 p L'* p

L 7n p L 71" p

L _ p

.234 pT

LTn pg3n L7m p

Ls p L_p LSp L'_O

L pg LO LO Lp

LSpg L_p L_O.234LSpT L_p

Scale factors equal ratio of model to full-scale values of the quantities indicated; e.g., L = LM/LF, yRT = (yRT)M/( TRT)t, etc., where T = tempera-

ture, p = test medium dcnsily, R = gas constant, la = viscosity, 7 = specific heat ratio for gas. and g is the acceleration due to gravity,

Air constants based on y = 1.4, R = 1716 ft2/sec ' °R

R- 12 constants based on v = I. 137, R = 427.3 fr'/scc 2 °R (95_ R- 12/air mixture)

R- i34a constants based on y = 1,114, R = 505.3 ft2/sec 2 °R (95% R-134a/air mixture)

Table 2. - Chronology of Tiltrotor Aeroelastic Analysis Development at AB/TDT

Stablht analysis codesY UMARC/S (Sikorsky version ol UMARCIG)

UMARC/G (titirotor version of University of Maryland Advanced Rotor Code)PRSTABI PRSTAB7 PASTA1 PASTA3.1
PRSTAB2 PRSTAB8 PASTA2 (PC-version

PRSTAB3 PRSTAB9 PASTA3 of PASTA3)

PRSTAB4
PRSTAB5
PRSTAB6

PASTA3,2 UMARC/G with rotor/airfram,
interactional aerodynamics

PASTA3,3 and drive system dynamics
PASTA4,1

PASTA4.3
MBDyn.

Rotor force and moment derivative codes

HFORCE1 GUST1

Rotor flapping derivative codes

ROTDER1
ROTDER2

ROTDER3
I:E)TDER4
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Table 3. - Scale factors for l/7.5-scale aeroelastic

model of Bell Model 266

Table 5. - Scale factors for l/4.5-scale aeroelastic

model of Grumman Helicat

Parameter

Froudc number

Lock number

Mach number

Advance ratio

Scale Factor

(Model/Airplane)
1.00

1.00

0.365

1.00

Reynolds number 0.0487

Length 0.1333

Density 1.0

Velocity 0.365
Time -0.365

Mass 0,00237

Frequency
Force

Bending moment
Stiffness

Bending spring rate
Torsion spring rate

2.738

0.002369

0.0003157

0.000042095

0.01777

0.0003157

Parameter

Froude number

Lock number

Mach number

Scale Factor

(Model/Airplane)
1.00

1.00

1.00

Advance ratio 1.00

Reynolds number 0.1047
0.222Length

Density

Velocity
Time

1.0

0.471

0.471

Mass 0.01099

Frequency 2.12
Force 0.01099

Bending stiffness
Torsion stiffness

Torsion spring rate

0.0005420

0.0005420

Bending spring rate 0.05

0.002439

Table 4. - Scale factors for l/5-scale aeroelastic

model of Bell Model 300 tiltrotor

Table 6. - Scale factors for l/5-scale aeroelastic

rnodel of Bell/Boeing V-22 tiltrotor

Scale Factor

(Model/Full-Scale)
Parameter Air R- 12

Froude number 1.0 1.0

Lock number 1.0 1.0
Mach number

Advance ratio

Reynolds number

Length
Density

Velocity
Time

Mass

Frequency
Force

Bending moment
Stiffness

Bending spring rate

Torsion spring rate

0.447

1.0
1.016

1.0

0.0894 O. 1265

0.2 0.2
1.0 1.0

0.447 0.447

0.447 0.447

0.008 0.008

2.24 2.24
0.008

0.0016

0.00032

0.008
0.0016

0.00032

0.O4 0.04

0.0016 0.0016

Scale Factor

(Model/Full-Scale)
Parameter Air R- 12

Froude number 1.0 1.0

Lock number !.0 1.0

Mach number 0.447 1.016

Advance ratio 1.0 1.0

0.0894 0.1265

0.2 0.2
Reynolds number

Length

Density

Velocity
Time

Mass

Frequency
Force

Bending moment
Stiffness

Bending spring rate

Torsion spring rate

1.0 1.0

0.447 0.447

0.447 0.447

0.008 0.008
2.24

0.008

0.0016

2.24

0.008

0.0016

0.00032 0.00032
0._ 0._

0.0016 0.0016
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Figure!. - TheLangleyTransonicDynamicsTunnel(TDT).

(a)LockheedAircraftCompanyhelicoptertestbcd

(b)BellHelicopterCompanyhelicoptertestbed

|

Iii1!
tl

(c) Generalized Rotor Aeroelastic Model

(GRAM) testbed

!

(d) Aeroelastic Rotor Experimental System

(ARES) testbed

Figure 2. - Helicopter testbeds used in TDT.
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Figure 3. - Some tihrotor models tested in the TDT.

Figure 5. - Sketch of TDT airstream oscillator showing

cutaway of driving mechanism.

(a) Plan view

(b) Cross-section through test section

Figure 4. - General arrangement of TDT.
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Figure 6. - Full-scale and model rotor performance.
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Figure 7. - Full-scale and model rotor performance.
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Figure 8. - Effect of scaling parameters on Freon model
and full-scale rotor performance.

Figure 9.- GRAM testbed with AH-IG rotor.

Figure lO. - GRAM testbed with hinged
wide-chord rotor.

Figure I I. - GRAM testbed with wide-chord rotor
(no mid-span flap hinge).
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Figure 12. - Model Cobra test conditions compared to
full-scale flight envelope with selected

blade torsional waveforms.
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Figure 13. - Comparison of oscillatory blade loadings

as a function of span for the wide-chord
teetering rotors.

Figure 14.- Flex-hinge rotor mounted on the

GRAM testbed.
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Figure 15. - Rotor performance data for the
flex-hinge rotor at an advance ratio

of 0.35.
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Figure 16. - Blade lead-lag mode damping as a func-
tion of advance ratio for the flex-hinge rotor.
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Figure 17. - One/rev lateral twist of ACR configura-
tions and baseline rotor at p= 0.30, as = -5 deg, and

C=, / a = 0.08.
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Figure 18. - Trim requirements of ACR and baseline
model rotors at CL / o = 0.07 and f = 30 ft_-.
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Figure 19. - Coefficient of thrust / solidity ratio vs. co-
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ity ratio at la = 0.25.
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Figure 2 I. - Effect of 4 deg tab deflection on torsion-

ally soft and stiff blade response.
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Figure 22. - Effect of higher harmonic control on fixed-
system 4-per-rev vibration levels.
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Figure 23. - Variation of alternating pitch link load (1/2
peak-to-peak values) with advance ratio.

Figure 24. - Model hingeless rotor hub.
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Figure 25. - Comparison of predicted and measured
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Figure 27. Effect of blade pre-cone angle on lead-lag
damping at advance ratio = 0.30.
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Figure 29. - Baseline rotor blade geometry and built-in
twist distribution. Linear dimensions are in inches.
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Figure 30. - Comparison of baseline and advanced ro-
tor C_ for 4000 ft geometric altitude, 95 deg F ambient

temperature and vehicle equivalent parasite area of
29.94 ft2.
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Figure 31. - Comparison of 4-per-rev vertical fixed-
system loads for baseline and advanced rotor configu-
rations al 4000 ft geometric altitude, 95 deg F ambient

temperature and vehicle equivalent parasite area of
29.94 ft2.

Figure 32. - Model bearingless rotor hub.
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Figure 33. - Geometry of Froude-scaled model rotor
blades, All dimensions are in inches.
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Figure 34. - Geometry of Mach-scaled model rotor
blades. All dimensions are in inches.
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Figure 36. - Comparison of the forward flight perform-

ance of the rectangular and tapered planform blades
(vehicle equivalent parasite area = 20.65 fi2).
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Figure 37. - Components of advanced model rotor

blade used for vibration reduction research.
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Figure 39. - Illustration of noise reduction concept.
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Figure 40. - Effect of higher harmonic pitch (HHP) on
rotor noise levels (db).
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Figure 52. - Comparison of analytical and experimental
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Figure 56. - Effect of lateral hub spring rate on region

of instability with one blade damper inoperative.
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Figure 58. - Hinge geometry for articulated blade.
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Figure 60. - Effect of hinge sequence on flap-lag sta-
bility in forward flight (approximate method).
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Figure 62. - Effect of external viscous damping on sta-

bility of an asymmetric rotating shaft.
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Figure 64. - Critical speed for inplane and out-of-plane
buckling of a symmetric rotating beam clamped off the
axis of rotation (continuous mass representation of uni-

form beam).
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Figure 63. - Rotating beam clamped off the axis of
rotation.
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Figure 65. - Critical speed for buckling of a symmetric
rotating beam clamped off the axis of rotation (discrete

mass representation of uniform beam).
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Figure 66. - Percent error in calculated frequencies of a
tapered beam versus the number of finite-element de-

grees of freedom used to model the beam.
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Figure 67. - Calculated twist of model rotor blade duc

to a statically-applied centrifugal force loading.
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Figure 68. - Measured twist rate as a function of torque
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Figure 71. - Variations in blade twist distribution calcu-

lated for an extension-twist-coupled design obtained

using the structural modelshown in figure 70.
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Figure 74. - Principal shear strain as a function of axial

load for the hollow D-shaped composite tube.
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Figure 72. - Twist rate as a function of axial load for

hollow D-shaped composite tube.

Figure 75. - Composite tubular spars with D-shaped,

elliptical, and square cross sections, respectively.
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Figure 73. - Principal fiber strain as a function of axial

load for the hollow D-shaped composite tube.
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Figure 76. - Finite-element model of D-shaped
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Figure 77. - Measured (left) and calculated (right) mode shapes for D-shaped composite spar.
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Figure 78. - Cross section of extension-twist-coupled
model rotor blade used in hover test.
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Figure 79. - Finite-element model of extension-twist-

coupled model rotor blade shown in figure 78.
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Figure 80. - Change in blade elastic twist at tip as a

function of rotor speed.
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Figure 81. - Variation of blade natural frequencies with

rotational speed for a hingeless blade with a spherical
pendulum and 12 degrees of collective pitch (F=flap,

C=chord, T=torsion, PM=pendulum mode).
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Figure 82. - Root vertical shear for 4/rev concentrated

excitation of a nonuniform blade with a flapping
pendulum.
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Figure 83. - Challenges confronting analysts in predict-

ing helicopter vibrations. Figure 86. - Ground vibration test of CH-47D.

Figure 84. - CH-47D helicopter.
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Figure 85.- CH-47D NAS_AN finite-element model.
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Figure 87. - Comparison of measured and calculated
lateral responses of CH-47D cockpit for lateral

excitation at the forward hub.
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Figure 88. - Finite-element models formed under

DAMVIBS program.
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Figure 90. - Typical test/analysis comparisons of
airframe frequency response amplitudes.
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Figure 89. - Ground vibration tests conducted under

DAMVIBS program.
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Figure 9 I. - Difficult components study of AH- I G
helicopter airframe.
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Figure 92. - AH- IG natural frequency comparisons us-

ing initial and improved finite-element models.

Figure 93. - AH-IG helicopter.
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Figure 95. - Major computational steps in DYNOPT
optimization program.

Figure 94. - Elastic line or "stick" finite-element model
of AH- i G helicopte r airframe.

Figure 96. - AH-IG helicopter airframe with skins
removed.
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Figure97.- AH-1Gfinite-elementmodelusedin
optimizationstudies.
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Figure 100. - Sensitivity of airframe vertical bending

natural frequencies to changes in design variables.

Figure 98. - Preliminary design model for optimization.
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Figure 99. - Detailed design model for optimization.
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Figure I01. - Iteration history of objective function and
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design variables.
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Fig_ure 103, - Iteration history of thc objective and con-
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Figure 105. - Exploded view of the ARES-II rotor
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Figure 106. - Fixed-system loads for uncoupled
Baseline Research Rotor model.
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Figure107.- Bell/BoeingV-22tiltrotoraircraft.

Figure110.- Wing-mountedpropeller/nacellewhirl
fluttermodel.

Figure t08. - I/8-size Lockheed Electra model in TDT
for propeller whirl flutter investigation. (a) Blades fixed like propeller

Figure 109. - Sting-mounted propeller/nacelle whirl
flutter model.

(b) Blades free to flap

Figure 111. - Flapping-blade propeller whirl flutter
model.
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FigureI12.- Ductedfanwhirlfluttermodel. FigureI15,- Perturbationrotor-inducedaerodynamic
forcesactingonaliltrotoraircraftduringpitchingand

yawing oscillations (rotors interconnected).

Figure 113. - Model of high bypass ratio fan-jet engine
in Langley 8-foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel.

Figure 116. - Artist's conception of Bell Model 266 tilt-
rotor design evolved during the Army Composite

Aircraft Program.
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Figure 114. - Estimated stability boundaries for high

bypass ratio fan-jet nacelle-pylon.

m

Figure 117. - I/7.5-scale semispan aeroelastic model of
Bell Model 266 in TDT.
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FigureI18.- l/7.5-scalcsemispanmodelinsimulated
conversionmodewithboom-mountedflowdirection

transmitterusedinguststudies.

Figure119.- Close-upviewofmodelpylonwith
coversremovedshowingcontrolsystemusedfor

unpoweredtcstinginairplanemodeof flight.
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Figure 120. - Effect of some system parameters on

proprotor/pylon/wing stability.
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Figure 121. - Effect of proprolor aerodynamics on
damping of wing beam mode.
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Figure 122. - Effect of wing aerodynamics and blade

inplane flexibility on damping of wing beam mode.
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Figure ! 24. - Effect of proprotor aerodynamics on

frequency response of wing vertical bending moment

during vertical gust excitation.
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Figurc 123. -Measured variation of gust-induced anglc
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Figure 125. - Model 266 configured for rotating and

stop-start portion of folding proprotor investigation.

Figure 126. - Model 266 in simulated blade folding

configuration.
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Figure 127. - Model 266 flutter boundaries showing
variation in character of flutter modes as rpm is

reduced to zero (63 = -32°).
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Figure 128. - System subcritical response for D = 172
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Figure 129. - Effect of blade flapping degree of free-

dora on wing beam mode damping (D = 300 rpm).
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Figure 131. - 1/5-scale aeroelastic model of Bell Model
300-AIA in TDT.
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Figure 132. - l/4.5-scale aeroelastic model of
Grumman "Helicat" tihrotor design in TDT.
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Figure 135. - Effect of blade pitch-flap coupling (83)

on whirl flutter.
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Figure 133. - Grumman tiltrotor model in whirl flutter

research configuration.

Figurc 136.- I/5-scale rigid aerodynamic force model
of Bell Model 300-A2A (XV-15) with rotors from

aeroelastic model in TDT.
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Figure 137. -Effect of Mach number on blade flapping.
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Figure 140. - Proprotor thrust damping effect on model
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 1111

Figure 138. - I/5-scale aeroelastic model of Bell Model
300-A2A (XV-15) in TDT.

Figure 141. - The XV- 15 tiltrotor research aircraft.

Figure 139.- l/5-scale model in simulated helicopter
autorotational configuration.
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Figure 142: 1/5-scale semispan aeroelastic model of

Bell/Boeing V-22 in TDT.
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Figure 143. - Stability of wing modes for V-22 model

with design stiffness wing spar.
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Figure 144.- Stability of wing modes for V-22 model
with off-design stiffness wing spar.

Figure 145. - WRATS testbed installed in TDT.
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Figure 146. - Effect of wing torsional frequency on
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Figure 149. - Stability boundaries for I/5-scalc baseline
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Figure 147. - Active flaperon installed on WRATS
testbed.
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Figure 15 I. - Hardware components of WRATS active
swashplate/flaperon higher harmonic control system.
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Figure155.- WRATStiltrotortcstbedwithsoft-
inplancrotorinhovertestfacility.

Figure158.- Full-scalemock-upof Bell/Agusta
BA609tiltrotornowindevelopment.
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Figure 156. - Use of GPC to actively control ground

resonance behavior of soft-inplane model rotor.
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Figure 157. - Comparison of wing beam mode damping

versus airspeed with GPC on and off for ¢33= -15 °.

Figure 159. - Artist's conception of a "Quad Tilt Rotor"

under study by Bell.
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